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SESSION

OPENS ITS

AND

IS

DESPAIRING

DURAMGQ EDITOR

Stranded Vets, Returned to U. S.,
With French and German Wives

IS ON TRIAL ON

HARVEY ASSERTS

INDIAN MEASURE

1

National Legislature
"Off the Old and 'on the
New," the Change Being
Made in Ten Minutes
SENATE CONFIRMS
'
1,700 NOMINATIONS
Butler, Chosen to Be Associate Justice of the Su-

Court, Opposed;
Action Is Postponed
.
Washington, Iec. 4. Congress
preme

put "off the old ami on the new"
today with the ending of the special session which had been called
primarily to consider the shipping
bill, and the convening of the regular statutory December session.
Tho change in congressional fashions was made within 10 minutes,
the extra session begun two weeks
ago, adjourning at 11:50 o'clock
and the new being called to order
at high noon.
The routine sessions winding up
the special session and opening the
new developed llttiu business and
drew small crowds. Formal surrender of tho senate republicans to
the democratic filibuster against
bill ended
the Dyer
tho tieup and allowed confirmation
of about 1,700 delayed nominations
before the final gavel of tho special session, but the nomination of
fierce Butler, St. Paul attorney, to
be associate Justice of the supreme
court, failed and went over until
the new session through opposition
of Senators La Follette, republican,
Wisconsin; Norris, republican, Nebraska, nnd others.
Receipt of the annual budget
was made the principal business of
Tho usual comtoday's session.
mittees called on President Harding and notified him of the assembling of tho new session, but were
not advised ' definitely when the
president would present his open
ing message. It was believed tlvi
president would address congress
in joint session Wednesday with a
message stressing the administration desire for enactment of the
shipping bill, farm credits legislation and tho annual supply bills In
the hope of cleaning up all business
by March 3. and avoiding an extra
session of the Dew congress next
Epruig,
The shipping 1)111, passed last
week by the house is scheduled to
be brought beforo.tno senate late
this week. It will be taken tip
Wednesday by tho commerce
with a view to a prompt
reply to the senate.
anti-lynchi-

com-mltt-

London, Dec. 4. (by the Associated Press ) Ambassador Harvey was tho guest of the American circlo of the Lyceum club
The Marchioness
this afternoon.
Mrs. Harof Aberdeen presided.
not
attend
did
owing to a
vey
severe cold.
Responding to a toast, the ambassador said:
"Europe is facing the most despairing outlook in history."
If no good and permanent result como from the meeting of
premiers in London, ho failed to
see how Europe could live another
The ambassador said the
year.
hist two years had been worse
than tho war and tho premier's
meeting would be the most momentous since 1918. Economic conditions ill Europe .must be settled
at this meeting, otherwiso there
would be no use in holding the
Brussels
meeting or any other,
lie added.
"Thero must bo an immediate
adjustment of conditions in the
v.
iiiinui vuum.n,
;
or It will affect the United States,
and England. England and Amer
ica can withstand, but cannot
endure."
Referring to the address of the
of Aberdeen, who
Marchioness
had declared that tho Free State
bo
effective
would
which
act,
soon, would be of tho greatest
and
the
benefit to England,
world, the ambassador said:
"Tho greatest thing that has
to tho United States
happened
and England In the last two years
iha winine nut of lie. old
running sore of Ireland. It has
by
been wiped out completely
England's having made the proposition so generous that it could
not fail to o recognized by the
United States or ony fair minded
Whatever events will
people.
happen in Ireland, so far as the
United States is concerned, England has done the right thing
and there will no longer be any
Irish questions in America.''
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Mrs. George H. Wheeler,1
Calls His'
Albuquerque,
Attention to Alleged In-
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justice of Proposals

Durango, Colo., Dec. 4. (By UlO
Associated Kress.) The prosecution and defense each had exhausted five or the fifteen peremptory challenges allowed them
when the first day's trial of Rod.
S. Day was concluded late today.
Day, managing editor of the Durango Democrat and son of the late
nnd widely known Dave F. Day,
whom he succeeded in the directorship of the paper, is charged with
'
tho slaying here of William L.
last.
on
24,
Wood,
April
Wood, city editor of the Durango
Herald, a rival newspaper, was
shot to death on the principal street
of tho town. Day, according to the
testimony of a number of witnesses at the coroner's inquest,
fired a revolver twice at Wood
when the two men met on Main
street after Wood is alleged to
down. One
Day
have knocked
bullet struck Wood back of the
two hours later.
right ear. He died
.M-!tf?- mi:
The tiles of tne ueniocrai unu
th(j Hpl.ahl a hon time beforo the
ju
:: v
,
V?1'1' reveal that tne editors
auarrei in
tive columns. Expres
sion of views on prohibition develmore
into
personal subjects.
oped
ii:
VAt..
ju
When the men met lace iu it--ac-s blows were exchanged and,coro- cording to the verdict of the were
r.er's Jury, two revolver shots
A few of the
men, stranded in Europe, recently returned to the United States, with their French
and Wood was fataliy
fired
and German "better halves" and babes.
wounded.
Wood, it was learned, was not
Ji'ew Vorli, Dec. 4.
1'iund It impossible to secure em- hard.' and be found t."e
(.Special)
rench
armed
vesponsiuiu wnuo uieir nusoanus ana in' ployment despite the effect of the inisympatlietic to Americans who
Day, who was held ror
war in wiping out French man wished to earn a living in their
by the coroners jury
uuujfathers of their babes are seeking
Expert carpenters, me- country. Kinally he was forced to
was later charged with nyjr employment and homes in which to power.
death,
hi
chanics, painters, discovered that admit defeat and apply for transa direct information
der
house
100
the
over
of
wives
them,
after the Iwenty-lhre- o
days' pay portation to America.
District Attorney George " . iine.
hi another instance a Buffalo
He has been at liberty under bond American war heroes ure getting li.imvu mem iy Lilt) Koverimieill
their first glimpse of the U. S. The when they were discharged hail man, who had served in the Ninth
of $10,001.
Del
of
District Judge J. '. TViley
veterans, some of them wearing vanished, they were unable to get Kegiilars, was left destitute with
is French wife and three children
Norte, is occupying the bench in bravery citations, are telling their ""-- ; ,,":a":, '
o(
a result Paris was flood'd when the graves' registration job in
tho
at
reipiest
here
tho trial
of
stories
war
romances, thwarted witl) ,i,,H,utu Americans and their which he was employed gave out.
of this district
Judge W. N. Scarry
ambitions
and
their struggled fniiii,.0 nH ihn i,,..-i,.. He is now bringing his wife and
ai.i
Court attaches who had predicted abroad
them together to children to this country in the liopo
ciety
gathered
that several days would botorequired
They had elected to remain on transport them to the United States that he will be able to start life
be acbefore a Jury was found
of tho other side as members of the with the aid of the Hod Cross. The successfully again.
ceptable to both sides in view
American
graves' regtsuwtio i ser linen now here are the first to i,r- A third man. Thomas Phillips of
the vt'idn acquaintanceship "f
vice or in soma privMg capacity j.jvr.
near, Alaska, married a (Jerman
in the community, saw
and Wood
when
enlistments
their
, k
expired
men
over
i
the
n
of
woman
while with the Army of
Typical
brought
ihi
U.i.ilifiui .ini.iv
A number of
had returned was a former member of the
h
Occupation.
Despite his efforts... to
H is" believed now that a Jury to France and them
with their
r..i., " l!,.!..rv ...: I '
liegimeiit, cited during the tZ..;.
will have been chosen by Tuesday wives when th.Germany
'.
.7
:
latter found lh. war, who
had married a French u su
i. n i nip soiitii Hiyej
night.
American clinuit. ami environment girl anil brought her to this coun- of savings was exhausted
he made
uncongenial.
When her his way to Paris, where he was sent
try after the armistice.
1 WOMAN IS FATALLY
AH of them tuld the same story, health gave out in tho new
country, to New lork with tho others. ToFrance
in
fjpft
without
after
jobs
took hjr hack to France. Ai day, ho is- attemntrng to find
INJURED WHEN WALL
thii work of registering graVe had ftrst he was
able to Hnil employ- one to stake him to tho trip back
OF BUILDING FALLS been virtually completed, they ment, but after a while times grew to Alaska.
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ALLIED CHIEFS
THIS WEEK END
Premiers

Will Meet in Lon

eee-ssk-

in-i-

,

New Orleans, Da., Dec. 4. One
woman was fatally injured and a
score of others hurt by flying timbers and brick today when the,,f ri bllil.lltip' hpilll? liefnnt

CITY LOSES IN

CENTUR ES

LAW REIMBURSING 3
ESTIMAT ES LAID
IRISH-ENGLIS- H
FIRST
NEW MEXICO COUNTIES
The meeting of was
In front of the build
London, Dec.
IS DECLARED INVALID the allied premiers in London ing atpassing
the time of the crash with
fixed for tho week end, will set the her
BEFORE SOLONS
d
baby in hev
SECURE A PARK
STRUGGLE ENDS
arms, wus caught beneath the col- Santa Fe, N. Jr., Dec. 4. The stage for the Brussels conference
new
with
December
15,
wall. Her skull wah fracsupreme court today held invalid jbegtnnlrig
Italian premiers in at lapsed
tured and she died in a hospital
the 1921 law reimbursing tnree British
soon afterwards. Tho baby was Work Will Require the
New Mexico counties and one tendance, is likely, to develop into
District Court Sustains De- -. Constitution
Bill
Goes
1
A 1 n
town for a total of $382,273 paid the most important meeting of its
nnnj;i.ir,n
cic
Versailles.
since
kind
l
u
of Arno Huning in
Ul DI ,s J,'-!-of
murrcr
Both
House
in principal and interest on bonds
(Jciiuiiuit;
Through
The British foreign office is busy
M A HTML LAW KXDFIJ
issued to finance the building of with
the
Year
BeginRio
Condemnaof
the
Durinq
Grande
the
agenda
Now
Parliament
preparation
and
Silver
4.
Dec.
ConstituCity
tho Santa I'e and
Washington,
this preliminary meeting, but tional
branches of the Santa Fe rail- for
rights have been restored
tion Suit
ning July 1, 1923
Awaits King's Signature
tho situation and attitude of Ger- and martial
in
Guatelaw
road.
ended
dewhich
everything
many,
upon
to
mala,
official
The court held the congressional
advices
according
on
4.
acWork
disDec.
are so changing that,
London, Dec. 4
Judge 5L E. Mickey in the
(Bv the Asso- -'
by .Minister La Tour from t,leWashington,
grant of land made in the case pends,
to the officials, it is diffi- received
country's rivers, harbors and trict court has sustained the de- elated Press.) The centuries old
his
Thn restrictions
was to pay off outstanding indebt- cording
to outline tho position the were government
cult
murrer of Arno Huning to the struggle between England and Ireput into effect, a little over other waterways will re'piire $71
edness and not for reimbursement British representatives will take.
ago. beeaus0 of
purposes.
during the year beginning complaint of the city o' Albuquer- land endeil tonight when the legisThe British are awaiting the Ger- rising months
in
some
1
the
of
n
departments r..,..
The counties involved are Santa man attitude on the latest issues
.noi
i.:
lation giving the sanction of law to
que in the suit for the condemnath Orellana government. ,hr rhlof f
f
Fe, Grant, Luna and Hidalgo. bearing on attacks on officials of against
the tion of land for use in the pro- the new settlement with Ireland
which
took
office
a
The
year
ago.
Silver City is the town involved.
control commis situation was now in 1,1 . . b t army, under whose direction these posed Rio Grande park. The or- passed its final stages In tho house
the inter-allie- d
"' works are carried on. were sub der of the court 'is dated Decem- of lord.-:-, which for generations has
sion in Bavaria with tho greatest crniiml f ih
the new Germitted to congress today. Rivers ber 2,
that
interest,
hoping
KING OF GREECE HELD
the plaintiff
given 10 bitterly opposed any accommodaman government will act in such a
and harbors Improvement alone days Inand
which to file an amended tion with Ireland.
conn
A VIRTUAL
PRISONER
manner as to Justify allied
The constitution
will require J 57. 110,410. compared complaint.
bill litis gone
in the new regime.
with an allotment of J41.00ti.750
BELIEVE TURKEY
This action marks the opening through both houses of parliament
IN HIS OWN PALACE denne
German
of
ever
fearful
192:!.
for
of
without
France,
thp.fisenl year
any amendment, and even
round in the
the city to
The Mississippi river would re- secure lands fight by
aggression, is expected to take the
for
the without division being challenged,
Lausanne, Dec. 4 (by tho Asso- initiative at Saturday's meeting in
Lord
ceive tho largest sharo its total creation of a necessary
Carson
alone, whoso influpark. It is
ciated Press. ) Members of the arguing for drastic action. Great
the work of the Missis- held by the citypublic
that the law gives ence was mainly responsible' fur
TO SOVIET including
Greek delegation to tho near east Britain, desiring trade and the
to
settle the Irish question
sippi river commission, aggregatmunicipalities the right of condem- failure
conference today emphasized that economlo reconstruction of Gering more than S9.COO.000.
nation for
purposes. Several in 1914, and who has throughout
Prince Andrew was not condemned many will be at the other extreme,
New York hafbor and vicinity other piecespark
his
career been the bitterpolitical
of
private land are
by the court martial to complete with Belgium sharing the French
will require more than JS.OOO.tlOO.
for the park, which it is pro- est opponent of home rule, pereconomic
poliBritish
was
of
the
fears
but
RUSSIA'S IJVILL Ohio river locks and dams and posed to establish along the bank sisted to the very end in his role
military degradation,
merely deprived of his rank as gen- cy and urging a compromise as at
Improvements call for $7,520,000. of tho river from Old Albuquerque of "hist ditcher," even when such
eral.
the London conference in August.
e
Wilson dam at Musclo Shoals to Barelas.
traditional
rulers as the
Premier Mussolini of Italy, is an
Andrew's banishment
Trlnce
nitrate plant would lie given
.Marquis of Lanseowne
and the
from Greece leaves King George as unknown quantity ns far as con- Control of the
Duke of Devonshire hud graci fully
for use in continuing
$7,500,000
Bosphorus work
the sole representative of the Con- cerns the serious business of the
yielded to the government view and
stantino dynasty on Hellenic Boil conference, but it is evident that
and the Dardanelles is a rate there at1 a slightly increased OPINIO
resolved to give Ireland a chance
F.
and his isolated position has ex-- j he is already desirous of proving
are:
Other
to prove her sincerity, under new
.recommendations
HP
IftflTP
ocRofnrol
5llhiot
cited considerable sympathy here. the allied assurances that Italy
ui-.v
California debris commission; r.A- conditions.
wuHjvvt
Recent arrivals from Athens say cupies a position of equality in the
1 her,, now
penses, $18,000; Ynba river situ
Lausanne raney .
only remains royal
the king is virtually a prisoner An entente.
assent, which is a pure formality,
ation, $15,000: Sacramento river
As MussoHni's acceptance of the
his own palace.
DIVORCING
1
OE
addition
and
situation,
$500,000.
(In
London conference has not been Mjausnnne, Oeo. 4 (hv tho Assoeverything will bo ready for
the new Irish government to come
received it may result in delay of ciated Press.) Jsmet Pasha is still to an equal amount contributed
DETROIT ASKS FOR 20
into
with
by California).
existence,
's
excellent
the preliminary conference or post- being carried along behind
Los Angeles, Calif., district: San
omens in tho expressed desire even
chariot tonight so fur as
MORE PRO OFFICIALS ponement of the Brussels , meeting, tho members
AnLos
of
ROAD
of the near esatcrn Diego harbor, $135,050;
many of the "die hard" statesit is admitted,
men in Kngland to give it every
conference have been able to learn. geles harbor. $760,000 of which
Detroit, Mich., Dec. 4. A re
continuito
be
for
is
$480,000
Whether
used
Ismet
allowwillingly
opportunity to succeed in its work,
not only unhampered, but aided by
quest that ,20 additional federal DE PALMA SERVING A
ing Hussla to speak for Mustapha ng- tho widening of the inner
sent
to
De
be
prohibition agents
Keinal's government, or dare not harbor channel and $280,000 for California
TEN DAYS' SENTENCE
Organization Kngland.
liocfirt t'ri I'lii nr.a u.llti am, In. Ti..
trolt to curb tho operations of
Kven tha appointment of Timodredging triangular approach to
cater"fashionable
view of control of the Bos- - inner narbor entrance channel).
ON SPEEDING CHARGE!"'"'
bootleggers,"
Shipthy Mealy as governor general of
Representing
8,000
First San Francisco district:
ing to Christmas trade, was fortho Irish free state, which is mompuuriiH una uie uaraaneues is not
pers Favors the Separa- entarily
warded to Washington today by
clear. Ismet is silent: perhaps he San Francisco harbor, S340.000;
expected to bo announced
Fresno Calif.. Dec. 4. Ralph de is
instruction-James R. Davis, federal prohibi- Palma,
An
Oakland
Richfrom
harbor. $235,000;
awaiting
officially, is on reflection recogtion of S. P. and C. P.
automobile racer, surrenIntion director for Michigan.
gora.
mond
tan
as
nized
an
equal
$128,000
auspicious event. When
dered to the sheriff at Madera,
Ismet Tasha says he wants to amountharbor,
formation has reached his depart- Calif.,
Mr. Hcaly's name was first mento be contributed by local
and began serving 10 hear
4.
today
Western
Dec.
Washington,
of
views
the
ment, Mr. Davis said, indicating days sentence for speeding last
Knglnnd, France interests); San Pablo bsy and
tioned it was received with astonfavoring separation of tho ishment
n opinion
bootleggers were planning to dis- month. He carried two suit cases and Italy on control of the straits Mare Island straits. $130,000;
and some incredulity.
Pacific
Central
from
Southern
a
the
pose of; a. large stock of liquor containing clothing and personal before he sots forth the definite
When a governor generalship is in
bay channel, $13,000;
plan, but his admission
hers during the holiday session.
Pacifio
the
Kafel
San
constituted
lirltish mind turns
systems
effects when he entered the Jail Turkish
the
creek, $40,000:
question
De Palma had received a stay of that Itussla's project for absolute creek, 11,000; Humboldt harbor bulk of testimony today at the In naturally in the direction of some
of
control
the
straits
and
adja and bay. 1827.450 (Including terstato
sentence until after his last race of cent
Now it is adCommcrco
commission titled personage.
territory by Turkey alone and
the year.
for new work on north hearing on the Southern Pacific's mitted , the appointment of Mr.
tne exclusion of all warships, ex- $719,850 Noyo
would be singularly approriver, $16,000.
cept Turkish from the straits ap- jetty);
of Healy
Second San Francisco district: application to retain control
RAILROADS ATTACKED
the Central Pacific lines in spite of priate.
proaches nearer to the Turkish San Joaquin
Stock$26,000;
river,
idea than any other suggested and ton
MAN has created
and Mormon channels, $5,000; a supreme court decision order
BY A WISCONSIN
.
POUECASf
the general impression
INCREASE SHOWN IN
ing their division.
Denver, Dec. 4. New Mexico
that Russia is dictating the Turk- Sacramento river, $95,000.
Edward F. Treadwell, attorney
Tuesday and Wednesday, generally
NOVEMBER FAILURES
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 4. An at- ish policy.
for
the
California.
Producers'
and
fair: colder east and sduth portions tack was directed against American M. Tchitchorin's plan was placed
told the
Shippers' association,
DIFFERENT
1,600,000
Tuesday.
and
A.
R.
before
the
railroads by
Hurst, chief directly
committee his organization had
concisely
New York. Dec. 4. Bradstreet'e
Arizona: Tuesday and probably highway engineer,'
for Wisconsin, delegates at the morning session,
STYLES OF SHOES ARE 8,000 members, which advocated today reported an increase in failWednesday, fair, not much change in an address beforo the ninth an' he insisting that Turkey should
ures
of
and a decrease in bank clearlines.
complete
the
separation
in temperature.
WORN BY U. S. WOMEN Fred II. Wood,
nual conferenco of the Association have control of the straits, that
counsel
for the ings for the month of November.
of State Highway Officials, charg- foreign warships should be prohibSouthern Pacific, iiuestioned him The failures
totaled 1,758,
local nuponx
us to whether his organization won an increased reported
4.- - Women
ing that the American carriers ited entry, and that Turkey .should
of 8 per cent over the
Clevelond. Ohio.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
move' for bo permitted to occupy the forti- of the United StatesDef.wear over
not
wer0
Impeding
every'
with
Tho
Union
October
Pa
working
the
total bank
report.
hours ended at 6 P. m. yesterday, highway program.
fications.
He declared that troops
of shoes, cific in its effort to force tho sep clearings were $30,890,000 in 117
different
recorded by the university:
Mr. Hurst urged that highway and ships would not influence the William A. Durgln. styles
diaration.
chief of the
cities, a decrease of 10.9 over Octo,153 officials of the country help to settlement of the problem of the vision
iiignesi temperature
The Union Pacific has openlv ber.
of simplified practice of the
Lowest
87 formulate nnd support national straits and their retention there
contributed
and
assisted
declared
tho
The bank clearings gained over
work
of
commerce,
department
3 6
Bangs
In an address here
legislation either to bring federal wbb not possible.
before the of the producers' association," Mr. November a year ago by 8 per cent,
Mean
45 ownership of the railroads or to
Lord
Curzon reiterated signifi- annual convention today
Treadwell
memof the .shippers
replied, "but our
the smallest increase reported for
75 provide a subsidy to the roads
Humidity at 8 a. m.
assocantly that foreign troops and warehouse and
bers are not pledged to favor any any month, since March.
49
p. ni.
Humidity at
that thn transportation needs ships were there now and were a ciation. Hundredsdistributing
of the Central Pacific
thousands
of
of
disposition
Compared with failures a- year
0 of thn country might be met.
J'reclpltation
definite factor in the near eastern dollars would be saved, he said, if to the Union Pacific or otherwise. ago,
November figures showed this
Wind velocity . . ,
11
Tha railroads stand for nothing. situation, though ho hoped they th sizes and types of containers We are simply seeking to rge the year's
were 10.7 per cent fewer,
''Direction of wind ...... Northwest do nothing, gfve nothing, build would not he a permanent factor used in
reout
be
tho
of
should
shoes
but
carrying
there were 6 k per cent more
supreme
packing
Chmactcr of day
Clear nothing,'' the uueaker said.
in tho straits,
duced to as few as possible.
f
than in November; 920.
-
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Estimated Government Outlay in 1921 Is Placed at
83,180,843,231, a Decrease Under This Year

Aroused by the l'epi'e.seiiiatieis
a.
in .e
personal 1'riend
to the realization that this
state is as ilally intereste d In
the preservation of the l'uelil i
Indians anil In justice being dull"
TOTAL
them as it is In the welfare of
IS FOR FIXED CHARGES
settlers tipon Indian lands, I'resi- dent Harding has announced his
of giving the matter
intention
serious study. lln will examine Only About One Billion Doltho provisions of the liursum bill
lars Is Subject to Adminto establish the rights of settlers
on Indian lands, and will go over
istrative
Disthe entire
Willi
situation
the
cusses Federal Aid
United .States Indian commissioner and wiili Secretary of the Interior A. U. Kail.
Washington. Dee.
.Mr. Harding's intcn.-swas en- Harding, in
the anlisted by a
from Mrs. nual fe,ein transmitting
Innl-- et
loitU,,
ext
KM l
WhceliM-H.
North
liscal
(ieorgo
frankly told
Sixth ttrcet, an artisr, a former today jcar,
that whether there congress
resident of Marlon, O., nnd a per- bo material reduction jn govern- to
sonal friend of the president.
ment expenditures and in taxes in
Telegraphed Harding
luture years would depend largely
Mrs. Wheeler late Inst ninnili on whether there was
to bo a curtelegraphed Mr. Harding urging tailment of expansion of federal
him to sec that the I'.ijr.suei bill aid in lines of research,
improveteledid not become a law.
ment and development.
gram was supplemented- on the
Placing tile estimated governIctteIn which ment outlay in lSIH-- nt $;!.! X0.K43,---'!- (.
following day by a
she stated that the bill would
a decrease of about $."011,000.-Oo- u
which
im
destroy the Indian pueblo
Willi the estimate,
she declared to be .ioi cent'r of for thiscompared
fiscal
Mr. Hardinc
Interest of urtisls from all part) called attention year,
that
oi
of the world.
this total wus on account of pracMrs. tically fixed
rim Pueblo Indians",
charges, such as tho
"'
tenants on public debt, national
la,,'1' r, ;vl'011'.
defense, penion iit'ti greater sions, world war allowances
u";
"l'
ami
assets to the state of . v .Mexico federal aid. There was
ho
than would be farmers who wohld said, only about one billionleft,
dollars
,. ,,,.,.
.,.n.
tin n,
:),, ,y .,,. in charges subject to administrainnkimr tho state of Now Mexico tive control and
against which, hn
elite
nh
for a school
art added, the retrenchment
pnlicv of
that is becoming known through- the government
had been directed.
out the
To deprive
While expressing the opinion
them of their lands would (h ive that some further reduction unthem from their homes,
doubtedly would result from a rescattering them to remote places organization of government estaboutside of New Mexico, would be lishments on a more scientific baa blow to the cause of art and sis, the president said this alone.
would hurt New
Mexico in a Would not effect such a material
fina ncial way too."
cut In operating costs as would
Mrs. Wheeler said that since
Justify the expression of
for
I hisuggestion hud been made a consider.--! hlo lessening ofhope
expenthat the government
give the ditures in the years to come.
lands to the settlers and buy other
Question of Federal .Mil
lands for the Indians, she would
up the question of federthat oilier lands be al Taking
(recommend
aid, tho executive declared that
bought, for the settlers, which this was a rapidly broadening field
leave the ancient pueblos, which of expenditure and that there was
noe U 17.' I1HVU il KIIHL Ul It.'!! a question
as to
ter undisturbed and undestroyed. ernment should how far the ingovit,
She also raised the question as to he added that hn participate
did n'it refer tu
the rights of settlers, who had tho normal functions
or operations,
been allowed to use land by of the business of tho
government.
tolerance, afterward to claim it
"These extraneous cctivities." tie,
as their own.
'have
flowed from laws
continued,
Acted Promptly
enacted pursuant to popular deThat President J larding ueted mand, and
r take this occasion to
promptly Is shown by the fact refer to them for the purpose of
that ii reply came in less than n showing that th" taxation which
week. Not only did the president necessarily
results in providimr
write, lait he took the matter up funds to meet them is necessarily
with the United States Indian incident to the fulfillment
of the
commissioner, who also wrote a popular demand.
letter to .Mrs. Wheeler in which
"In the efforts which have been
ho stated that Jiis bureau und the directed to
reducing public expendepartment, of the interior have ditures, I have been much concernno idea other than doing Justice ed in
increasing state,
apparent
to the Indians.
The correpon-jdenc- e
and municipal indebtedness
Is interesting to those who county
I am fearful
and
lest this condihave been following the discus-.sio- tion may bo In
attributable
aroused by tho liursum bill, to the expenditurespartmado
bv the
'Jlic President's I.cltcr
to its federal
government
Following is President Hard- aid laws, ns pursuant
of
theso
state
many
ing':! letter:
laws require state contributions an
The While House, Washington.
a
to the extension cC
H'L'J. the federal aid.
November
My d ar Mrs. Whocb-rSummary tif liudget
I urn writing to acknowledge the
Tho summary of the budget for
of
of
letter
.November
your
1924 as given to congress hhows uu
receipt
li"nd, ihe contents of which I hav-- j estimated excess of receipts over
noted with great interest and much expenditures next year of
1
caro. I can appreciate your view
25 ns compared with an estican
and
well believe there mated deficit of $213,938,712
point
for
is much to Justify it. The bill con-- j this fiscal
year. The president
said, however, that ho wus hopef'o.illnufil mi Tune Twn.
ful that the estimated deficit for
1923 could bo reduced in the remaining seven months and that
the close of the year next June 110
would show a balanced account.
Estimated
expenditures of
for 1924, which ure exclusive of the postal service, coin-paWOMAN
AT
with estimated appropriations
of $.'!, 078,940,331 for the same period. Mr, Harding explained that
the expenditures would represent
cash withdrawals frctii tho
actual
AGE OF 71
treasury,
including some on account of appropriations in previous
years.
deficit in postal operaMrs. John Becker, Resident tionAnother
e;w
for
of New Mexico for More b,,t Mr- lliriHnz s"J 'U'us esu- mated that through proper read- TU,n
inan 4U TCarS,
there would be a surplus
over txpendi- I'u'it"1 rev'!,"jt'
Climbs Aftpr Lhnn lllnp'11'
tures in 924 amounting to J952,- 439.
this year postal costs
S: oeial In Thn Journal
were placed at $359,9t;,S4l. or an
Helen, Dec. 4. Mrs. John lack- estimated
deficiency of $31,502.-57- 0.
er passed away quietly at the famas compared with an actual
this morning afily homo at
deficiency in the last fiscal year of
ter an illness u several months.
Anna.
Vlclstlch wus born in $4,34li,2:il. The 1924 costs am
at $581,003,151,
T.csuni, flermany, 71
years ago. tlveu
Kho came to tho Hulled
States an The president told congress that
when about 20 years old and was
appropriation of $25li,532,8S7
married to John llceker on No- recommended ror ttie army would
vember 2, 1877, at Santa Fe. N. M provide a regular force of 12,000
traveling thero from Trinidad. officers and 125,000 enlisted men,
Colo., by stage coach. Mrs. llceker exclusive of tha 1'hilippine scouts,
which is the strength now authoriwas tho first
woman in Helen.
zed by congress and would enablo
The surviving children aro: John the militia bureau to increase lie
Becker, Jr., Louis C. Becker, Lucie strength of the national
guard
Keeker and Bernard
Hecker of from 100.000 officers and men to
Helen and Mrs. A. t Rradley of 215,000 officers and men. fop tha
pairbury. Neb., all of whom, with army air ervice $12,871,500 is proMr. Hecker, were at her bedside posed, or $23,500 less than approat the time of her death. Otistnve priated this year. .Mr. Harding;
Hecker. another son, died several said this gum w ould permit the seryears ago.
vice to operate efficiently in accorThe brothers ure Jacob Vielsticli dance with
existing policy.
Beleti, and Peter Vlelstich and
For the navy $289,880,993 is
Vielstich, both in Germany.
asked. Tills amount, the president
The sisters are Mrs. Fred Heck asserted, would provide for tho
er, Belen; Mrs. Jacob IJckler and present eulisted personnel
of
Mrs. Lyldla Mueller, both of San
men; maintain all present
Ulego, Calif.
commission
and
make
in
proMrs. Keeker assisted in the or- ships
vision for
all new ship
ganization of the Helen Lutheran construction continuing,
in privately
owned
church and throughout her life yards, except for reduction in
speed
was untiring in her work for the of
construction
en three light
When
the
church.
Lutheran cruisers.
church federated with the Belen
I'rovision is made in the budget
Mrs. Hecker
Community church
tn pensions;
gave tho new organization her for $253,000,000
in world war allowancctn
hearty support. Her nets of char- and $20,339,289
in retirement pay.
ity nnd benevolence wcro without Other
items include $41.7S4,550 for
number.
The funeral services will he rivers and harbors; $31.4S0.O00 for
held at 2:30 p. m. Tuesday
from good roads; $5,718,950 for hospital
the Lutheran church which Mrs. construction and facilities for war
Becker attended regularly during patients; $2,200,000 for railroads in
the days of her strength, to be Alaska; I6.8S9.105 for tho Panama
conducted by the Hev. John Sin- canal; $18,553,688 for general law
clair of tho Federated Community enforcement, including administratchurch. Tho pallbearers will be ion and enforcement of the nationJudge K. H. Hanna, J. 0. McTav-is- al prohibition nnd narcotic Beta
P. p. Simmons. P. It. Dalies, and the prosecution of war frauds;
Antonio Gilbert and H. L. Abell.
and $750,000 for the replacement
The body to be laid at rest In of worn out portions of the Alaska
v
Terrace Grove cemetery at Helen. came.
of

Mexico
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American Ambassador to; Rod S. Day Is Charged With
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England Says the Last,
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MRS. QBENCHAIN
FREE; BURCH

IS

fifOSE
Indictments Charging Them
Are Dis-- :

:

- With Murder

missed But Man Is Held
on an Insanity Charge

'
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Indict- -

fronts asaliiht Arthur C. Burch
end Mrs. Madalynne Ohencliain,
YliarRed with the murder of J.

Bolton Kennedy, young Los Angeles broker, wera dismled
on
uy Judsre John W. Shenk
motion of District Attorney Thomas
Ixo Woolwlnc.
'
Mr. Woolwine moved dismissal
the
on
grounds
t
the Indictments
Ot Insufficient evidence.
Paul W. Schenek, attorney for
Burch, then swore out an Insanity
and
complaint against his client,
he tie
Kcenk directed tlj.-i-t
jidge
to inn psychopathic
committed
ward of the county hospital for
Observation.
The court's action left Mrs.
"Obenehain free to leave the counshe announced she
ty Jail, which soon
as sh could
would do so
She said
jiack her belongings.
that she planned to leave Los An-eobut did not Intend to
very far away. She declared that
situ' would not return to Chicago,
her homo at tho time of the Kennedy slaying.
was arrested
Mrs. Obunchaln
here in August, 1921, after site
had reported at the police station
tit Buverly Hills that Kennedy had
..heen slain on the steps of his
Mimmer homo in Beverly Glen,
where she had accompanied him
to look for a "lucky penny" after
they had spent an evening at the
beaches nearby.
Kennedy was Hilled by the
cliai'Ka from a shotgun,
litirtli Tnkfii Off Train
Iiurch was taken off an
train at Bns Vegas, Nov., a
lew days later and was returned
here to stand trial. Tho state's
'
theory was that Kennedy, who's
had been much in Mrs.
company, had decreased
his attentions and that Burch had
slain him, with Mrs. Obenchain's
connivance.
of Chi;. ltalph It. Obenchain
of
husband
cago, tho divorced
came to
once
Mrs. Obenchain, at
in
aided
her
and
assistance
her
ttefense at her first trial. Unrch
parents, the Kev. and Mrs. W. A.
Burch, of Kvanston, 111., also came
to the assistance of their sou.
They moved here to be near him.
..' Both defendants refused
to admit any direct connection with
tho slaying. Mrs. Obenchain proclaimed
her innocence. Burch
contended himself with silence.
Tried Three Times
"TJurch was tried three times, an
being; the chief
insanity defense
element ot his case. All Juries
Mrs. Obenchain was
disagreed.
tried twice: both Juries disusreed
in her triuls also,
The prosecutions were furthered
father of the
; by J. D. Kennedy,
"nlaln man, who made the caRa his
business in life during its entiro
'
11a attended all the
pendency.

trials, testified himself and aided
the slate in the. preparation of Its,
evidence, and was active as an adviser of the prosecution at tho
trials.
Ball Was Refused
Bail was sought for the defendants at various times but was reBoth have
fused by the court.
been In jail since a year ago last
During much of that
August.
time Bnreh 1ms been employed in
tho offieo of the county Jail as a
typist and accountant. His privileges were curtailed once or twice
for infractions, of Jail rules, but
he was a trusty for a time during
hi imprisonment.
was held in
Mrs. Obenchain
the women's ward .and occasionally got in tho limelight because
oilier prisoners complained that
by the use of money supplied by
relatives, sho supplied herself with
tlio services of a prisoner maid,
with extra foods and other special comforts.

PRESIDENT WILL
BURSUM'S
STUDY
INDIAN MEASURE
Continued from

'

Oben-clialn-

'

Put. do.

cerning which you write me has
never come to my attention except
in the most general way. It is
quite impossible for tho executive
to undertake a careful study of all
the legislation proposed in the Con.
grefs. Ondinnrlly, these measures
do not come to my notice until they
require presidential sanction, then
they are given very deliberate consideration before au approval is
written.
Mince you write so earnestly concerning the matter I mean to take
this question up with the Indian
commissioner and the secretary of
tho Interior, both of whom aro
vastly better informed on the Indian question than I can ever hop?
to be. I know them to be fair and
highly conscientious.
1
greatly appreciate the courtesy
expressed in your invitation to
come at some suitable future time
and visit what you designate o?
I do not know
artistic America,
when the suitable time will come,
assure
can
I
but
you I will corBy my very
dially welcome it.
hastv view of the great Southwest
I have been abidingly Impressed,
and I shall always be looking forward to a lime when I ran visit
it leisurely and get the inspiration
of its atmosphere.
With very best regards and good
wishes, I am
Verv truly yours,
WA RUE Is" G. HARDING
Mrs. aeorge H. Wheeler,
Artists' Itetreat,
Albuquerque. New Mexico.
No Injustice
Following is the letter received
by Mrs. Wheeler from Ind'un Com-

missioner Burke:
Department of the Interior
Office of Indian Affairs
Washington
Nov. 127, 1922.
Mrs. Lutie Hodder Wheeler,
N.
M.,
Albuquerque,
My doar Madam:
I have received your telegram
of November 20. 1922. by reference from the president, referring
to the pending bill relating to
tho Pueblo land titles In Now
Mexico.
You can rest assured that
"the Indian bureau and the' interior department will endeavor to
see that no injustice is done to
these Indians by the enactment of
the Bursum or any other bill.
There really is no occasion for

Your faith in Kellegsfs Bran can
never be raispsaced IT 13 ALL
Eellogg's Bran, cooked and
Mod, will permanently relieve the
most severe eases of constipation be-- 1
ranso it is ALL BKAN not a food
' mixture Hint cannot possibly have suf-- .
lieient natural corrective properties.
Onco constipation gets into your sys- 1era you must iiglit it to tho finish.
Kellogg 'a Bran is tho weapon. It will
win for you. Boa't take
lucasurei; don't temporize.
Kellogg 's Bran is permanent Telief
for constipation if it is eaten
at least two tablcwpoonfula
daily; in chronic cases, with each
is a taste- -'
'meal.
And, Kellogg'
delight because it is delicious and
i comes
to you es a highly palatable,
j desirable food, as well as a corrective.
Tou will greatly enjoy Kellogg 'a
flavor
;Braa at a cercali its
;
A:
half-wa-

regu-,)url-

i

nut-lik- e

y

SMALLPOX CASE IS
Washington, Dec. 4. Here are the budget bureau's figures on
The Day in Washington
estimated government receipts and appropriations for tho fiscal year
DISCOVERED
HERE;
h
Final session of the
1'J"i as compared with estimated receipts and actual appropriations
VACCINATION URGED
for the present fiscal year ot 1523, both exclusive of postal receipts
Congress began at noon, 10
and expenditures:
minutes aft:r adjournment of tho
1924.
1923.
.
Receipts.
special session.
The first case of smallpox to be
?2,425,00,000
$2,400,000,000
Internal revenue
Conference of the Central Amer- reported here this winter was
4.10,000,000
425,000.0(10
Customs
called
to
ican
promote placed in quarantine yesterday by
powers,
7 9,802,909
Miscellaneous
511,812,359
friendly relations and encourage Dr. O. C. West county and city
ot
convened
reduction
armaments,
health officer. Tho case originated
if
3,429,802,950 with RecVetary Hughes presiding.
3,8j61, 812,359
Total
in Denver, whore the man, a resiAppropriations.
Filing of six suits seeking recov- dent of Oakland, contracted it a
.,
14,418,912
14,504,105
legislative establishment
contractors
few days ago while in that city on
of $'!,000,000 from
3S2.S50
Executive office
398, 595 ery
for alleged overcharges for the business.,
25,000
,.
Special repairs executive mansion....,
Dr. West pointed out yesterday
02,412,0811 construction of Camps Custer, Dix,
81,2ul,UIS
Dept. of Agriculture
Dodge, Lee, Pike and Travis was that vaccination Is necessary to
20,618,492
19,715.53:)
Dept. of Commerce
y the department of prevent the spread of tho disease.
.
510,207,752
327,514,157 announced
Dept. ot Interior
' ,
He advises all persons to consult
1 8,751,050
Justice.
18,631,205
Dept. of Justice
family physicians. All
President Harding, transmitting with their
7,490,188
6,203,550
Dept. of Labor . , . .'
who desire it may be vac298,324,205 the annual budget to congress, es- persons
,. 200,934,025
Navy department
bv the health department
cinated
16,058,238
11,905,201
timated that government expendiSiate department
calling at its office In the city
160,627.206 tures during the coming fiscal year by
148,888,862
Treasury department
hall.
would total $3,180,843,000, approx.
War department including
326,517.300
Panama Canal
346,894,088 imately $600,000,000 less than the
Fans made from the feathers' of
25,043,973
District of Columbia
25,900,000 estimated outlay for the current the peacock, ostrich, parrot aud
Veterans bureau
422,077,324 year,
440,313,000
pheasant, were the favorite ones
50,411,500
100,469,000
The house authorized Us Judi- used in the Middle Ages.
Shipping Board
27,115,556
23,720,159
witOther Independent offices
to
committee
subpoena
ciary
nesses and obtain department of
Totals ordinary
$1,844,149,890 justice documents heeded by Repfl."S3,843,331
Public Debt.
resentative Keller of Minnesota, in
Reduction of principal
345,097,000
330,088 800 pressing his impeachment charges
Bring your roofing
Interest on public debt
950,000,000
xl, 100. 000,000 ugainst Attorney General Daugh-ert-
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improves any hot or cold cereal, and
innumerable inviting bakery batches
ran be made with Kellogg 's. Try some
Kellogg 's Bran pancakes. They're
great! Or, raisin bread or gems!
Kellogg recipes ore printed on each
package.
Per health's sake, got the whole
family eating Kellogg 'a Bran just as
quickly aa possible, because it is ALL
BHAX nnd it will mako over the

health of every big and littlo mem-bo- r.
Tour physician will recommend
Kellogg 'a Bran because it is positive
and because it will sweep and cleanse
and purify, and put color back into
faded cheeks. It will help children
grow big and strong ; it will clear aud
tone and brace up the syatem of evsry
ono who eats it regularly. All grocers
sell Kellogg 'a Bran because its usq is
universal
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Snowdrift
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aeairliSht bucket'
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as easy to open
as winding e
the clock
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east-boun- d

crimination In favor ot wealthy
declared
there is no
taxpayers,
basis for the charges and suggestions "sought to bo conveyed" in
the speech.Clemenceau arrives for four day
visit In the capltol.

FIGURES OF BUDGET BUREAU ON
HAPPENINGS AT
ESTIMATED U.S. RECEIPTS AW
WASHINGTON IN
APPROPRIATIONS FOR NEXT YEAR
TABLOID FORM

5, 1922

1

-

y.

Grand Total
$93,073,940,331
$3,274,238,690
Confirmation of the nomination
x Including $125,000,000 discount accruals of war savings stumps, of Pierce Butler as an associate
of
,
series
1918, due January 1, 1923,
justice of the supreme court was
blocked by Senators LaFolIetto of
and Norris of Nebraska,
the hysteria that is belngr caused The bill was then Introduced In the Wisconsin,
A number of other nomination
we
certain
as
what
senate, and
you know, passed also failed.
by
agitation; and
would like is the
of that bodv. This is Senate Bill No, '
Secretary Wallace, in ljls annual
those who are sincerely concerned :isrG, and known as tho Uursura
report, recommended enactment of
for the welfare ot the Indians to bill.
rural credits legislation as an effecassist In perfecting: the pending
My experience in legislation has tive aid to farmers, who, he said
e
bill if it is not drawn, to do
me
that usually where there wero still under a serloys disadtaught
to the Indians.
are contending interests it is necesbecause of prices.
That you may know more fully sary, in order to succeed, that there vantage
Attorney General Daugherty admy position with relation to the be some concessions on tho part of vised Senator
Walsh of Massainterests, and In fact, experience chusetts that the
subject, I am enclosing you copy all
department of
m
has
tauKht
often
that
a
times
ot a letter written on the 15th,
Justice lacked authority to proceed
Is
better
secured
where
product
to
George Vaux, chairman
instant,
the Ku Klux Klan because
of the board of Indian commis- there arn some compromises than against
where either extreme prevails. Thp of Its alleged activities.
sioners.
of $71,600,000
An
expenditure
bill mav bn objectionable
In connection with the hearing Kursum
the coming fiscal year for
during
and
be
to
some
may
of
the
subject
to
referred
in the enclosed letter
harbors
that has arisen touching the improvement of rivers,
before tho committee on Indian criticism
its
This does not mean and other waterways was recom
affairs, house of representatives, thatprovisions.
chief
of the army
there is any Justification for mended by the
1 have to say that since the said
storm that has arisen on the engineers.
letter was written tho senate has the
senate
bill aua
llou.se
or
soma
passed
in
that are active
part
by unanimous consent requested
tho measure. I fear that thorizing the retirement of Associthe house to return tho bill. It criticizing
back of it there are those who are ate Justice Pitney ot the supreme
is nut. therefore, subject to hear- actuated by ulterior motives
and court.
ings before the house committee are anxious to defeat any legislaSecretary Mollon, in reply to a
on Indian affairs at thi time.
tion on the subject. I am appealing speech of Governor Blaine of Wisto those who I believe are honest consin, before the progressive conSincerely yours.
and censeientlous in their opinion ference last Saturday, alleging dis- CHAS. 11. BURKE,
that
the bill is not what It should
Commissioner.
be. to assume an attitude of
Claims Settlement Necessary
to trv and sea if it will not
Following is a copy of the letter from Commissioner Burke- - to be possible, when the bill is considered
the committee on Indian
by
George Vaux, chairman of the
board of Indian commissioners, in affairs of the house of representato
amend it to relieve It of
which is explained the steps lead-in- g tives,
to the framing of the Bursum objections that are raised against
It, or to adont sorn
substitute
bill:
measure that will give some relief.
November 15, 1922.
Effort Is Honest
Mr. George Vaux.
There seems to be on the part of
Chairman, board of Indian Com some
an effort to create sentiment
missioners,
that the Interior department and
160tJ Morris Uldg.,
the bureau of Indian affairs are
Philadelphia, Vu.
not honest and that they are atG
Aly Dear Air. Vaux:
tempting to put over legislation
I um in receipt of your letter of that
are authorized to
All
Druggists
will bo unfair to the Indians.
tho J3th, and note your board is It Would
refund money if PAZO OINTseem as if wo ought to be
an
interest in senate biij
taking
MENT falls to cure any case ef
credit for at least being hon3i5&, known as the Uursurn bill, given
est in our efforts and that w
ITCHING, BLIND, BLEEDING
and that it seems to you as if there
should
be
only charged with being
uro a good many points In the proV PROTRUDING PILES. Cures
mistaken if we state that w think
posed legislation which are most the Uursum bill is
ordinary cases In 6 days, the
satisfactory.
obnoxious.
There Is no subject
I not ask you and your assoworst cases in 14 days.
May
that I have considered as of greater ciates to take up the
subject of the
PAZO OINTMENT instantly
importance than that there be Huron in bill and critically
consider
ITCHING PILES and you
something done at nn early date it with a view to suggesting in what
to settle tho Question affecting the
can itt restful sleep after the
to
bo amended or
it
respect
ought
1'uoblo Indians in New Mexico so
first application. $Qc.
a substitute measure thai
that there, may be a final determi- - suggest
will result In a better solution or
.iiuuoii oi ineir rights. Unless the difficult problem than will the
mething Is done soon, I very Hursum bill. I want to call your
much fear that ihi.m
h
to the fact that, with tho
llous trouble, and it wan by the attention
very complicated ouestions that are
xiiricm ui cuirisiunce
mat there Involved, it would seem as if we
was not bloodshed durine tho urns. should have
very largely the opin
ent year. A purchaser ot land, ion of experienced
lawyers and that
who had been in fn.. slumiirrl tho Indians themselves
or laymen
supposing that he had a title to are hardly qualified to express an
0.
large area, erected a fenm opinion on the details of a bill dealwhich unauestionaliW
mmn in.
with the subject. Personally, I
diun land, and the Indians by forte ing
am actunted bv no other mothve
removed the fence, and, ns before than to try and get some legisla- Florida Lady Was In a Mis
stated, had it not been for the action tion that will settle for all time the
ot mose who kept their heads, controversy
erable Condition, But Says
that exists in New
there would undoubtedly have been Mexico on account of the differbloodshed.
She Found Cardui Helpences existing between the Indians
When I became
commissioner, and alleged landowners, and I want
one of the first things that the sec- to again
ful, and Got Well.
reiterate that, unless there
retary brought to my attention was Is some early action that will be
the necessity for some action look-In- g recognized as being the beginning
Altha, Fla. In explaining how
towards a settlement of the of an end of the controversy, disshe found Cardui so helpful
controversies between tho Pueblo aster will probably result.
Indians and those claiming title Thanking you for your courteous during change of life, Mrs. Ella M,
to lands claimed by the Indians, latter and for vour interest in this
lie informed mo that he had se- subject, and assuring you that I Bailey, of K. F. D. 2, this place,
cured the appointment of Col. R. will greatly appreciate your coop- said:
K. Twitchell, of Santa Ve, aa an eration and assistance in trying to
"I became so weakened it was an
assistant attorney general, with the get some legislation In the coming effort for me to
get around. I knew
mam
i.e.
h
understanding that
t,.
short session of congress, I am
what was the matter, but I felt like
assigned to the exclusive work of
Tours sincerely.
n n Bet An M.ltt.
Ull vinir inn K
I couldn't give
CHARLES II. BURKK.
p.
a view to working out a solution
Commissioner.
"I Just dragged, and I certainly
of the problem. Col. Dorrington,
was nervoua. I was so restless I
an InsDectnr. ira
S STUDENTS HIHXED
operate with Col Twitrhoii an
Me., Dec. 4. Three could not sit down long yet so
Watervlllo,
render him as much assistance as students of Colby college were weak I couldn't get about. It lg a
ne could. When I visited the Pu- burned tb death
early today when most miserable and euch a helpless
T Vw.M
eblos in Mav of thia
one section of
destroyed
a council at Santa Clara with the fire
the original college feeling.
North
governors and
of all buildingcollege,
"I would Bet depressed and out
1820.
in
erected
the northern pueblos, and they
of heart.
were very solicitous
somethat
On a grain farm of 12,000 acies
"I began to feel, after awhile,
thing be done towards a determi- near
till the.
work is
nation of their titles, and they ex- done Winnipeg,
and tractors that thero was no use to try to get well.
trucks
vith
pressed apprehension and fear that formerly required 400 horses and This ia nil wrong, for it makes a
it would be the old story and nothing
would be accomplished, after I ex- the feed from 2,000 acres for their person worse.
maintenance.
"I had heard of Cardui, and
plained that we wero
to do ana gavo them endeavoring
an assurthought It might strengthen me. A
ance that both the secretary and
neighlor had used it with good rethe commissioner were very deepsults.
and
ly
seriously concerned to assist
"I took one bottle (of Cardui),
them.
Claimants Have Attorney,
then I saw 1 wasn': so nervoua, so
I found that those who are Inkept It up.
terested by being In
of
"Gradually the, nervousness left
or claiming title to possession
soma of the
me. I began to eat and sleep betlands In the pueblos had
ter. Was soon well, and all right.
Mr. Itenehan, a lawyer of
"Cardui did wonders for me, and
Santa Fe, N. M. I also understood
I certainly do recommend it."
that Mr. Renchan had been reThousand of other women have
quested on the occasion
of the
written, to tell of the beneficial revisit ot the committee on Indian
sults obtained by taking Cardui,
affairs to New Mexico, a couple
and to recommend it to others. .
of years ago, to prepare a bill to
Cardui has stood the test of ex.
be submitted to the committee for
tensive use, for more than forty
consideration.
I ascertained that
I
Mr. Renehan Is a lawyer of repute
years, In the treatment of troubles
common to women.
and ability. I conferred with him,
Good druggists, everywhere, soli
and found that he was
to come to Washington expecting
Cardui, the woman's tonio. Try it,
a
within
Adv.
short time for the purpose of appearing before th Indian affairs
committee to present his views on
the subject, which were expressed
in a bill which he had prepared
Windshield GlasS'Lumber
and which was then pending.
J. C. BAI.OKIIMiE MJMRKH CO.
I also had a conference with Col.
iZl Soulb rirt Street
Pbon. 403
Twitchell. I conceived th
Idea
that it would be very helpful If it
could be brought about so that n
bill could be drafted that would be
reasonably acceptable to Col.
Twitchell, renresentlnjf the government and the Indiana and Mr.

troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or telephone 305.

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IM OCLLAH
K IS FRACTION
107 6. fourth
I'bone 07- -

PHONE 360
Parcel Delivery

- And Messenger Service.
Messages-

- Packages-Baggag-

3589

Jus-lic-

Isn't it great, first thing in
the morning, to get good

v

in

cheer and good feeling from
a real good cup of coffee!

CURED
to 14 Days

Costs no more per cup
than ordinary coffee.

es

i

ca

JUST DRAGGED

chillin

SO WEARER

ML

ih

.l

8l
Don't accept substitutes don't
buy baking powder that is supposed to be just as good as
Calumet don't think that a
'
big can at a low price means
a real saving. Use

'(SkWRBETT
The Economy

BAKING POWDER
Avoid disappointments.

IS?:!''
BEST BT TEST

t.

Millions of housewives are
using Calumet because ot its
dependability. They know
that the bakings will always
turn out just right. Pies,
cakes, biscuits, muffins, will
always be perfectly raised,
light and wholesome if you
use Calumet, the real economical leavener.
Calumet sales are 2 times
as much as that of any other
brand always call for it.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST RAKING POWDER

ini

Lift Off with Fingers

A
VQ

ALCOHOL

Renehan, representing those that
have claims. As the result of my
efferts, Col. Twitchell was authorized to come to Washington at the
timo Mr. Renchan came, and they
wera both here. W had numerous
conferences in the bureau, at which
both of the attorneys named were
present, and. to mak ft long story
short, a bill was finally drafted
that was" acceptable to the bureau.
tViA
ertlliMlrM tfit
fljtttn r(m Ant
nnd Pecretnrv Call, who went over
u.
enaurneu
ana
Jl very carciuny
Vi

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a Tittle "Froezone" on an aching corn,
instantly that corn stops hurting,
then shortly you lift It right off
with fingers.
Truly I
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle
of "Freezone" for a few cents,
sufficient to remove every hard
corn, soft "Corn, or corn between
tho toes, and t lie calluses, without soreness or irritation
Adv,

168 PROOF
Pints, quarts, gallons
For Vour Car
ALBUQUERQUE
LUMBER CO.
Phone 421
423 North First.

Our Better Coats
$69.50
An Offer That Will Delight

Discriminating Women
These coats are odds of our higher priced
models and are in the height of fashion.
Only because we have just two and one
of a kind are they offered at this very
special price.
ALL ARE FUR TRIMMED
with Manchurian wolf; some have both
cuffs and collar. They're in the favored
blouse-bacwrappy. and straight line effects of fine bolivia, normandy and
in lovely shades.,
-

--

.

k,

cor-dulu-

re

A Special Group of Dresses
Underpriced at $25.00
They were several "dollars more everything about them assures you of that!
Really ' striking costumes. Poiret twill3
in coat frock styles, original vivid
deries and so on.
Softly clinging silk frocks draped, flar-in- g
and embroidered. Very gratifying to
find at
$25.00
I'bono

2811

Tlia
Growing
Storti

Buy tho;
Gordon Ilosa
, "Hard to
Wear Out.
'

...

,
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RALSTON

'TIGER' ARRIVES

10

RUSSIAN ENVOY

AID

CUES VIEWS

TW&i

HOUSE

ON

TO HOOVER IS

PROBE PLOT TO

SEVDRAL HURT IN WlUX'li
Iowa. Dec.
Shenandoah,
Several persons were slightly, injured here tonight when Wabash
train number 14, bound for St.
Is
It said that though Crater lake Louis from Omaha, Neb., was dehas an altitude of 6,000 feet, its railed three miles north of here.
waters
never
freeze, while ice Physicians from Shenandoah and
forms on the adjacent Klamath Summit treated the passengers.
lakes, which are at a considerable None was seriously injured.

allies attended the dedication as
did many prominent
nrmy and
navy officials nnd prominent educators from ver tho state1.

BELGIUM'S GIFT

iGRAND JURY TO

COURT

.

ACCUSER IN THE

AT WASHINGTON;

AROUND

A

VKSSQIBSBBtBR

SPEAKSFRIDAY

DAUGHERTY

Mil

STRAITS STATUS

Is Driven to the Home of House Judiciary Committee Foreign Minister Tchitcherin
Sets Forth the FundaDecides to Take Up the
Henrv White and Rests
mental Position in Statein Preparation for His
Charges Against Attorney
ment
at Lausanne
15
December
General on
Four Days' Visit

Charles Dabbs and Company
have filed suit against E. B. and
E. F. Montoya for the collection
of a note, amounting to $200.
Marriage licenses were issued
to Veronica Ramirez
(yesterday
and Jose Chaves, botn oi auju- querque; Helen Lind and P&tncK
Kane, both of Albuquerque; Mrs.
N. 8. Weathers and Rube Llpe,
both of Albuquerque.

Lausanne, Dec. 4. (By the AsWashington. Dec. 4 The house
today directed its judiciary com- sociated Press,) The fundamental
mittee to send for all the persons
position of Russia on the question
and papers it needed in its in- of the status to be given the
chargvestigation of impeachment General
the Sea of Marmora and
es
Attorney
aganst
the straits of Dardanelles was outDaugherty, as filed by RepresenTitoher-in- ,
tative Keller, republican, of Min- lined by Foreign ministerstatement
who read a prepared
nesota.
There was no discussion or di- in French, of which the following
was given out
vision when Chairman Volstead official summary
asked and obtained consent for this afternoon:
will
"Tho Russian delegation
authorization. He explained that
the committee earlier in the day strive to attain two objects'.
had agreed unanimously to take
"First, equality of tho positions
this course.
and rights of Russia and her allies
committee
the
before
the Ukraine and Georgia with
Appearing
H. Ralston as
with Jackson.
positions and rights of the
host here; Jules J. Jusserand, his counsel, Mr. Keller declared the
powers', second, safeguarding
French ambassador to the United that he was not prepared to pro- other
the peace and security of the
States, and .Robert W. Bliss, third ceed at once, and December 12 of
territories, and liberty of
assistant secretary of state, who finally was fixed as the time for Russian
economic relations with tho
their
Inforthe
represented
department
taking up the charges. In which other powers."
mally.
Tho bill of particulars,
Liberty of N'avlgntlon.
fourteen
Probably 2,000 persons had Mr. Keller set forth
M. Titcherin contended that the
clustered in the station for a gen- charges against the attorney gen
liberty of commercial
eral view of the famous war fig- eral, and the latter s answer renns permanent and
pacific maritime
ure, who was among the few Buch public last tight were formally navigation
communications in the Bosphorus, who had not visited Washington filed with the committee.
the Sea of Marmora and the Dareither during the world war or afAn Hour's wrangle
be assured in the
terward.
was an hour's wrangle danelles must mannes
There
and without
A flurry of applause greeted him tn committee over the time and most absolute
as he walked slowly through the method of procedure before it restrictions. He said:
"Maintenance of peace on the
concourse and in acknowledgment was ended on a motion by repreits
he doffed his gray felt hat and sentative Graham, republican of Black Sea and the security of nnd
bowed.
to. go into execu- coasts, peace in the Near East
Pennsylvania,
of
Constantinople
Passing through the presidential tive session to determine whether the security
room, he entered Mr. White' car the house would be requested to should be guaranteed in a durable
and was driven swiftly over Massa- do as Mr. Keller had urged
manner. This means that the Darchusetts avenue and Sixteenth get the witnesses and papers.
danelles and the Bosphorus in
'street to Mr. White's Creecent, During the general discussion tlrnn nf neace. ns in time ot wat
place home.
in open session, Mr. Ralston and ought to be constantly olosed to
There, while he chatted with Mi1. Keller said they would like warships and armed vessels, as
Mr. and Mrs. White and Ambassa- to
Chief
Justice Taft; well as military airplanes of all
have
dor and Mrs. Jusserand his secre- George W. Wickprsham, former countries except Turkey. Only in
butIn
a
of
went
forth
Gomp-erquest
Samuel
tary
this- - way can liberty of peaceful
attorney general;
of the American navigation in tnee waters be effecler, to whom he could communipresident
cate Clemenceau's desire for soup, Federation of Labor, and Guy tually guaranteed."
gruyere cheese and boiled eggs. Oyster, Mr. Gomper's secretary,
M. Tltcherin continued by sayHe retired shortly after eight.
It was set forth In
summoned.
the Russian government with
The Tiger plans to pay his re- - the bill of particulars that Mr. ing
fact that Bosphorus
the
elementary
sDects at the White House tomor Keller would seek to show "the and the Dardanelles belong to Turrow at 10 o'clock. He will be pre- fitness" of William J. Burns, as
Turkish people
the
and
that
key
sented to the president by Ambas- chief of the department of Jus- are
sovereignty over
sador Jusserand. From the White tice bureau of Investigation, in theirentitled to full
territory and waters.
House he expects to drive to the view of the part said to have
M. Titcherin said Turkey could
home of Woodrow Wilson. Then been taken by him as a governwater
defend her
he wilt return to the White home ment agent In connection with the effectivelyattack
by possessing the
for luncheon, where he will meet conviction of Willard N. Jones againstto
coasts,
right fortify and armofherwarships
Secretaries Hughes and Mellon.
in a land case in 1307.
"
by possessing a fleet
May Visit Mount Vernon.
Generally
Charges
defense
her
utilizing for
These are the only definitely
up the charges general- - and bytei'.inlcai
meanB of modern
It Is possible, Iv.Taking
Bcheduled events.
Chairman Volstead pressed every
to
Mount
ho
will
warfare.
go
however, that
Mr. Ralston, who stud he- was
M. Titcherin then passed to what
Vernon in the afternoon. He' has counsel for the American Feder
to
spoken frequently of his eagerness ation of .Labor, as to what wit was interpreted ns an allusion
and
to visit Washington's tomb,
nesses he had in mind. Mr. Rals England. He said:
"finsini? the straits to other war
will seize the first opportunity to ton mentioned Donald E. Rlchberg
do so.
of Chicago, who was counsel for ships conforms to the principle of
Whatever Clemenceau flans to railway employes in the recent equality between states. Throwing
deliver here In the way of a strike Injunction proceedings and them open will give a preponderibroadside in his campaign to win Stevenson, a lawyer of Cleveland. ating position to the strongest
and parti- Ohio, whose Initials lie could maritime power."
American
sympathy
No Aggressive Designs
cipation in the affairs of France not give
will be reserved for Friday his
Russia nnd her allied republics,
"We are not trying to prevent
in
we
last day
control M. Titcherin argued, had no agWashington.
this investigation, but
On his way to Washington today procedure and do not Intend ta gressive, bellicose or militaristic
from St. Louis, Clemenceau stop- let anybody run this committee," designs against the liberty of the
ped off at Baltimore for six hours said Chairman Volstead, at one other peoples; and therefore they
and delivered a short talk be- stage of the wrangle.
were In a peculiar position to
fore trm Maryland historical so
Once started, Mr. voisteaa saia watch over the Interests of the
clety.
he had no Idea how long the In working masses and to contribute
In it he voice! a plea for a vestigation
might run.
to the world's economic developbettei understanding between the
"But we propose to start Tues- ment. Their solution was the only
people of the l'olv.1 States and day and keep grinding away," he possible solution of. the strait?
those of Franco and declared he declared.
problem.
was going to take home the

Washington, Dec. 4 (by the As
Georges Clemen- goclated Press.)
coau today brought hla campaign
for France to the capitol.
Arriving at dusk, he was escort
ed immediately to the home of
Henry White, former ambassador
to France and member of the
American commission at the Versailles peace conference, to rest
In preparation for his four day visit, which will begin officially tomorrow with calls on President
Hardiag and former President
Wilson.
The Tiger was greeted at the
station by Mr. White, who is his

STATUE OF ISIS

DEFEATJUSTICE

Prominent San Franciscans Memorial Is Unveiled at,
Stanford University as an
Charged With Interfering
in the Trial of Wilmot, a
Expression of Gratitude

holders. OZule SYore
AL

for His Work

Pro Official

FORNOFF SAYS OIL
4.
The
San Francisco,' Doc.
federal grand lury at a special ses
IS PLENTIFUL IN
sion tomorrow will open an inquiry
FARMINGTON SECTOR into an alleged conspiracy by s
group of prominent San Francisco-anothers to defeat Justice
Undersheriff Fred Fornoff, who In thoninl
of Roy Wilmot, prohireturned Saturday from an over- bition trial
agent, accused of bribery
land trip to Farhilngton, says that mid extortion.
Professor James M.
tho Midwest company undoubtedly Hyde of Stanford university, has
has a paying oil well. The official? been suhnoenned and it was intl
of the company are secretive, but mated
by the district attorney's ofhas become fice that
Jiaiormation
enough toT
among those summoned
U
well
Indicate that the
known
will be peoplo high In official cir
deal
a
is
There
one.
a good
good
cles.
of activity, Fornoff says, and much
Announcement of the grand Jury
it
some
of
be
by
will
done,
drilling
Investigation came on the heels of
a series of admissions by nllbi wit
largo oil companies, on lands that
have been leased since the oil nesses that they were Importuned
to
bv Prohibition Aeent Wilmot
strike.
said civc neriured testimony.
Seven
"The fruit Is so plentiful,
were on the
Fornoff, "that the people hardly Fresno witnesses
know what to do with It. A rail- stand today and declared they were
Fe
Santa
induced by Wilmot to give manu
road connection with the
factored evidence.
undoubtedly would be a great thing
for San Juan county In clvlng an
Wilmot, whose trial has been In
outlet for its products, but It woull progress for a week, Is charged
also mean much to Albuquerque having accepted a bribe of $100.
and
In providing
quantities of whiskysedan
cheaper fruits ana "giftsusoof nf
. , .
an automobile
tho
livestock:
.
,
..
FranarmiiiKwu from J. J. Kolburn, a San
The people ot tne
arthe cisco druggist, who he hndvicinity are raising some of For- rested
for violating the Volstead
finest and fattest hogs that

4-

6JQURQU.

N.MCX.

AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

i

SPIRIT

Stanford University, Calif., Dec.
In the namo of the King of the
Belgians and his people, a statue1
4.

of lsis, Goddess of plenty, was pre-- !
sented hero today to Herbert ilnov-- ;
er, secretary , of commerce as an!
expression of gratitudo for the relief work done in Belgium by Mr.
Hoover and his aides through the
American relief commission dur- ing the war.
The presentation was tnndo by
Senator Albert Lcjenne of Belgium,
who came across the seas to express through Hie Hoover memo-- 1
rial the love his kingdom felt and
still feels, ho said, for America and
una
Mr. Hoover as persouiiyiiig
nution In its succor to his beleag-ure- d
nation.
In accepting, Mr. Hoover declined to take the statue as a tribute
duo him personally, but accepted
it on behalf of tho university
who, he said, for the most part
composed his assistants in carrying relief to the starving Belgians.
He was so affected that parts of
his brief address were inaudible.
The strings that unveiled the
statue worn pulled by a Belgian
and an American girl. Mile,
Colhttc, a student at. Stanact.
from Belgium and
said
he
ford
nort ever saw,
yesterday,
university
have
to
promIs alleged
Miss Francis Willis, a Stanford
and are making money on the isedWilmot
have
would
be
In
that
return
Student who formerly attended the
porkers in spite of the difficulties the case against Kolburn
Fornoff says thi
of shipping.
University of Brussels.
'
,
Farming-tonConsuls ot America's war time
country from Gallup to
on
his
traveled
over which ho
outward Journey, is "the last of the ALLEGED FORGER TO
old west." He says there is plenty
BE TAKEN BACK TO
JVIISS HILDA WIT5MAN, wideof room in tho Farmington country
ly known artist of Jersey
for settlers.
ST. PAUL FOR TRIAL
City, who, In a statement to
the public, declares Tanlac has
member of the
t v T.v,,.,rt
and
restored both' herself
nr- I if
j
police force of St. Paul, Minn.,
mother to splendid health.
rived last night, and will take in
charge C. Oscar Johnson, wno wa
"B" Theater "The Cowboy and arrested here several days ago by
the Lady," a Paramount picture, Police Officer Kern on a charge of
C1'-- ,
'
featuring Mary Miles Mlnter and forging a mortgage on two Durant
Tom Moore as the leading stars, cars. H. J. Mich of the Mich
ot St. Paui
in the main attraction at the "B" Automobile company
Rearrived yesterday morning to take
today; also presenting "Pathe
4
view" and "Current Events" pic- charge of the car in which Oscar
9
Johnson and his wife and child
tures.
is
Johnson
Oscar
were traveling.
Lyric Theater Sol Lesser pre- said to have passed a check for
sents the great Jackie Coogan as J1.7G4 in purchasing a car, and
tho star in "Trouble," a First Na- stated that he had organized an
tional company attraction and a auto company in St. Paul with $80,-00- 0
capital. Requisition papers for
good one; also showing "Sport
Review" pictures and the comedy, his removal from the stnte have
been recognized by Governor M. C.
"Felix All at Sea."
Mechem.
toPastime, Theater Repeating"
.
BOWLING
day for the last time, Ethel ClayT
ton as the principal star In "If I
TOURNAWiENT CLOSES
Were Queen"; also repeating the .
Harold Lloyd comedy and the
"Fox News" pictures.
Kansas City, Dee. 4. The midwest bowling tournament closed
IS
DANCE
COWBOY
REAIi
with doubles and singles
OF RIO FEATURES OF today
which little affected
' "THE COWBOY AND LADY" events,
standings with the exception of
W. 8. McFadden of Kansas
A typical cowboy dance is one givingsecond In singles. C. Collier
of the features of "The Cowboy City
of Chicago retained his lead tn
o
and the Lady," a Paramount
this event, with a score of 674.
with Mary Miles Mlnter and
team of
The Lorenz-SmitTom Moore, directed by Charles
Iowa, held first
at
shown
Will
be
Maigne, which
in doubles, Its score beine
The
the "B" theater, commencing to place
in the final rating.
1,346
is
This
furthermore,
dance,
of Milwaukee
day.
Ziecler
chocolates
n
tho scene of a tragedy which af- won first place In the
fords the material for the great event, and (. Gelser of umeago
7 MEN SENTENCED TO
FRED FISHER CHOSEN
of
climax of this picturlzatlon
division.
was first In the
famous play. Dur- The Zlegler score was 3.055, a
SERVE TERMS IN U. S.
LEADER OF THE K. P.'S ClydetheFitch's
In the anteroom tho new
dance
Gciser's
and
ing
record,
PRISON AT ATLANTA
Miss Hilda Widman. 245 Hun- FOR THE COMING YEAR villain is murdered, put wno tne total was 1,040.
be
deter.nplf Ave . .Tersev City. N. J., is
guilty person is cannot
now an enthusiastic witness to the
being
New York. Dec. 4. Seven men.
Mineral lodge No. 4. Knights mined because of theIn shot
Miss Widman
the end,
merits of Tanlae.
including two former prohibition of Pvthlas, held a largely attend- fired in darkness.
enforcement agents convicted last ed
is a talented artist, whoso beautiwhich of- however,, all comes out as It
at
Inst
night
meeting
DYE
of
160
barrels
week of substituting
ful paintings have won her an
picture was
chosen for the coming should. Much of thenear
whisky ficers were
Jackson
made in Wyoming
ginger ale for Canadian
occur
will
reputation in New York
Installation
The
while the shipment was being year.
a famous resort for cattle
and
Hole,
vicinity.
proa
when
In
special
January,
moved from a New York railway
"Knowing Tanlac as I do," said
will be enjos'ed. Tho office- rustlers and outlaws In times gone
station last April, todny were sen- gram
Miss Widman, "I could not doubt
by.
rs-elect
are:
to
Mack
Federal
tenced by
Judge
hear
FOR
anything good II read or mediFred W Fisher, chancellor REAL TEARS ARE SHED
two years each In Atlanta peniten
took this
about it. Before
Meyer Osoff, vico
commander;
I
COOGAN
that
so
tiary. The enforcement men,
GREAT
BY
JACKIE
little
energy
I
had
cine
C. O. Wiseman, prery Meade and William Walsh, also chancellor;
STARRING IN "TROUBLE"
dreaded to see day come, for 1
late; C. L. Berndtson. master of
were tinea z,uuu eacn.
Just dragged myself through my
Klmonai
work; Joseph Pies, keeper of recDraperies
with Jackie Coogan. 8klrU
"Trouble"
work, so to speak. I fairly ached
ords and seal; E. H. Rlumenthal,
Waist
title
and
Curtains
one
When
reads
TO
Ginghams from tiredness and got up mornU. S. AMBASSADOR
master of finance; W. W, McClel-la- thinks of the famousthis
in Coats
star
little
Sweaters
ings feeling Just as worn out as'
Stockings
master of exchequer; H. E the title role of the B'irst National
Some
when I retired at night.
GERMANYJS IN PARIS Terry, master-at-armSiegfried
Dresses
y
Coverings
run
Everythlnj
a
picture, which opens
days I could not cat, and being
Inner guard; John Ogilvie. at
Kahn,
but
the
much
the Lyric today, nothing
right down sick couldn't be run
Paris, Dec. 4. The visit here outer, guard; A. W. Skinner, trus- thought
of a fun fert Is in view.
worse than this miserable,
of Alanson B. Houghton, Ameri- tee for three years.
is a fun test but with
"Trouble"
And
has
down feeling 1 suffered from,
to
Germany,
can ambasador
all of its laughter and Joy, In it
aroused considerable interest in
"By the help of Tanlac I have
his
dramatic
not
does
Jackie
forget
overcome that condition and am;
COURT ORDERS MAN
Dyes,
French circles.
talent.
feeling Just the way I liko to feel,
Although he denies there Is any
.There Is a courtroom. scene In the
TO PAY ATTORNEY'S
My appetite never fails mo, my
politcal significance .to his trip it
In
production
forthcoming
Coogan
f
that
some
in
is asserted
quarters
sleep is sound and resiful, and
HIS WIFE which twelve "types" were selected
FOR
FEES
his conversations with Amhassa'
Buy "Diamond Dyes" no other am Just as full of energy as I was
Jurors.
for
didor Herrlck and Roland W. Boy
Jistless and tired before taking
So intense was the child's acting kind and follow the simple
An order was Issued yesterday
Don't Tanlac. The good Tanlac has done
rections in every
den, American observer .with the
In the dis- that when his director gav thB cue wonder whether package.
M.
E.
Hickey
by
or
Judge
can
prome is also very noticeable in my
dye
you
reparations commission, may
to stop manv of tho jurors' eyes
upon trict court requiring Oeorge
vide a common
tint successfully, becauso perfect Improved complexion as well as
ground
were
filled
with
tears
fees
to
pay attorney's
which the French and Germans
Jackie Coogan does not have to home dyeing is guaranteed with in the ease with which I do my
can agree In regard. to the repa- amounting to $750 to Marron and be "coaxed" to cry. Ho can stand Diamond Dyes even if you have work. Tanlac also made a differ.
Kate
counsel
Mrs.
for
Wood,
rations question.
Just tell your ent person 111of my mother after she
In the divorce action re- on the stage In the midst of any never dyed before.
and complaining for
bitter
and
the material had been
big
whether
bring
surroundings
druggist
The order
cently filed by her.
and 1 think such
his little blue eves at a
you wish to dyo is wool or silk, or over four years
OKLAHOMA CITY MEN
states .that the action has been tears tonotice.
No music grnced the whether it is linen,
cotton, or a medicine is deserving of the
out
settled
court.
of
set during the production of "Trou- mixed goods. Diamond Dyes never highest praise."
ARE ELECTROCUTED
ble" Jackie did not need it. Car- streak, spot, fade, or run. Adv.
Tanlac is sold in Albuquerque
CHARGE 5 WITH THEFT
and
pharmacy and
by tho Alvarado
Oklahoma' City, Dec. ,4. Two Detroit, Mich., Dec. 4. Five men penters can atbe hammeringten feet
all leading druggists everywhere.
sawing away
top speed
here
brothers were electrocuted
were arrested here today charged from where tho camera is clicking
Adv.
tonight, one dying In an effort to with the theft of oxoress
packages, on tho little chap and tho noise has
save the other.
was
value
no
the
of
estimated
which
on
his
emotions.
effect
George . CaBtleberry, a
Whlje
officials at more than J50.000.
The Best Cough Syrup
painter, 28 years old, was remov a by
were
men
of
the
drivers
of
Four
I WERE QUEEN" IS
"IF
is Home-mad- e.
ing an electric light bulb from
LAST
American
STAGED FOR THE
railway express company
socket, he came m contact with a trucks.
TODAY
PASTIME
TIME
live wire and was almost instantly
and
Here's an easy way to w
killed. His younger brother, Wll
have t lie beat much remedy
jet
All
of
romance
the
colorful
myth
ever
tried.
18.
at
Toil
his
liam.
plight,
seeing
ical Balkan kingdoms, such as
tempted pull him from the wire
made "Beverly of Graustark" a
and also was electrocuted.
famous novel und piny, Is present
Both were unmarried.
You've probably heard of this
in "If I Were Queen." Ethel Clay
of making cough syrup
ton's first big romantic drama for at home.planBut
have vou ever used
CLEMENCEAU UNABLE
Thousands of overfnt people have be- the Film Booking Offices of Amerof families, the world
Thousands
it!
come slim by following the advice of ica.
screened
at
Is
the
beine
It
.
TO VISIT ARIZONA doctors who recommend Marmola Pre- Pastime theater
that they could hardly keep
for the last over, feci
without it. It's simple and
scription Tablets, those harmless little time. In the cast today
are Andree Lejon, house but
dose of
the
reducers
that
fat
simplify
way it takts hold of a
Ariz., Dec. 4. Re- the famous Marmola Prescription. If too Warner Baxter Victory Bateman, cheap, will the
Phoenix,
soon earn it a permanent
sponse to two invitations sent to fat, don't wait no now to your druggist Murdock MacQuarrle and Genev- cough
'
home.
in
place
your
him to visit Phoenix and Arizona, and for one dollar, which Is the price ieve Bllnn. Wesley IUitgles
Into a pint bottle, pour. 2 ounces
case
of
these
a
over,
the
world
procure
former
preClemenceau,
TO ADVANCE
Weorges
of 1'inexj then add plain granulated
If preferable you can secure
mier of France, has replied with tablets.
to till up the pint. Or,
Marto
the
syrup
them
direct
sugar
by
price
sending
Inatwo messages regretting his
is the order of the day.
if desired, UBe clarified molasses,
mola Co.. 4812 Woodward Ave., Detroit, SEE "TAKE IT FROM
ME" AT THE CRYSTALbility to accept.
Mich!
Ther reduce steadily and eaalljr
honey, or corn syrup, instead of sugar
To improve your condiOne message In the form of a Without tiresome exercise or starvation
OPERA HOfSE TONIGHT syrup. Either way, it tastes cood,
tion in life is your duty
telegram was received today by diet and leave no ' unpleasant effect.
never spoils, and gives you a full pint
Governor Thomas E. Campbell and Ad..-With the same cast, chorus of better cough remedy than you
toward
yourself and youi
in
e
resulted
times
the other, a letter, was sent to
three
for
could buy ready-madand production that
M. Stoddard, state commandfellows.
a
over
for
May we suggest
year
houses
cost.
its
capacity
at the "44th Street Theater In
er, of the American legion.
It is really wonderful how quicklya that you should investiat
the this
New York five months
remedy conquers
Beauty Contented'
gate our business instrucTheater.
Studobaker
Chicago, cough usually in 24 hours or less.
BALTIMORE BANKER
Too are always confident
musical
seems
all
shows,
of
to
that
It
tion and convince yourgayest
penetrate through every
has
that
your
beauty
"Take It From Me", will aprJear air passage, loosens a dry, hoarse or
SHOT,- WOUNDED AND
developed tn the highest
of
self that it will
heals
at
the
the
in. all its radiant splendor
phlegm,
of its pouiMMfes alter
tight cough, lifts
ROBBED BY NEGROES
to you.
the membranes, nnd gives almost imassistance
eitlngCounuid's Oriental
Crystal Opera House tonight.
great
Cream.
mediate relief. Splendid for throat
Jos. M. Qaites, the "producer,
Send 15c IbrTrialSiM
tickle, hoarseness, croup, bronchitis
Baltimore. Md., Dee: 4. Harry
promises us truly funny comedDay and Night School
L MhpMas
and
woundwas
shot and
singers and bronrhial asthma.
ians, clever, dancers
Ades, banker,
Fines is a highly concentrated com- and the same bevy of charming
ed and robbed of a satchel conof genuine Norway pine
sat with his
femininity that madje both New ?ound nnd
taining 14,512 as he
has been used for generason and daughter and a girl emprk and Chicago Bit up and take tions for thront
and chest ailments.
before the
notice.
ploye in his automobile
To avoid disappointment ask your
- :
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The gowning is described as exbank tonight.ounces of Pines'
"2
for
druggist
Two negroes opened fire withquisite while the scenio effects with
and don't accept any
are all that could be desired. Aa tlilitn directions,
out warning as Ades was preparing
tn irive abso
nnnrnnteed
aUn
to the music, one song hit fol- lute satisfaction or money refunded.
to drive down town to deposit the
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remains
so
all
that
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song
escaped.
hit,
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for you to do, is to 'try and-- get --The Pines Co., Ft. Wayne,
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l'
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Jdiirnal Watit Ads. bring results.
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All Millinery
HALF PRICE
Our entire stock of Fall and
Winter Millinery to be
closed out at

s,

Theaters Today

PRICE

ONE-HAL- F

Included are Sport, Sailors,
Tailored and Trimmed Hats
All the Late Models in
Black and High Colors.

-

S"

MID-WES-

vfO'

off-han- d.

--

"Don't fear, America Is In the
we
same place.
The
feelirs
thought she had towa'..1 us, and
which we had toward her, is put
on' such a solid foundation that
It cannot be moved forever."
He said he realized there might
tie differences between the two
governments, about 'interests and
actions and activities."
"But what Is that.' ha explain
ed, "differing on a matter of
today, which is not a matter of
tomorrow? The bottom of it Is
that we must not differ on things
that are lasting.

.

A Great Many Defects
"We have a great many de
fects. We are full of faults and
wish you would see them in
Jorder
to love us better, if possible,
I think it Is so In happy house
holds. A man and a woman, as
Jong as they don't know their
weak points, cannot love each
other as they ought.
"The great point I want to say,
Is that we are men, that we want
to work for men, that France
does not consider only the In
terest of France, but she takes
Into account that the best work
Bhe can do Is to work for man
kind In the future.
"We have in Paris a statue of
George Washington on his horse
and he Is pointing his sword to
Do not let
ward the highest.
an American come to the statue
common
tell you
our
hero
and
of
to put his arms down.
Always
to the highest, never down."
In
was
Balti
met
.The Tiger
more by Colonel House who ac
him to Washington,
companied
discussing results of the tour so
far and plans for the Washlngi
ton visit.

WW

Coated Tongue

a

medicine

plc-tur-

h

mid-we-

UN!

JEW

nw

s;

mini
LAXATIVE

if

J

rHEST
Apply over throat and chert

cover with hot flannel cloth.

0C3S

Run
Vapo
Jan
T Million

KAHN'S GROCERY BULLETIN
PHONE 353

1922 PACK
Del Monte Brand small Sugar Peas,
each can

i

Kamond

n

Banquet Brand Pears
packed in syrup
Hunts Sliced
Peaches
Beechnut Brand Pork
Beans .... .'

Uwd Ytarlg

..30c

..29c
&

...10c

Silver Leaf

Jellies
3 bars Glycerine

25c

..25c

.

...10c
15c
$1.00
...59c?
...10c
42c

Soap
Como Brand Lima Beans
can

cans Como Lima
Beans
Banaza Brand Gallon
;
Peaches
Ben Hur Brand Prepared
Mustard
Little Brown Jug Maple
Syrup
Extra nice Apples from $1.25 to $1.75 per box
7

REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better

at;

homc-n'iad-

'be

AA

i

Oner

Gold Medal Flour

15c

Ce-lo- ra

COLDS

I

lo

five-na-

bn

iii'mbMiiIh
A LUBRICANT-NO- T
A
Ijmh

IT

WHITNEY HARDWARE COMPANY

n.

f

ai

st

.

or,

so
laxative
cannot gripe.
Try it today.

ffim

say.

ts

Just Try This

'

Our line far excells any other line in
the city. That's what our customers

five-me-

Are You Fat?

Nature's Warning of
Constipation

When you are constipated,
not enough of. Nature's
lubricating liquid is produced in the bowel to keep
the food waste soft and
moving. Doctors prescribe
Nujol because it acts like
this natural lubricant and
thus replaces it.
IN
ujot is nota
lubricant

nH

.

SELF-SERVIN-

G

GROCETERIA

Gold Medal Flovr
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COMPANY (No Stockholders' vember. A. D. 1923, before mo per (now state) of New Mexico, en.
Liability).
Boniiuy
appeared G. E. Breece, titled "An Act to Regulate the
We, the undersigned. In order to i' rami sorter. A. Eichwald. Philip Formation and Government
of
form a corporation for the pur- - Jagels and It, E. Putney, to me
for Mining. Manufacposss hereinafter stated under and personally known to be the persons Corporations
Industrial and Other purpursuant to the provisions of an described in and who executed the turing,
suits," approved March 15, 1905,
15
Act of the Legislative Assembly of foregoing
acinstrument,
and
and all nets amendatory thereof
the territory (now state) of New Knowieagea mat they executed
the and supplemental thereto, for and
Mexico, entitled "An Act to Regu- sumo na inuir iree ac ana deed.
on behalf of themselves and all
late the Formation ar GovernIn Witness Whereof, I have h.ro other stockholders who may bement of Corporations for Mining. unto set my hand
and
seal
PASO
th dnv come associated with them and
III Manufacturing,
and uim
Industrial
- HALFBACK
in mis certincate first said corporation, do hereby d laro
CAPTAtW Paul
Cither Pursuits." approved March anovejear
MICHIGAN 4,
written.
that there shall be no stockholders'
15, 1905 mid acts amendatory and (feeal)
'
E. C. IDEN,
liability on account of any stock
do
hereby
supplemental
thereto,
Public.
Notary
issued by said corporation, and
Manzano Forest Has Issued certify as follows:
Seven Nev Mexicans Are
My commission expires Anrll 14 that all stockholders of said corThe name ot the corporation 1925.
in
the First
Included
70 Permits; Each House Is 1.Sandoval
poration shall be exempt from all
County Light, Power State of New Mexico.
liability on account of any Btock isCounty of sued
and Water company (no stockin
the
One
Six
to
Entitled
holder
and
or held by them, except such
'
Squad
.
Bernalillo, ss.
holders' liability).
- On
liability for the amount of the capithis twenty-thir- d
2.
of No ta
Second by Van Surdam
Tree Without Cost
The location of Us principal
day
stock certified to have been
office in this state is liernainio, vember A. D. 1922, before me per paid in
or cash, nt tho
the name of the sonally appeared Lyman A. Porter time of property
of busicommencement
El Paso, Tex., Doc. 4. II. E.
Seventy Christmas trees, the first New Mexico: and
to
and
me
Ldmund
in
thereknown
and
Ross,
therein
charge
to be brought from the Manzano agent
Van Surdam announced today his
to be the persons described in and ness.
of
the
whom
process
upon
against
Thorfeglstered office of the cornational forest this year, arrived in corporation may De served is pninp who executed the foregoing Instruall .southwestern football team seis located at Bernalillo.
poration
ment
Walter
of
were
and
the city yesterday and
plffCed Jairels.
acknowledged that they New Mexico, and Philip Jagels is
lection, at the request
executed
same
as
which
the
the
2.
act
their
In
for.
free
The
were
trees
on sale. The
objects
brought
Camp, editor ot an American
statutory agent, in
designated
under
upervusor corporation is formed is as follows: andIn deed.
upo. whom
permit from
giildu on sports.
Witness Whereof I have here- charge thereof, and
Within the state of New Mexico,
Manzano
the
forest.
of
Karchner
process against the corporation
JHs first team follows:
to carry on the bus unto set my hand and seal tho lay may
and
elsewhere,
casea
are
trees
where
In
the
be
served.
McClellan, Arizona; lnft end.
contractors and and year In this certificate first
In Witness Whereof, We, said in
brought in for commercial pur- iness of general
Miller, New Mexico Aggies; left
nominal charge Is made engineers; to construct, repair and above written.
a
poses,
corporators, have hereunto set our
E. C. IDEN,
tackle.
equip any and all kinds of road (Seal)
Each
who
for
householder
and seals on this twenty-thir- d
hands
permits.
linrclny, Arizona; left guard.
Notary Public.
railroads, railof November A. D. 1922.
applies is given free a permit to ways, tramways,
day
commission
My
reservoirs
Witten, Arizona; center.
14,
tunnels,
expires April
ways, bridges
secure one tree.
O. E. BltBECiO.
University 'of New
Hopkins,
Because of snow, the 'white fir and other works of publlo and pri- 1925.
FRANK PORTER,
Mexico; right guard.
trees, which are best for use as vate utility, to construct, equip. InE. PUTNEY.
ROBT.
Boone, New Mexico Aggies;
Christmas trees are hard to get at stall and repair plants, machinery,
A. EICHWALD.
ENDORSED,
the
genand
devices
tackle.
for
at this time. The forest supervisor appliances
right
PHILIP JAGELP.
'
No. .11536. Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7,
of
School
Texas
utilization
said yestfcrday, however, that ft eration, accumulation,
Ragsdule,
LYMAN A. PORTER.
Page 13., Certificate of incorpoMines: right end.
EDMUND ROSS.
largo supply of young Pinion trees, and distribution of lectriclty for ration of Sandoval County Light,
Mexico
and
Aggies;
which are second only to the white the lighting, heatng, power
McGary, New
Power and Water Company (no State of New Mexico. County of
other
without
and
the
In
been
blocked
purposes;
have
off
the
firs,
quarterback.
Bernalillo, ss.
Filed In
liability).
Cedro canyon ranger station's pas state of New Mexico to purchase or stockholders'
Captain S. Jones. New Mexico
On this twenty-thir- d
office of
day Of NoCorporation Com
ture. The rorest service is anxious otherwise acquire, hold maintain mission of State
A. D. 1922, before me perAggies; left halfback.
vember,
New
Mexico, November
otheror
of
trees
and
New
to have these
Operate, sell, lease
removed, and
Ogle Jones, University
25. 1922, 11:30 a, m.
sonally appeared G. E. Breece,
is urging Christmas treo seekers to wise dispose of or deal with light,
Mexiro: right halfba'ck.
Frank Porter, A. Eichwald, Philip
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk,
lo- - heat and power plants of all kinds.
selections
their
from
that
New
Mexico
Military
Godfrey,
Jagels and It. E. Putney, to me perCompared: JJO to ICK.
To manufacture, sell and lease to
eality. Permits may be received at
institute, fullback.
x
sonally known to be the persons
the office of the supervisor in the other corporations and to public State of New Mexico, C'nte
His second team follows:
described In and who executed the
Corpo
or
and
and
federal
oil
the
at
consumers,
building
private
ranger
gas
Jackson, Arizona; left end.
ration Commission of New Mex- foregoing
instrument, and acV
station.
devices
and
machines,
appliances
left
tackle,
LaShellp.' Arizona;
ico. Certificate of Comparison.
knowledged that they executed the
Last year permits were issued for of all kinds. for the production, United
same
as
their
free act and deed.
Blake, New Mexico Military InStates of America. State of
the removal of BOO young trees, supply and use of light, heat and
In Witness Whereof, I have herestitute; left guard.
New Mexico, ss.
believed
is
merit
and
wares
and
all
a
that
power,
larger
goods,
It Is Hereby Certified, that the unto set my hand and seal the day
Hurt, New Mexico Aggies; cen.
number will be applied for this chandise, property and substances annexod
and year In this certificate first
ter.
Is a full, true and comnow used In the production thereyear.
Mexof
New
Dutton, University
transcript of the Certificate above written,
Most of the trees brought in so of, or incidental thereto, or that plete
FJ. C. IDEN,
Stockholders'
of (Seal)
ico; right guard-far this season are to be used tor hereafter may be invented, discov- of
:
J.' Popejoy, University of New
Notary Public.
In Christmas windows in ered or become known therein, and Sandoval County Light, Power and
displays
commission
My
expires April 14,
Mexico; right tackle.
to manufacture, contract for, ami Water Company (no stockholders' 1925.
the stores.
Slusser. New Mexico AggleE;
furnish light, heat and power to liability) (No. 11537), aswith the
New
State
of
Mexico,
County of,
end."
thereon,
apsame
right
otner persons, firms and corporaPADDOCK ENROLLS AT
Bernalillo, ss.
of
pears on file and of record in the
Texas
School
McKemy,
tions public and private.
d
On
twenty-thirthis
office of the State Corporation
day of NoMines; quarterback.
To acquire water by purchase, Commission.
U. OF S. C. TO TAKE
vember. A. D. 1922, before me perleft halfGilllland, Arizona;
or
to
con
otherwise;
development
In Testimony Whereof, the State sonally appeared Lyman A. Porter
back.
STUDIES IN ENGLISH struct reservoirs or water towers, Corporation
of the and Edmund Ross, to me known
Fairlie. New Mexico .Aggies;
erect State of NewCommission
ditches, canals, conduits,
to be the persons described in and.
Mexico
right halfback.
of this certificate to be has caused
4. Charles pumping
machinery,
Dec.
laying
Los
who executed the foregoing instruAngeles,
its
signed
by
ilobbs, Arizona; fullback.
water
mains, pipes, gates, valves Chairman and the seal of said ment and acknowledged that they
W. Paddock, wrecker of world's
to
and
sell
turnish
and
to be affixed at the executed the same as their faee act
sprint records, announced today waterhydrants!
this season hi;
, .Tones played
to manufactories, private Commission,
City of Santa Fa on this twentv-fift- and deed.
The football season lias drawn t can stand up under punishment Eddie. Kaw of Cornell. Although that ho' had enrolled at tho Unisecond year of college football.
Individuals
and
for
corporations
In Witness Y."he eof. I have herefor
of
Southern
California
of
November, A. P. 1922.
lie formerly played with lloswell a closo. Gridiron enthusiasts should and do about everything expected ot not a fast runner, this untamed versity
fire protection manufacturing and (Seal)day
unto set my uand and seal the day
B. MONTOYA,
Texas maverick Is almost lmpossl additional studies in English and domestic
nigh school and put in one sea- be thoroughly satisfied. There has a grid warrior.
and
collect
use,
year in this certificate first
son on the team of the prepara- been no dearth of luminaries.
Cbairmnn. and
The
Captain Paul Goebel of Michigan bio to corner. He is not a brittle that he would appear In track or rentals tor the same. payment Attest:
above written.
A. L. MORRISON. Clerk.
tory department of the Abilene football heavens are laden with has commanded no littlo attention player and Is seldom out .of a competition on the Trojan cinder
Manufacture, purchase or otherE. C. IDEN, .
(Seal)
Ho made dizzy, dazzling thrills.
this season. He Is fast and furious game. He can circle the ends, pass path.
college, Abilene, Texas.
wise acquire goods, wares, merNotary Public
Paddock said he was eligible for chandise
team last
the
CERTIFICATE
In tho way of individual per- His particular forte lies in his abil- crash the line like a boatload of
OF
STOCKHOLDcommissin
of
and personal property
My
expires Aprii 14,
ERS'
year. He is 21 years of age and formances, one finds stars to the ity to not only plunge In and break cement and is as valuable to hia one more season of intercolle- every class
OF SAN. 1925.
and description, and
DOVAL
west and south. up the interference of the opposing team as any man in the country, giate track work and that ho hold, own, mortgage,
weighs 161 pounds. He is a fast north, east,
COUNTY
LIGHT
othersell
cr
Inwould compete in the national
all round player, and especially Enough material for vibrant dis team, but after so doing, nail the and more so man most of them.
POWER AND WATER COMwise dispose of. trade, deal in and
ENDORSED,
good us a broken field runner. cussion to keep the boys that sat- man with the ball and down him
PANY (No Stockholders'
LiaGordon Locke, captain and full- tercollegiate track and field cham- deal with the same.
No. 11537. Cor. Rec'd.' Vol. 7,
as
He is 'an expert on tho stiff arm urate heat fn
east
next
in
the
year
me general store sup- in his tracks.
back of Iowa university's squadron pionships
bility).
163.
the
undertake
Acquire
and
goodCertificate Of
Page
and is hard to tackle.
Ho Is a plied until it's time to plow the
This Is To Certify that the unThe kicking of Harry Kipko, an- is liko a clock in a schoolroom. The a member of the U. 8. C. team.
will, property, rights,
of Stockholders of Sandoval
franchises,
good passer and a premier back
some
time
made
Paddock
e
sure-firon
him
public
all
is
of
dersigned,
rest
contracts
of
tho
a
being
other
eyeg
the
assets
Wolverine,
and
opposition
of every mangarden.
original County Light, Power nnd Water
field man.
Exhibitions of lino smashing cheer Jerker. Punters In Kipke's throughout the battle, for Locke ago his intention to remain on ner and kind, and the liabilities of Incorporators vho have filed the Company (no stockholders' liabilHopkins this year played his have been numorous this season, class are as scarce as
list so far as active any person, firm, association or Articles of Incorporation ot the ity). Filed in office of State Corretired
the
of
h
tho
has
in
the
being
reputation
fourth season In yollege football.
most dangerous
fullback in the traclt competition was concerned, corporation, either wholly or in above named corporation, thereby poration Commission of New Mexa doubt, John Thomas poultry.
He played three years at Wooster but withoutcarries
off the supreme
Tho achievements of "Brick" west. A versatile Juggernaut whoso but the recent refusal 'of the A. part, and Day for the same in ensh. associating themselves under the ico November 25 192211:30 a. m.
Chicago
and was on tho honor roll of fhe of
Thomas'
Work against Mullcr, California's star end, stand punting, end running nnd line de- A. U. to recognize as new world stocks or bonds of the corporation provisions of an Act of tho LegisA. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
He is a good honors.
Ohio conference.
lative Assembly of the territory
Princeton causes utter paralysis of forth with scintillating prominence. molishing are developed to a high records seven marks established or otherwise.
Compared: JJO to ICK.
offensive and defensive
player, many a lower Jaw. Smashing
Santa
Enter into, make, porform and
und He Is down the field like n flash degree.
by the Pasadena sprinter at
and can be depended on to open
There are many others who fea- Barbara some months ago Is be- carry out contracts of every kind,
a bote through the line. He Is crashing, ho tore from one end ot of a searchlight and can pass or
and
to
led
him
have
to
for any lawful purpose with
lieved
on
football
chango
to
field
ture
a
the
receive
with
zenith,
the
the
other, practically
pass
deadly precis
brightly
in his senior year.
,
On fourteen rushes he ion. The day of a California boostor
any person, firm, association
Covington of Center college, Tebell his mind.
Captain John Popejoy' '"weighs unaided. for
a total gain ot 125 er Is incomplete without some of Wisconsin, etc., etc.
corporation.
138 pounds and is a remarkable plunged
Ads.
results.
Issue
successor
obli
Journal Want
bonds, debentures
bring
Altogether, it has been a
He is a yards.
laudatory comment on Muller's
player for his weight.
Owen of Harvard is a versatile prowess.
ful season. The price of a heavy
gations oi ui corporation, ana at
strong defensive player and on
to!
the
of
the
option
back
a
to
overcoat
a
and
the
stadium's
corporation,
One
withstand
the
of
that
the offensive he has a faculty
good kicker,
beady
gamest players
LEGAL NOTICE.
secure the same
by. mortgage.1
of getting the Jumn on his op- player of the vintage of 1920 that ever stood under a headgear Is chill was not squandered in vain.
deed
of
or
trust
otherwise.
pledge,
ponent. This was his third year
State of New Mexico, State Corpo
or otherwise
Hold, purchase
of college football, and ho is in
ration Commission oi rew
submitted
evidence
case
in
mortwill
this
sell,
acquire,
transfer
assign,
his junior year
of
university
r.rHflcnta of Filing.
apply to the following cases:
work. Popejoy Is knOwn for his RING
ot gage, pledge or otherwise dispose
State
America,
of
United
States
UNION
8
of
shares
W.
"G.
of
the capital stock and
J. Dinkle,
D. Patterson,
fighting spirit and is a good team
New Mexico, ss.
bonds, debentures or other eviRalph Dunbar, Charles La Faber,
captain, putting fight into his
there
Certified
that
u
Herebv
dences
VV. a. Klock, E. L. Melton, W. E.
created bv
men. He played on the freshman
office other of indebtedness
.,., fdnrt for record in the
corporation or corporations,
Powers, Carl W. liemmers, W. J.
team at Antes before coming here.
CommisCorporation
State
the
of
and
while
the
holder thereof, exIM
Baker, J. F. Stubbs, Earl Stephens,
used His hands to great adTO
of the State of Now Mexico, on ercise all the rights and privileges
T.
.
Cochran, Perfocto A. ilaca, sion
vantage.
November,
of
h
twenty-fiftday
of ownership, including the right
as defendants in tho above action: the
Dutton weighs 250 pounds, but
11:3U ocloCK a. m.. to vote
thereon.
"This court finds from the evi- A. D. 1822, ofat
is remarkably fast for a man of
ana
Certificate
Incorporation
Purchase, hold and
the
dence that certain subscription
He played two
his, avoirdupois.
Stockholders'
of
Certificate
shares
Its capital stock, its bondB
of
on
were
contracts
the Louisiana state team
years
duly made by deof Sandoval County Light, or other securities.
and Is eligible to one more year
fendants to The Albuquerque Hotel
Power and Water Company (no
The foregoing clauses shall be
of varsity football.
He also uses
Company, payable, at certain times
liability).
construed
both as objects and
his hands aptly. On defense he
and for certain amounts, as shown stockholders'
Wherefore: The .incorporators powers but no recitation,
Asserts That Justice McClellan
is a tower of. strength, but Is also Senegalese
expresin tho notes, and that the same are named
Incorof
Certificate
in said
sion or declaration of speclflo or
a good offensive player.
mado
the
de
contracts,
legal
the
by
Exwho
have
"The Memory Kit" makes a most attractive
signed
He
and
Had
Moral
That
Contract
special powers or purposes herein
poration,
During the Fight
ljftters Are Issued
fendants.
uimA a
thpir nucceiora and as enumerated shall be deemed to be
Letters were Issued yesterday
Oron
"From
evidence
the
Christmas Gift. , Let us show you one.
of
the
to
Revulsion
Use
of
be
isted
declared
fllcng'
for the
part
Feeling
re hereby
exclusive; but it is
to the following varsity players:
expressly
ot tho dclenso, tho court tinda that from tf,is date
until tho twenty declared that all hereby
oMier
W. L. Hernandez. J. Popejoy, T.
lawful
Went in to Win
Workmen
and
tho said notes were obtained upon fifth day of November, Iwnteen powers not inconsistent
ganized
A FULL LINE OF CAMERAS AND KODAKS
therewith
Popejoy, J. Dutton, V. Gree.nleaf,
und
a cor- are hereby Included.
representations
promises, Hundred and Seventy-tw1C. (ireuter.
C. Pearce, M. Stlrrett,
at
mudB
Justice
W.
W.
Declaration
the
McClellan
that
and
pripublic meetings
4.
yesterParis, Dec, i.
by the name and for
The amount of the total auK. Hopkins, M. Fergusson, Kelly
vate conversations
between the poration
purposes set forth in said certifi- thorized capital stock of the corA. I!. Thompson,
O. Jones, E. his fight with Georges Carpentier day decided In favor of the defendefenof
Hotel
the
the
and
agents
cate.
poration Is Fifty Thousand ($50
Horgan. E. Harrington, L. Ham- for the light heavyweight cham- dants in' fourteen cases in which dants. Promises on the
of the
(Nos. 11536 ahd 11537.)
000.00) Dollars, divided into 500
mond, R. Cart wright. and Bruce pionship of Trance "was framed," suits had been brought for the col solicitors that tho Hotel part
402 WEST CENTRAL.
State
would be
In Testimony Whereof, the
shares of the par value of $100.00
Hanger, student manager.
but that during the fight he hud a lection of subscriptions to the com built and tho work performed by Corporation,
Commission of the
5. The names and postofflce adrevulsion of feeling and decided "to munity hotel building fund. The Union Labor; that in obtaining the State of New Mexico has caused dresses of the Incorporators
Some of tho poisonous
and
plants
nitcd States are go in and win" was made today by defendants are members ot build- signatures of the defendants to the this certificate to be signed by its the number of shares subscribed
found in the
unions who contend tha: several subscription contracts, the Chairman and the seal of said for by each, the aggregate of which
poison ivy. poison sumac, poison Battling S)kl, conqueror of the ing trades
they were assured at the time they same were signed by false repre- Commission, to be affixed at the shall bfi the amount with which the
hemlock, water hemlock,
Frenchman.
s City of Santa Fe on this twenty-fift- h corporation shall commence busisigned the contracts that the build- sentations, or, in other
corn cockle, black cherry,
Slki, whose title has been re ing would be built by union labor. moral contract had been words,
entered
day of November. A. D. 1922. ness, are a follows:
buckeye horse chestnut,. laurel and voked by tho French'
fed'
B. MONTOYA,
The Albuquerque Hotel com- into between the solicitors of the (Seal)
boxing
G. E. Breece, Albuquerque. N.
jimson weed.
Chairman.
M.: 25 shares.
eratlon, made his statement bcfor pany, the plaintiff In the action, Hotel and the makers of the sub- Attest:
Deputy Diagne of tho French filed notice of appeal. There aro scription contracts, which In effect
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Frank Porter, Bernalillo, K
chamber and two witnesses. He as- said to be about 100 other similar amounts to a legal obligation on
shares.
serted that once he was in the ring cass, affecting pledges to the tho part ot the iotel Corporation State of New Mexico, State CorpoA. Eichwald, Cuba, N. M
1
with a crowd of 60,000 persons ac- amount of
MexNew
of
share.
Commission
ration
approximately $12,000.J and it having been intimated to the
claiming him and conscious of his
of
ico.
in
Certificate
The
court
Comparison.
the suits do
Philip Jagels. Bernalillo, N. M.;
during tho trial that in the
own strength, he was impelled de elded defendantsclaimed
that they event of a decision in favor of United Ste'.ps of America, State of 10 shares.
yesterday
spite reminders from his own cor- had made
ss.
New
Mexico,
on
their
an
either
sdo
Putney, Albuquerque. N.
that
would
subscriptions
appeal
ner during his minute's rest after the assurance that the Job would be taken to tho District
It Is Hereby Certified, that the M.; 25 shares.
Court, and
Restaurant-Lunchroo- m
the third round, to do his best.
comIs
true
a
and
full,
annexed
Lyman
be done by union workmen. They believing that the
Porter, Bernalillo. N.
Injury will
d
'.'I entered "the ring in a
of
Certificate
the
shares.
plete
transcript
claim
tho
contracts
accrue
were
to
that
the greatest number, the
condition," continued Sikl.
of Sandoval Counof
Edmund Ross, Albuquerque, N.
be
"and began to do as I agreed, drop- voided by the hotel company when court finds in favor of the defen- ty Incorporation
Light, Power and Wattr Com- M.t 1 share.
the
made
its
by
agreement
agents,
dants
and
against the plaintiff and
ping to one knee in the first round
6.
stockholders'
The
pany
liability)
(no
period for which thu
pet forth in for costs of suit.
after two minutes of fighting. though not specifically
(No. 11536), with the endorse- corporation Jhall exist shall be
Dated December 4, 1922.
contract, was broken.
4;
Bernstein
(the referee) brought1 theThe
.
ments thereon, as same appears on fifty years.
be
w.
will
w.
cases
to
carried
the
me up sharply, saying get up, blki. I
McClellan, j. 0f p." file and of recor in the office of 7. Tho board of flfrentnym
court
district
to
and
the
re
perhaps
not hurt.
you
the State Corporation Commission win ursi inree months shall con- I was In a trance throughout! s'ate supreme court, it was stated CANADA IS WINNER OF
'In Testimony whereof, the State
or me incorporators hereof.
tli second round discussing within yesterday by attorneys represent
in witness Whereof, wo have
OATS GROWING HONORS
2S hereunto
myself whether I should lie down ing both sides of the action.
set our hands and seals
The case on which the decision
or fight. Georges wasn't hurting
tnis certincate to oe sienea ny its wus iwenty-tnir- a
day of November.
me, although he reached me with In all ot the cases is based was
6.
Dec. 4, Canada won Chairman and the seal of said A. D. 1922.
Chicago,
two hard rights to the Jaw which that of the Albuquerque Hotel the oats growing championship at Commission to be affixed at
I4
I
the
O.
E.
BREECE.
to
W.
caused the ringside spectators
lllWnl.
company
J,
Khampan,
against
the
international
on
thlS
and
of
Fe
Santa
twenty-fifthay
h
grain
has
FRANK PORTER.
for $150, alleged to be due on a show tonight. The entry of J. W. City
grunt much harder than I.
day of November, A. D. 1922.
ROBT. E. PUTNEY.
"At the beginning of the third SHOO subscription. Following Is Biglands
of Lacombc, Alberta, won (Seal)
B.
'
MONTOYA,
A.
EICHWALD.
yourface, mother!9 round
I had fully decided that
justice McClellan's decision:
over
the
a
field
Attest:
sweepstakes
large
Chairman.
PHILIP JAGELS.
would take the count as agreed
"This case coming on for trial of American and Canadian growA.
L.
Clerk.
S. S. S. Is the Great Builder of
MORRISON,
LYMAN A. PORTER.
Re. Slkl went ontwo-"but the round had this second day of December, 1922, ers competing ,for tho $10,000 In
Blood-CeEDMUND ROSS.
and Rheumatism
minutes before W. A. Keleher appearing for plain- cash prizes of tho Chicago Board ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION State
progressed
of
New
Mutt Go! Just Try It!
Mexico, County of
Georges hit me 'hard enough to tiff and T. J. Mabry for defendant, of Trade. Biglanda' sample weighOF
SANDOVAL
COUNTY
Bernalillo, ss.
A
it Is stipulated and agreed thaMhe ed 46 2 pounds to the bushel.
AND
"Mieamitism? MeJ No, indeed, Ifi give me a chancehittomego down.
POWER
LIGHT.
WATER
twentv-thlrd
On this
flay of No
11
high on the
right swing then
gone, ererjr bit ef It I It's
ind Joy for me now for the flrit cheek, and I said 'here goes," I
one
knee fully resolved BRINGING UP FATHER.
time in years.
I feel a wonderful di'opped to
Copyright, 1921. by the International News Service.
glory sgaln in the free motion I Died to stay there.
By George McManui
Registered U. 8. Patent Office.
to hv when my days were younger.
"Then the howls of the multl
I look at my hands and think of th tudfl reached my head, which
I
I
1
(
I
II
twists and awelllnca they used to hare. seemed to clear. 'He's beaten, the
lILMfeO?
1 1
COLLV.
I bend way Ter to tho floor. I baren't negro is finished,' were the Jeer
'
I
TWW
I
HAtj LOCKED UPAH
M 50LLV
CV
been able to do that in many yeara.
assailed me.
FEEL LIKE
I can thank S. S. S. for It alll To that
sec
seven
"Then during these
rae it waa a rising inn of Joy and
A NATIVE
Brothers and slatera in misery, pnds that I was kneeling before
Is not rlose your eyea and think that Carpentier, I mads up my mind to
health, freo motion and strength ara fight. I knew I could win. You regone from you forererl It la not so. member how I Jumncd up and
It ft here and now for all ot yon. swung jny left, which Taught
B. S. S. la
waiting to hlp you." Tber
Georges flush on the point ot the
"let a reason
why S. tj. S. will help jaw."
you, When you Increase the number
Sikl roe and gave a demonstra
of your
cella, the entire aji. tion.
tern undergoes' a tremendoua change.
"You know the rest," continued
j
Everything depends on
Biki, "how Georges with a pained
Blood which is mlnna sufficient
look
went
on
of
face
his
surprise
leada to a long Hat of trouble.
Kbeumatlsm is one of them. 8. 8. 8. down for the count of four and,
is the great
clinched.
"From tho fourth round on, I
ayitem strengthened ntrr
It atops akin eruptions, didn't - hurt him too badly. I foil
too, pimples, blackhead, acne, bolls, him to be very weak his blows
oczema. It builds tip run down, tired
lacking sting. I whispered to him
men and women, beautifies complex
times flint he should quit,
mates the flesh firmer, titart several
ion,
instead ho butted me twice and
K. 8. 8. today.
It l told at all drug but
hit me below the belt, which furtori In two alzes. Th larger sbi
ther enraged me and strengthened
bottle 1 the more economical.
my determination to win. sneclallv
ss the crowd was now favoring me
and cheering, while they hooted
Uforges for His rough work,"
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OXK lU NDKKl TABLES
TVKSDAV BlilllCIO
Players for oiie hundred tables
of bridge are expected to fill the
Elks Tuesday niflht when the benefit for the orphl.nage will be given
of Mrs.
under the mit'ervision
Charles S. Whitil and her associate
Milre than four huncommittees.
dred tickets had been sold Monday and the committer under the
chairmanship of V. K. SutcllCfe
was collecting home made cakes,
donated for tlio refreshments to
follow cards.

'O

The Koyote
dance Saturday
sonic temple.

club

ginning of sales on the moving
picture benefit, "My Wild Irish
Rose", at the Crystal theater Friday and Saturday afternoon and
evening. The benefit Is being ar
ranged by the girls as the first
of a series of entertainments to
raise funds for tho permanent
The clubs were the
Rose Garden, Little Sisters, II1-Adelante, C. U, P. and tho Camp
,
Club.
Y. W. camp.

0

Mrs. C. L. Snyder

met with tho

Little Sisters Club Monday afternoon.

O

will

a

The Mlssionery Society of tho
Broadway Christian church will
meet Thursday afternoon with
O
Mrs. M. C. Swayne, 411 West
. Mrs. Robert Dletz will entertain
Roma avenue.
next
home
at
her
guests
eight
compliSaturday as a
The Travelers Aid committee
ment to Miss Angelica Howden, a met
with Miss Martha Valliant
Christmas bride.
at a special meeting at the Y. W.
C. A. Monday.
MISS AG NESS M. II ALL
O
TO LECTIHE HK.lt 12
has returned t
M.
Miss Agnes M. Hall, an executive hisW.home, Pickett
401 South Walter street,
socretary of the board of religion after a two weeks visit In Birmof the Methodist Episcopal church,
Ala., and other points in
is expected Wednesday for a few ingham,
the south.
Dean
of
as
here
the
visit
guest
days
O
and Mrs. William B. Allen at the P. E. O. OHGANIZEIt TO
rectory, 310 South Fourth street. BE HEHE TUESDAY
Miss Hall, who was formerly Y,
Mrs. Belle Musser, organizer for
W. C. A. secretary for the northfrom
west, will talk at the Y. W. the P. E. O., arrived Monday
where she
Wednesday afternoon. She will Gallup, New Mexico, tho
Gallup
also address the student body of has been inspecting
Albuthe university , on "Vocational chapter, to meet with tho after-noon
querque P. E, O., Tuesday
Training."
at the home of Mrs. W. W.
O
Mrs.
McCanna, 517 Strong in Park Avenue.'
Mifs Margaret
North Fourth street, was hostess Musser will spend the first part
the
inspecting
of
afternoon
the
for the meeting of the Kappa KapLuncheon will bo served.
pa Gamma alumni Monday after- chapter
Mrs. Musser will leave Tuesday
noon.
O
night for Tucumcarl, New Mexico,
MAURIAGB
Miss Fay Briant,' 170fi East
'
H ELD SUN OA Y
has returned from
The marriage of Miss Holen Una Silver avenue, where
she
spent
place Hope, Ark.,
to Patrick Kane took
her moth,
with
Thanksgiving
of
the
the
at
parsonage
Sunday
Briant.
H.
W.
Mrs.
Centrul Avenue Methodist church,
the Kev. C. C. Hlgbee officiating.
CECILtA ARMIJO
The couple were attended by Miss MTSS
OK WEEK
Edna Oilley and Joseph K. Walton. BlllDE
The marriage of Miss Cecilia
Following their honeymoon, they M. Armijo.
daughter of Mr. and
Several
will livo in Albuquerque.
R. Armijo, 713 South
out of town guests were present Mrs. A.afreet,
to Louie E. ValenFourth
at the wedding.
cia took place at the San Felipe
O
announcement
of the
Mr. Harrv Bliss, former Ohio church, the
coming as a surprise to
State football star, who recently wedding
friends.
They were attendunderwent on appendicitis opera- their
by Mr. and Mrs. Tom Santion at the Women's and Children's ed
A wedding supper was
will chez.
hospital, is convalescing, and Maserved at the ' home of Mr. and
return to his home In North
Mrs. Sanchez. Mr. and Mrs. Valple street Tuesday night.
encia will make their home at
Will be 1727 West Central avenue.
Mrs. William Menaul
club
hoMtnss for the Miercoles
Wednesday afternoon at her home,
L1ND-KAN-

give

night at the
'

Ma-

E

O

SI HS.

JHCKEY HOSTESS

I'Olt Tl ESIAY CLl'U
The Tuesday Literary club will
meet Tuesday afternoon for the
meeting postponed from last week
when members of the club acted as
as hostesses at a reception to visM. E. HIckey
iting teachers. Mrs.
will be hostess at her home, 11&
North Walter street. "The Famil-In- r

y
NEATNESS

Wortht

tion.
-- Printed
percale at 15c per rard
combined with a plain percale at
the same price per yard, makes
this dress for but 63c.
The pattern No. 1604 cuts in
sires 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46 and
48 inches byst measure. Size 36
materequires 2 yards
conrial with M yards
Price ISc, stamps or
trasting.
coin (coin preferred).

DOG

Erd-mai-

.

By GEORGE

.51

At times my Jaded spirit pants
for solitudes afar; I fain would tics
from all my aunts, In my tin motor
car. A cave in some sequestered
clime is what I've long desired;
my aunts are talking all the time
or things that make me tired. Thev
tulk of pink and purple teas and
games I most despise, of Mrs.
Johnsln's cottage cheese, and Mrs.
Twitter's pies. Sometimes I'd talk
of vital things, of cllmb(ng hills on
high, of Dempsey's scraps in many
rings, of brands of whiskers dye:
and then my aunts begin to yawn
and ehow that they aro bored; they
have no use for tales of brawn, of
sandbag, gun or sword. My conversation makes them sad, and
theirs upsets my mind, and I would
like to Jump the grad and leave
the dames behind. I aften vow
when I retire that in the morn I'll

,

d

After-Dinne-

Raz Barlow visited the traveling phrenologist at tho Tickville
Hotel this week, and had the
bumps on his head counted and
read. It developed that Raz had
ajl the bumps except that of
Caution, and since the stranger
charged him so much he in al30
developing one of ihcm.

r

Tricks

Know?
that Royal Baking
Powder is made from
Cream of Tartar?
that Cream ofTartar is derived from grapes rich, ripe,
healthful grape grown in
the famous vineyards of
southern France?

k

J

S2

was
Pickens
looking
through some things in a side
No. S3 Magnetizing
Tumbler
room at home today, and ran
A tumbler can be made to adhere to
across an interesting war relic
In the shape of a pair of overalls. :he palm as though magnetized by simply dampening the hand, then pressing
;he palm against the bottom of the glass
Successful Meringue
a sharp, heavy twist. A
Never place a meringue on a and giving
will be formed in the hollon
hot pudding or pie, as it will faeuum
bottom
the
of the glass and will cus
shrink and flatten when browned. it
to stick to the hand. Of course tlx
Allow the mixture to cool before It
trick cannot be done with a
and tamed
the meringue
spreading
tumbler.
brown slowly in a moderate oven.
Slim

j

One-quart- er

one-ha-

lf

one-ha-

one-ha-

lf

ls

lf

three-quart-

flat-ho- t-

licious, appetizing flavor!
'
Contains

No Alam
It
Leaves No Bitter Taste

Like

Mother used to make.
That means

Nonesuch
MINCEMEAT
"LIKE MOTHER USED TO MAKE

MERRELLSOULE COMPANY

BABB.
I am a to go riding?
When the boy invites you places
young girl 17 years old. I wont tell
to go,
want
not
him
do
you
"steady" with a boy whom I loved and when he asks to call on
loved
he
said
He
also
very much.
tell him he may not. Ho will
me dearly. I went away for my soon see that you no longer care
I
would
summer vacation, thinking
for him.
cinrt htm here when I returned.
A girl of 17 should not go ridw rnrresrjonded for awhile. A ing with a boy unless she Is actctvo weeks after I' went away he, companied by her mother or sqrno
cnt away. He told his other older person. Much unhaptoo,
friends there was no use in his plness results from such rides,
tnvinir here without me and because a girl of that age is usualwould come back as soon as
ly too young to realize danger.
would. He has not written to me
think
Do
B. K. R.: Bay nothing to the
you
since he went away.
he has forgotten me? I still love man because he will not betray
him. Something keeps mo from your secret. To do eo he 'would
What betray himself.
Do not let the
going with other boya.
would you advise me to do? His past spoil your life. Profit by
about
friends talk very nicely
your lesson, but put it out of
him. He is dlferent from any one your mind and live in the future.
I would not advise .you to keep
elsn I have met.
Would you advise me to forget your secret from the man you will
hlm7
sometime,
marry, because you
Do you think It all right to' let would always worry and a cloud
a boy kiss you for the pleasure of would hang over your life. If ho
d
It? I have lost, a number of boys la
and loves you
by not letting them. After going deeply, he will forgive you.
out with them once or twice they
I am a
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
expect one to do It.
girl 16 years of age and am very
1
BROWN ETES. - Small for my age, but pretty.
If the young man really loved have been going with a boy for
you he would correspond with you a year and he seems to think all
and would not let you drop out of the world of me, but he Is always
his life thla way. It is evident wanting to kiss and love me. Do
that he has grown Indifferent and yi think this .boy would want to
therefore I would advise you to do this If he really loved me?
BMILES.
try to forget him and to go with
other young men.
It Is natural to want to kiss and
It is not all right to let a boy love. Without a doubt the boy
kiss you for the pleasure of It. realy cares for you, but I would
Kisses are symbols of love and not advise you to let him do as ne
should not be cheaply wasted.
wants to, because he might soon
tire of loving you and transfer his
How Is affections to some other girl. You
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
It best to tell a boy that you do are too young to let yourself be
not care to go with him any kissed and loved, because you are

Dear Mrs. Thompson:

'

more?
Is it improper

for a girl of

17

too young to be sure that your
love is of a lasting quality,

Honey Dew Peas

Home Baking

Nutola

California Head

Lettuce

Dry Onions

y

Tuna Fish

J.

flee, and henceforth twang my
noble lyre in some large hollow
tree. But when I wake I have a
pang, all kinds of pain I feel; then
come my aunts, a stately gang,
with yarbs that soothe and heal.
They put a poultice on my dome,
bind splints upon my arm, and
make my poor old mortgaged homo
a place of light and charm. It Is
when dire affliction
daunts the
stricken mortal hulk that one appreciates his aunts, and blesses
them in bulk.

WW .yj

has wuRsarTOSfjfsr

ilrr.:e,vTO!it?
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mere is

in each jar of

Rosenwald's Toyland
on the Third Floor is

Only those who have tried it can
realize the comfort that Resinol
Ointment brings to sufferers from
skin trouble. Even in severe,
cases of eczema or other
itdiing disorders it promptly allays
the irritation and hastens the heal-inf- f.

Bigger and Better Than Ever
Before

ur

to jTlr, hs bo unplunnt
It U
cdor, aid makes a moat valuable
household treatment for cuts, burns.
chaftnsf etc
y
Sold ia row tiies ly all Arutfutu

jKjgkSaMISMSBSaSa

ms

See the new Radio knife has pliers and wire cutter. A real blade that holds its Edge. Wire

scraper and screw driver.
Just the thing for Christmas.

J.

KORBEEl & COMPANY

IP

big third floor Toyland is better prepared
season than ever before. We have always
been known 'as toy headquarters for this state and
this year our assortments are more extensive and
much more conveniently arranged than ever. Al-

though price is not the first consideration in the
selection of Christmas toys the usual Rosenwald
saving is as apparent here as in other departments.
All of our imported toys were purchased before the
recent tariff and this has much to do with the low
prices. We can conservatively say that there has
never before been a display of toys in New Mexico
as extensive as the one now displayed on our third
floor. We call your attention to the following:
Stuffed Animals

Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store.
Just Across From City Hall.

F""'ir.

Automobiles
Irish Mails

Kiddie Car
Books

Gilbert Toys
Dolls

Vante Temple Incense
Fragrant Oriental Burning Powder for Use
Indoors; Also Outdoors
Fancy Sfctnl Burners, with Incense, in a Christmas box, ready,
for mailing in various sizes, and priced as follows.
75o
50c
and
$1.25,
$1.00,
'
Aromas Hose, Violet, Pure Sandlewood, Wisteria.
,
Mail orders prompt attention. Postpaid to any point In N. M.

STRONG'S BOOK STORE

dill:

OUR

broad-minde-

i

Saves

gro-ee-

,

That is why Royal is sowhole-som-e
and healthful, why it
gives the food such a fine,
even texture and such a de-

SYRACUSE. N.Y.

on fire.

.'"

--

Resinol

attcnlad
Allsop,
preaching at Hog Ford last third
Sunday and was so deeply Interested he intended Ritting clear
through it, but along toward tho
middle, a neighbor got him clear
off of the subject by
In and telling him his kitchen was

Oben-chai-

Honey Dew Peas

blessed relief

Columbus
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after-effects-

trial

Raisins
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flood whitener.
Shellac all drawers and shelves
and they will be easier to clean.
The Sew. and So club will meet
Washable cotton rugs add so
with Mrs. C. A. Watson, 1006 much to the appearance of the
Forrester avenue, Wednesday af- kitchen.
ternoon.
When the skin Is difficult to reO
move from a boiled tongue, it is
Y. W. CLERS HAI .TOINT
not cooked enough.
MEETING MONDAY
with
Rub stained porcelain
Six clubs of the Y. W, C. A. crushed paper
kerosense.
and
met Jointly Monday night at the Wash out with hot soapy water.
association building for a "pep"
Journal Want Ads. bring results
meeting, preliminary to the be
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RIPPLING RHYMES

HILL' PARAGRAPHS
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As Nellie' was on her way home
one afternoon she met Hilda Moore
that was. She had married the
flashy fellow she had taken up withi.
after her quarrel with John

Z)T

pa-p- or

Fplen-di-

while.

1

Household
7uggesti0ns

Tass It Along
Ordinary beach sand is a

sary."
Nellie determined to make herself necessary if possible. She knew
she was dependable os far as she
to
be. but to benecessary
rould
Mi-- .
George; that would bo worth

-

frl'

-

aro perhaps less likely to be
contented than the horn,! girl, and
should bo even rnoro oareiul than
they whom wo marry."
Gladys was to be married. Cora
bad no fears for her happiness
however. HhR was to marry a
young accountant, a refined fellow
of good habits who earned a fine
salary. l!o h; d rented a nnall
apartment in a nice house In a good
locality, and had made it cozy and
comfortable. Gladys wasn't to go
to business after they were married.
"i want a home," Andrew Blake
said, "ami a dear littlo woman
named Gladys in it." Gladys had
introduce him to tho girls, and repeated his remark.
"He's the right kind, Gladys, not
because he doesn't want you to
work, but because he loves you,
and you love him," Cora said. "And
ho can tako care of you. I know
you will be very happy."
"Going to ask ns to the wedding?" Nellie queried, "because if
you don't I'll como anyway. I never
have been to a wedding, only when
I sneaked In tho church at The
Corners. Then I couldn't see very
well because I had to keep crouching down in tho pew so Miss Cartel
wouldn't see me."
coursn you are coming,"
Gladys returned laughing.
She was married in the Little
Church Around the Corner, with
two friends of Andrew's, nnd Cora
and Nellie as witnesses.
After the wedding the girls saw
Gladys only occasionally, although
sometimes thev dined with her on
Sundays. She called on them once
in a while, but she had her home
ditties, and both Nellio and Cora
wero busy. Her marriage was an
extremely happy one. and she grew
almost beautiful, so contented was
she.
Happiness shows In people's
races, doesn't It Cora 7" Nellie said.
les, dear
and unhapplness
also, unless wo are strong enough
10 niafi it.
Cora had hidden her erief. her
unhapplness always. As Nellie left
ner, sne thought:
'I will hide mine. I won't let It
spoil my life, or make Cora un- do loneiy was rvelllo, so
mippy.
alone, that Cora was the only, one
who would grieve should unhapplness come to her unless dear eld
Mrs. Roberts wonM also sorrow.
Tomorrow An Attemnt to Hide
Unhapplness.
w

"How Are you, Hilda, and where
do you live?" Nellie asked.
"I'm all rlElit!" BUlkily replied
Hilda. Then: "You told the truth
Nellie when you said I'd be "Jumping from tho frving Dan into the
fire' if I married Bert. Oorl knows
I've tried but he's so selfish, just
as you fiald. Ho has clothes and
clears not matter if the kids and I
go ragged nnd hungry, i ou sized
him up all right, I'm leaving him.
Thats why I'm down hero trying
to get a job."
"Go to Miss McBrlde, Hilda, and
I'll tell Cora. Perhaps she'll have
a place for you. iiho hires a good
many girls at times." Then: "How
many children have you Hilda "
"Two, the twins you joked about.
They're awfnt sweet, Nellie. It it
wnsn t for- them I d die. I hear
John Erdman is doing awful well
Yes, he has cot on famously.
Nelllo replied, then changed the
subject. Hilda had been fond of
John, had gone with the Irresponsible fellow she married out of pique,
had married him because she was
tired of working; wanted good
times. Poor Hilda. Nellie asked her
to bring the children to see her, but
she never did. She received a short
note a few days
after their meeting
saying Hilda- had taken her chil
dren and gone back to the little
town where her parents lived.
"I was euro marrying that fellow
wouldn t bring her happiness.
Cora said when Nellie told her of
Hilda. "W0 working girls do get
1604
tired, long for a different llfo at
times. But because we have been
working girls had our independOrder patterns by number. Send ence, and our own pay envelopes,
all orders direct to 'Fashion no
pnrtiucnt, 2.10Albuquerque Morning
South Wells street,
Journal,
Chicago, III,

Clean Vp the Shoes
Stains can be removed from
brown or tan shoes by rubbing
lemon juice well into the leather.
Aftnn nnltfih has been untitled all
stains will have disappeared.
Discolored Baking Plslies
When the baking cups or dishes
The Jolly Score club will meet become discolored from the exThursday night, Mrs. William Lelle treme heat, they can be made like
entertaining tho club at her home new again if the brown spots are
in First street,
rubbed with a cloth dipped into

Misses Mary Anne Gillespie and
Virginia Payne left Sunday night,
returning to their home In Katon,
Js'ew Mexico, after a several day's
visit with friends here.

WELL

Chapter 68
Miss Jones often talked rather
seriously to Nellie. She once said:
"Responsibility and promotion,
Nellie, come oftenest to those who
are ready for them. If wo are to
succeed in life we must b dependable; then make ourselves neces-

FOR

65c. .
Very Becoming to the full-fig- ;,
ured woman are the lines of this
house dress model.
The panel
frJiit repeats the contrasting material used for the collar, cuffs,
belt and the tops of the "ockcts
making a pleasing color combina-

litany" Agnes Reppller, will
bo Mivn by Miss Martha .Valltant.
Mrs. Aldo Leopold will read. a
and Mrs.
on "The Butterfly:
W. II. Long will lead the current
events discussion.

O

MARRIES

GLADYS

Annabel

AT HOME

"

TRIAL POSTPONED
Los Angeles, Dec. 4. The third
of Mrs.
Madaiynne
charged with the murder
of ,T. Belton Kennedy, was today
again postponed by tho superior
court to December 20.
i Technology, sums up the subject as
MENU HINT
follows:
Breakfast
"Caffeln is a mild stimulant of
Oranges.
Bacon and Eggs.
the heart, increases power to do
Butler.
Gems.
work. Increases concenmuscular
Hot Graham
Coffee.
tration of mental effort and thereLuncheon
fore the power to do more brain
Tonstcd Cheese Sandwiches.
work.. It is not followed, except
Tea.
Hot
In excessive quantities, by undesirBaked Apple.
Dinner
able
Crackers.
Noodle Soup.
Baked Veal Steak.
For Infants,
Baked Potatoes. Buttered Carrots. COUZENS WILL DEVOTE
Invalids &
Butter.
Reheated Rolls.
HIS ENTIRE. TIME TO
Children
Spanish Salad,
Canned Peaches Crcnm.
SENATOR The Original Food Drink for All Age.
AS
DUTIES
Cotfce.
QuickLunchatHomcOfficeaFountains.
Detroit, Mich.. Dec. 4. James RichMilk, Malted GrainExtract in Pow
TODAY'S RECIPES
Slice bread Couzens, recently appointed to the dcrbTabletforms. NouhshingrTocacklng.
Cheese Sandwiches
United States senate to fill the unAtoiJ Imitations ar.d Substitutes
moderately thin, remove crusts and
term of Truman H. Newspread slices sparingly with butter. expired
berry will dovoto his entire time
Tut a layer of grated cheese be- to
his senatorial duties, It was antween pieces. Have a frying pan nounced tonight, following conferhot, using butter or part butter ences hero today between the resubstitute.
Brown tho sandwiches tiring mayor, the city council and
on both Bides, being careful not to the street railway commission,
never tried i
You have
Mr. Cmizens plans to resign as
cook too rapidly as tho bread will
PEAS.
DEW
HONEY
burn before the cheeso melts. mayor tomorrow light, and to tako
the oath In the senatj on ThursServo very hot.
are
new.
are
They
manThey
as
Baked Veal Steak Have veal day. He will retire also
the Morgan
by
packed
steak cut one inch thick. Cut ir: ager of the street railways which
by the street
the
servint; pieces, salt and pepper to will be conducted
company,
Canning
Mr.
with
commission
taste. Dip in beaten egg, then in railway
an
In
advisory capackers of Morgan, Snow- fine cracker crumbs. Brown quick- Courens acting
ly on both sides In a hot frying pacity.
cap and .Spring Garden
pan, using equal parts, butter and
Good
"Those
Peas".
on
while
put
spples
Monograms
lard. When nicely browned pour
HONEY
You will like
in milk enough to barely cover still green with blue ink nnd rub-- 1
meat. Cover, place In a moderate bed off when thP fruit was ripe,
DEW PEAS, they are in
oven and bake slowly for one hour was one wa7 of marking for the
like
size
western
on
a
ranch.
Spring Gar
consignee
or until it has baked dry.
in1
den
and
Boiled Dressing
Morgan
tenspoon salt, ono teaspoon musFLAVOR. Can you imag-- i
tablespoon-ful- s
tard, one and
ine anything nicer?
sugar1, one und
flour, two egg yolks, one
nnd
tabb'spoonfuls melted
cup milk,
butter,
No. 2 Cans 25c
cup vinegar. Mix dry
Add yolks of eggs,
Ingredients.
slightly beaten, butter, milk and
vinegar very slowly. Cook over
28c Pound
boiling water until mixture thickraisin pie-f-resh
ens. Strain und chill.
i Ask for lusciom
and juicy at your
COFFEE FACTS
or a neighborhood bake
The first thing to remember
hop. Just telephone for one to
about the use of coffee In the diet
Is that it should never be given to
try.
15c
children.
Ones tiirte it and you'll agree
This fact once firmly in mind,
that there's no longer any need
however, we are ready to consider
to bake st home.
C
tho true service which coffee does
pounds for 2oc
undoubtedly render. It is essen-tialLet
dinner.
for
Serve
tonight
the beverage of the brain
I. B.
worker and, if Judiciously used,
your men folks decide.
may he beneficial.
delicious
with
Made
(White Meat)
Physicians and dietitians tell us
that taste and appetite play an
23c
Important part in the selection of
Sun-Mai- d
foods.
we
not
do
If
proper
enjoy
our food It does not give us ffll the
benefit that nature Intended. Coffee indirectly
aids the digestion
and nourishment because It adds
Had Your Iron Today?
to tho pleasure and good cheer of
our daily meals.
Like other articles of diet, coffee should be used in moderation.
It Is possible to eat too much meat,
or eggs, or sugar, or even bread,
or milk. People differ in these re
spects.
The clement from which coffeo
derives its refreshing quality Is
called caffeln. After a searching
review of all recorded scientific
opinion about coffee, Prof. Famuei
C. Prescott, head of the department of biologv and public health
of the Massachusetts Institute of
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Trains
Musical Instruments
Washing Sets

Pianos
Sporting Goods
Milk Wagons
Tool Chests
Balls

Velocepedes
Coasters
Games
Blocks
Iron Toys
Tea Sets
Radio Sets
Stoves

Kindergarden Games
Doll Furniture
Air Rifles
Wagner Ware
Pool Tables
Shoo-FIye-

s

I

GEN. HALL

MENTAL CURING
TELLS
WORLD
WIDE
WHAT ARMY IS
morning. He stopped at a drug store
on his way to the college and bought
a fever thermometer, taking his tern- perature as he walked. Ho found that
It registered 105 degrees.
He Immediately .began feeling all
the symptoms of high fever and could
make his way to the office,
Feeling certain that he had been
stricken with pneumonia he decided to
dismiss his classes, call a taxi and be
taken to his home. While waiting for
the taxi to arrive he took his tempera- again to see if the fever was still
higher. Much to his surprise he
found that It registered normal. Ho
had forgotten to shake the ther- mometer down In the first instance.
Immediately his Illness left him.. Ho
taught his classes that day and played
tennis that afternoon.
Dr. Holllngworth, who was assigned
at tho Plattsburg camp to cases In- mental disturbances, tells the
,
iv
Sight of an Officer
Brought on Paralysis
"A soldier had been shell Bhocked,
which brought about paralysis of the
arm. I was under the impression that
his arm was permanently stiff. It was
not a case of malingering. The man's
arm was actually paralyzed.
One
morning, while walking In tho rear
of the hospital, I saw him busily
shining his shoes, using both hands
with equal dexterity. Upon sight of
me his arm immediately became rigid,
"Recognizing that his case was due
to a mental disturbance and one that
required mental treatment I made a
close study of it and came to the fol- conclusion: probably the last
thing that he saw tefore becoming
unconsdous on the field of battle was
an army officer. On regaining con- sclousness he found himself paralyzed,
and by a natural process of reasoning
he unconsciously associated the two
things together, consequently, when
he saw an army officer his mind re- verted to his misfortune and his

the M.OSt
Recent Example

T)r. Cf)lie

Now let me give you an Instance In
which faltn In religion produced an
almost miraculous cure. Again quot- "A colored
lng Dr. Holllngworth:
soldier, who was devoutly religious.
returned from Franca with a stiff leg,
supposedly of rheumatic origin.
lng convinced that his trouble was
largely mental I tried occupational
therapy upon him after the ordinary
medical treatments had failed. This
also produced no results,
"Upon discovering his, deeply
Hgious nature I decided to try to
iievB his condition by appealing to his
mmil through his religious side. A
big prayer meeting was held, which
centered on the
Dy
soldier. All the, prayers were made
for his recovery and were given a
definite turn to implant on his mind
the belief that he would be miracu- g
lously cured. The result was
fui. Ho walked that night, and the
following morning was as active and
lithe as a boy."
ah aistvv vLicana uirio la nil viva
h
h toundcd by , Spanish priest.
since canonized as St. Roche. Within
its walls lie buried the remains of Its
founder. Many a time In my youth
have I visited this sanctuary and seen
the great piles of crutches left there
by devout believers who had been
healed by a visit to this shrine. The
pool of Bethesda and the water of
Lourdes are excellent examples of
this power of healing. If you will
stop to analyze the conditions attend- ant upon each of these Instances you
w" "nd. that they are an Dasea on
M'tii. Faltn in wnntr to tneortnoaox
g
uoa.
Christian in 'ho power-ocised, according to the Catholic branch
of the faith, through his Instruments.
who gained such power because of
their holiness. According to tne rroi- estant faltn exercised ny uoa in an- Rwer to prayer.
Orthodox Christianity, however, now
believes that this omnipotent power is
not utilized as universally as in npos- tollc days, consequently, lacking faltn

whom they worked were the very life be employed in the event of a national of this system of military Instructionin colleges, or. rather, it is an expanemergency declared by Congress.
and spirit of our early development.
Reserves are the sion or tnat system, Tne syeiem
The organized
thin! component of the army of the exactly the, same, as heretofore, hutne methods employed are much lmHas Aided Development United States.
It is the policy of the War Depart- - proved, the instruction Riven is much
The mere mention of the transcontinental railways, whose routes were merit to develop'the Regular Army and enlarged, the number of officers desurveved and whose construction was (he National Guard to the full strength tailed has been greatly augmented and
importance or the course nas oeen
made possible largely by the army; of provided by law and for the present
the great question of our Indian wards to maintain the enlisted tactical units greatly emphasized, until now at a
over whom the army has ever stood as of the Organized Reserves as cadres number of our important Institutions
friend and protector, as well as guide or skeletons only, but with the officer a detaehment of army officers, num
bering from two or three to six or
and director; of Alaska, whose (level- - personnel complete.
The National Guard is at present a more, are actively engaged as memopment has been so largely secured
by the help of the army; of the Phil- volunteer force of citizen soldiers, bers of the faculty In carrying onse-a
in peaco time owes allegiance deliberately prepared and carefully
ippines, whose Insurrection from Spanish days and whose entire history since to both State and Federal Govern lected course Of Instruction intended
American possession has been largely ments. At such time it can be used to direct the moral and physical edu-b- y
an army story; of Cuba, whose Gov
either the State or the Federal cation of the student, to interest him
evnment for years has been and at the Government for any emergency with- - in the true history of Ids country, to
make him a good citizen, to educate
present time is directly assisted by in the State or the United States.
By WILLIAM H. CRAWFORD.
The organized reserves will form him in the military fundamentals and
representatives of the army; of Pan- ama. dug. built and protected by the the bulk of the Army of the United in general to fit him, upon his grad- HERE has arisen within the
Orand, chiefest of all, .perhaps, of states. Its personnel serves Volun-S- y untion, for a commission In the
last fifty years divers schools
,
MAJOK-liLNHARRY U HALL. flnrmy;
of
the
rnntrol ,n,l eradication of disease tarllv. and all the members thereof ganized Reserves of the Army
of dru6'les3 healing. However
AM a soldier and have been one wherein, working In Cuba, the Philip- - are assigned to some permanent unit United States.
.
The Becond class of camps is the orthodox you may be therapeutically
for forty years; but I am not Pines, Panama and the United States,- of the Organized Reserve. Theforma-tlon of this component of the nrmy is citizens' military training camp, The you must recognize that all of them
tne army has been so largely lnstruonly a soldier, I am someining
oHmlnaHnir or minlmizlne n prenr rtennrtnrn from anv milltarv personnel of these camps conies from
more an American citizen; and it Is typhoid, yellow fever, smallpox, plague, policy heretofore pursued. Developed the youth generally of our country, are actually benefiting their patients.
as an American citizen that I am ad- - cholera, dengue, beri beri and e ven lep- - along proper lines it will produce a who volunteer for the course of train- - Some of these schools have - a reof The New York rosy Itself a mere mention pf these force which Is at once adequate, effl- - ing provided for them. This course Is ligious foundation, such as Christian
dressing the readers ...
The object Science and New Thought. Some aro
.
,
activities. I say, brings forcibly to the clent, economical and In thorough one month in duration.
tT
J" """"b
mln(, the iml)0rtant part the army keeping with our form of government of this camp Is to train our youths mystical, for example Spiritualism
planation of the policy and activities hn3 rlaypJ in dllr pcace tlme develop- - and our traditional policy of entrust- - for the duties of their coming man- - and Occultism, and some base their
of the post-warmy I feel that It is ment.
ing the defense of tho nation to the hood and to fit them for the military power on mental suggestion. These
duties that they may be called upon Include mental science, psychotherapy,
Tho first plan, that Is, universal citizens of the country. ,
to the greater interest of our Govern- of a national psychoanalysis and the Coue system.
The general elements of the plan for to perform In event
ment that the nubile should have a military training, was rejected by the
'
While these schools are of such re- ..
...
people and eventually the second was organizing this reserve contemplate emergency.
01
near understanding
im,
no citizens imiuui y u ainun
"
adoptc,d .,nJ pstal,!if;ne(1 nn(ler thn act thj) formatIon nf whut are known a3
0f congress of June 4, 1020. This la corps areas. The primary functions of is destined to be the principal source new lut'ci. i iieio in e inn uiut-- umti inmilitary establishment and Its aims.
stances In the Bible of men being
Both In peace and war the army defined by President Harding as fol- - the corps areas are the organization, of supply of officers and
training and mobilization of troops, sioned officers for the Organized Re- - cured of diseases without 'he aid of
rnust work in the Interest of our conn- "Our present national defense law The svstem is based upon the military serve. The day will come when the medicine or the benefit of the sur- .
..
tryaione otnerwise mere is no reast n cstilblishes an economical and demo- - population available and under normal world war veteran class will have
niiiiv. .ai.iuaii, iui mil
ni'j
for Its existence. It has no ulterior rr..,tC policy thoroughly consistent conditions each area should produce passed from the active list, and we host.s of the Kitlg
of Syria, was cured.
purpose. It Is the servant of the peo- with our national traditions. It pro- approximately the same number of shall then depend principally upon the by the prophet Elisha mstantane- to be troops. On the basis of the military young men received from our schools ously. Jesus Christ Himself gained
pie, an Instrument of the people's vides for a small regular army
tne united states nas neen and civil lire generally ror recruiting nis lonowing ana power over tne
ny gre.i uuacn iwra
augmciueu
It earnestly recognizes the event of national emergency. This population
government.
divided into nine corps areas. To these the commissioned and enlisted person- - minds of the people by constant dem- the part It must play in tho conduct ls our traditional military
policy. But, nine corps areas are assigned certain nel of our Organized Reserve.
onstration of his ability to heal tho
of Government and it feels that to whereas In the
of tho National Guard
past these larger war
,
It will be seen, then, how necessary sick. His final Instructions Include nnrQlvola Immclnlulii rolni'nD
Tn
uu,
carry out its manifold missions suc- forces have been .extemporized after organizations
' nA
d
Reserves,-anL"l"":L5r
: was
these, it is that liberal provision be made the mandate to heal the sick, saying other
an(i Organized
7 are
when- - herents
he
illnesses
not
cured
of
cessfully It must be known to the peo- the occurence of an emergency the combined
words,
their
paralyzed
v,o..,il
with certain Regular Army
on tho ever he
the establishment and conduct of of them, "They shall lay
ple and be willingly and cheerfully new law wisely provides that tho contingents are designed to provide for
thought pbout It. By careful by faith as often as are the followers
the. training camps from which will sick and they shall recover.'
.
annh
Arnlnnnllnn nnA t.wlir,,la .rfnalltnnD. nra
n1la
maintained by the people.
framework of their organization shall tn
war
in
and
framework
the
under Federal supervision.
Through all the centuries this power Bucceeded , ,mplantlnK ln h)a mind a
of cure. Christian Sclen- I believe that many citizens follow be 'stilblisne'1 and developed in time the
certainty
to
our
make up
completed organizations required the material
Organized of healing was current
cha nVes In the mlllrv establishment of
read- ppace ln 80 far aS nractl,cable to carry on the war. These corps
oi p i the bellof that 1,0 was not really tists have faith that through the
adhere to certain Indivk , i
more or e s s m mi t el y T t I fee h at ' tnrouBh
1110
cwim uy
was II1K
auu
mai.
iiiiitiiuii
hiiu
cucin.v
our
iii;nuu
conditions
when
area
"
)jaiai;i;u
voluntary
organizations,
id
own
In
ha
such power.
the first century
experience
History and our
a brief aiit ussion of the present armv
solely due to an association of Ideas, following Its precepts they will be
patriotic young men."
permit, retain their old designations
conclusively to man's need for St. Benedict ln the sixth century is As soon as this was accomplished he healed and they are. This Is a splen- policy may prove of some value to
In putting this military policy into carried during the world war, and this point
his
and
Even
nnd
bones
dangerous another example.
those who are not entirely familiar execution the Congress has wisely fact tends to preserve the. traditions providing for lean
was restored to normal health."
did, example of mind healing.
with recent developments. Before the provided a plan of procedure. Based of those veteran organizations and times. No, one knows the toll of war holy relics are yet supposed to have
thirof
St.
to
the
material
heal.
Francis
In
things power
lives, suffering and
world war the United States possessed on this
the Presidnnt has create esprit de corps.
better than the army, and, knowing teenth century was supposedly blessed
a small regular army and a National prescribedauthority
as the mis- of the Organized Re- the
The
following
training
the with thfs power. I name but these
more
one
war
no
than
abhors
Guard. The idea at that time was slQng of th9 varous components of the serves is carried out under the Fed- - Oils,
officers of our army. Until the time few as examples. There has not been
that these two forces would act as a army of the United States.
Is
to
aim
eral Government. Its
give comes when we can be assured that an age or generation since the time
first line of defense, that Is, they were
such training that each organization war Is a
(a) The regular army
thing of the past we must of Christ in which there were not
to hold off the enemy until volunteer
miswar
To
Its
fulfill
time
be
able
to
will
provide adequato garrisons
provide the security necessary to pro- some men of transcendent piety who
forces could be raised in sufficient in (1)
oversea
our
in
war
of
members
and
for
For
this
sion.
peace
training
tect those high Ideals of our nation vvere said to have healing, lrt their
numbers to Insure success to our arms.
(2) To provide adequate the Reserve Corps are ordered to ac- - wherein
every man Is assured equal touch.
This policy had followed our tradi- possessions.
not
to
exceed
fifteen
coast
for
defenses
the
tive
for
duty
garrisons
and justice without re
Divers
tional theory, which has always as- peace
prospered.
mystics also
of the days each year. This Is the training opportunity
limits
continental
the
within
sumed a minimum regular army ln United States. (3) To
gard to race, religion or color. This is Cagliostro was but an example of tho
per- - period, and it affords the principal
provide
peace to be expanded' into a maximum sonnel for the development and traln- - means of fitting tho Organized Re- true democracy; but such a democracy many hundreds who were said to posits citizens, thus sess mystical power. Belief ln lucky
citizen army in war. The defect in
serves for their work. It Is supple must demand that
ln turn protect their charms, amulets, and healing stones
this policy was that It postponed this
mented by lectures, conferences and protected, shall
Government when an emergency de have been popular since the dawn of
expansion until the emergency . hid
ARMY
correspondence schools.
The
army of the United civilization. Tho Hindu faiths are t
arisen, and thus assured, upon the
r
who was an officer of mands.
person
Any
I
will be the main Instrument of based upon the power exerted by an
outbreak of war, the very condltim !t
the army between April 6, 1917, and state8Government
in such an emer Individual to change material things,
sought to avoid, that Is,
June 30, 1919, or had been an officer the
is to enable that army one of which Is sickness, through tho
of the regular nrmy at any time, may gency, and it
Then came the world war. Space
occult forces.
be appointed as a reserve officer in the to do Its work expeditiously and
that the reorganization indi- Doctrines of
does not permit a discussion of our
which be held in the
grade
highest
the Orient
trainthe
effected and
part in this war, but It Is sufficient to
army or any lower grade; any person cated has been
Find Foothold in America
say that it forms a glorious rage In
now serving ln the National Guard as ing referred to has been prescribed.
Due 'to Mary Baker Eddy and her
the history of our country. We were
an officer may be appointed as a reno sooner finished with It than the
serve officer ln his present or lower Screech of the Roller Skate Christian Science and to the world's
our
of
defense
of
the
future
question
cuiigreMd ui reiiKiuiiB, ueueL 111 iiiuinai
grade.
country came before the peop'e. Apof the hirds in Central Park healing has spread tnrougnout tne
But theso are not the only sources
palled as we were at the carnage of
I I
from which appointments to the Reimmediately following their ml- - world. It has permeated every medi-no,the last four years and wise as we had
In society, the science of
serve Officers Corps may he made. We
tin
succeeded
been
have
by
now become on unpreparednesn. we
and even tho church itself. The
take these officers also from our col
noip that sometimes mvstlfv Christian
w'ere ready for tho question, "What
schools and civil life generally
religion bas been sendin
wood- leges,
their
who
restrict
WTsms
shall our military policy be?. How
and applicants under these conditions land wanderings to the paths above missionaries to the Orient for many
shall we provide assurance of &om
It Is safe to say that the
undergo a course of training at train- Seventy-secon- d
street. It Is a screech years.
sort of adequate organization and state
to prepare them for the
Orient has been more successful ln
camps
ing
to.
no
music
lends
distance
of preparedness when the next emerIts doctrines in America
duties of the appointments they seek. that
To discover where it comes from and implanting
gency arises?"
We have two types of such camps esthan America has been In spreading
beto
Mall
the
one
need go
tablished; these are known as the Re what It is
Christianity among the heathfens.
Two Points of View Arose
A careful study of these various
serve Officers Training Corps camps tween the hours of 7 and 10. It Is
As to Measures of Defense
m
urBi
and the Citizens Military Training innrajm m
cult3 of (jrugless healing has
Two schools of thought soon defrom
by boys and girls of ages varying
vlncea me that their curative proper-Th- e
veloped. One called for a system of
first of the above named, the 12 years to 18 all grinding up and tiea are not limiteQ solely to neurotic
universal
military training
compulsory
Reserve Officers Training Corps camp, down on roller skates. A few years conditions, but that their ministra-"onsisand the other for a system of volunin general of personnel volun- - ago this sport seemed to be going out tions are beneficial even ln organic
comschool
The
of
service
only.
1
tary
jl
teerijig from various colleges ana of favor, this year It Is more popular disarrangements of the human body.
pulsory service is based on the idea
schools throughout the country,
I am also convinced
than ever before,
that they all pos- that every made citizen has an oblinumber of these young men permitted
sess the same ' curative properties
.
'
him
nation
to
the
that
protects
to fome to such camps depends par- tr ; J
gation
which are based on mental or psychoK.lte3,
and that he should be willing, and If MAJOR GENERAL HARRY C. HALL.
ticulnrly upon the amount of appro- on the direct Influence of
not willing, he should be compelled, to
U.S.A.
Parachute Fad therapy,
priation by' Congress for the purpose.
the mental attitude on the physical
Up
Paper
mo camp is witnout expense to me
devote a certain fixed period of his
well being of the patient. The adher
time to military training in time of ing of the National Guard and the participants and some of the latter,
The youngsters of the city have founi ents of each one of these healing sys- an
revived
or
for
are
new
a
of
fad.
under
school
To
certain
The
second
conditions,
Reserves.
rather,
paid
they've
thought
(4)
peace.
proyide
Organized
temg w)11 readily aKree witn the first
advocatcd a small regular volunteer the necessfirv personnel for the over- - their services. These young men un old one. Parachut
reTt'numSeS of these statement.,, but will strenu- WiifiiHT.iii'.'ninfi n tiiMinii iV Tiimii
armv kept in a highly efficient state head of the armv of the United States, dergo a course of theoretical military ln
itn,(im,iiiifc TLA - x,ltnirfin imii minim
y object to the last one. Each . '
and streets and on roofs. Th?y
,
"
I
" v
and ready for any emergency at all wherein the duties are of a continuing training during their ortlege year while areparks
cult believes that if possesses distinct
or
of
made
tlssuj
newspaper
usually
a
at
or
school
and
a
second
be
college
backed
practical
an
nature.
to
To
this
by
adequate
times;
(5)
provide
cut in regular parachute shape cdrative power because of Its conneccourse at the camp. The interest paper,
line of defense in the form of a volun- - organized, balanced and effective
and weighted with a stone. Two young- tlon with a higher power. Christian Kathleen N orris, whose sympathetic understanding has been the chief
shown Is very marked and the Im- sters usualy handle one 'chute.
On
trained force called the National peditionary force which will be
reason tor her success as a novelist.
Pclentists will vehemently deny that
provement rapid.
drops It from an elevation, such as high their cures are effected by the result
and. finally, both of these able for emergencies within the
hillock
a
Upon completion of the six weeks' steps or a window, or perhaps
to bo rcenforced and upheld by nental limits of the United States or
of Impressions on the mind of the paNORRIS has Just
pneumonia and ln less than a month her
other retrieves It.
a great national volunteer organiza- - elsewhere, and which will serve as a course at this camo nuallfled graduates andin the
tient.
KATHLEEN sell the serial rights of death was followed by. that of tas
me
ine
cniues
mHKing
or
younssien
model for the organization, discipline are eugimo, upon recommendation
tlon called the Organized Reserve.
The
will
reverses left the six
fold a piece of paper In some compllpsychoanalyst
Immediately
ner new siory, certain eopie father. Financial
The first school of thought that is, and training of tho National Qjard 'bp regular army omcers in cnarge, ior safari fuahlnn an tliofr If fAQAmtllpA tha nrnclnlm that tho nrnvfipaflvd rnllDA
destitute but gallant-hearteorphans
in
lieutenants
as
second
not
did
she
wish Kathleen found a position In a hard
of Importance," because
appointment .1
compulsory universal military train- - and the Organized Reserves.
TTfl.
tin (r. Ml. kind of pictures vour eeometry teacher of the mental nnrt nhvienl nilmont i.
v 11110
.
hi
useu to make on uie oiacKDoara,
offer nns ilernh o A SCIIS- (r,n,
i ncn an act or incident possibly long since lo muuiaie ner puu vy uuiLiug u io m ware store at J30 a month, her brother
rCTcr,
s
First
at
and
Component
tendance
Institutions
at
their
Army
they 'scallop' one end, pierce
eion, rejected by our people. There
but which lies hidden ln the serial requirements, although by so do and younger sister raised the tital of
In Both Peace and War the training camps these students re- - each scallop and then unfolding the forgotten
she had to sacrifice $30,000.
For the family's income to ISO, knd 'hey
are many reasons for this unwillingwhole bring cords from these holes to subconscious mind, and that the skilled ing
the
from
emoluments
certain
ceive
always managed to keep ahead of their
ness on the part of the American peo
lived
has
she
the
can
and
The Regular Army is tho first com- Government ln the
with
and
three
It
discover
people
years
uproot
analyst
one terror, debt.
Each night, Mrs.
way of pay, cloth- - the center weight.
United
of
the
of
the
to
restore
normal
the
thus
old
of
with
and
army
ple to subscribe to such a system, but
the
May
crabbed,
ponent
story,
patient
Norrls and her sister returned from the
.
T,
..
,
lng and subsistence allowances.
ono of these reasons, I think, Is 111 States In pcace and In war.
health.
to
the
and
aunts
office
of
their
the task
girls
Fanny, pa,
getting dinner 'for
The Reserve Officers Training Corps, Married 75 I HTieS, He
founded, and that is the fear of what
r
lnB r'PW inougmisT. is equany sure ana cousins, as sne woriceu out tneir the hungry children, of making beds,
(b) The National Guard
which supplies the students at the
Un t InrOUgh WlVing that
we become sick because we are history and puzzled over their domestic washing dishes and scrubnlng floors,
is usually called "militarism" in our
(1) In time of peace, to provide an camps Just described, is an outgrowth
The American army Is a auequaie organized unu euecuve lurco .
ooiemg ana owame interested in every but the little family clung
out of harmony with the universal
country.
nl(1 ,PMrlr.,n) nf mMMnrv
one of them arid could not bear ihe bravely 'and managed to sn.uchtogether
After a trip through the heart of Nojd good.
conservator of peace. To be sure, it which will be available in minor emer- ,
,,,,,
many
lV,
lr,i,
borders of the Hedjaz In Arabia
moments of fun,
"w'ffh
stands ready at al times to repel law- - Bencles for employment within the certaln agricultural and State colleges to the
The Spiritualist Is convinced that
a
11. Phllby has returned to tell won- H.
nafew
A
Mrs.
Norrls maryears later
lessness and quell viola ion of
Ilmlt8 of the United Stales, by the whj(.h gre recIp1(,nts 0f Congressional drous tales of the Emirs he met and
"u uut;l"' ,v"
single character. So Mrs. Norrls reso- - ried Charles
Norrls, the younger brothei
tional laws or threat to the national states or by the United States. (2)
Is
in
this
still
of
vale
who
closed
the
but
tears,
her
to
r.t
eyes
nrohahtv
These
lutely
tinder
i.
ti,
tempting
colleges
n(ou
appropratons.
the author of "The Octopus" and
tercsted In mundane affairs, and who offer of the editor. One wonders what of
welfare, but "militarism Is as repug- - In tme of war or major emergencies, ,hat mtfm w(re obliged, in order to the most married man in the world,
"The Pit," now himself a .well known
In- - sort of person she Is who values money
nant to the army as it is to our when congress has authorized the use remnn eligible tor the appropriation,
"In my lifetime I have married seven- - has had his understanding
vastly
Life ln a little flat on the Innovelist.
"
e
of troops in excess of those of the to embrace ln their curriculum a pro- wives, and, Inshallah, I have not creased by the superior Knowledge " llul8 nl work so high. To be sure come of a young
cltlzenry,
was not
6onn
Envlr
not
is
saia
the
w,tn wlv'n" yet,"
a builder,
The American army
gained In the other world, stands fLAA sellers and Is one of the most luxurious but .It was happy. Making
Regular Army, to provide an adequato graTn
military Instruction to be
j
not
economies
with
her shopping,, plana wrecker. It constructs; it does
balanced and effective component of ,
.,..,
ready to advise those who are ailing.
A.nr a imeelfled tierlod of the to..r- Pb'lby.
.r(tpr. in thH little
th'
'?
T"e hypnotist Is certain that our country. But success and Its attendant ning little sacrifices to give her family
destroy. It works in peace as well as the army of the United States for cm- - term to a specified number of the phT.
0
some
surprise,
asset
pleasant
a
snatching tier
aro
national
been
war.
conscious and subconscious minds
ln
It has
prosperity have not warped her keen
pioyment by the United States without students.
formula T "Tallla Tallla Tallla" thre
moments to write stories that
so closclv corelated that an lmpres- - perception of the values of life. She leisure
in mo ui,u.,u,6
v".
.
In some colleges in ine past years u times to be rid of her.
renirniiiunn.
sent
out
husband
her
with
unabated
Believes now. as she has always beltevea
its earliest history. Scarcely had the The National Guard is the second fivelnned that this svstem was dls- - Ibn Saoud enerallv has three wives Slon made upon the subconscious tnat
faith, her days were crowded full. The
k' a
Revolution ended than a great ex- - component of the Brmy of tho United tasteful and considerable difficulty was at a time, one less than the prophet's mind durinf hypnotic sleep will lnfiu- have
to
p'fnt.y
y,'lna
Mrs.
years
Morris
brought
e
a
of four, to exceed which would ence our active mind, and the two J11
and prominence as one ot Amer.
etJ"J
ploring expedition, 4,000 miles across states in peace and in wY.
Jendly interest wealth most
experienced ln maintaining an efficient allowance
a
Is
hell
fire.
merit
there
was
lea's
Thus,
the
Pacific
cure.
always
to
ner
coast,
but
effect
Reserves
a
s
novelists,
working together
course of military Instruction there. It
the country
in one's
(c) The Organized
are the essentials ol scheme of litepopular
has remained unchanged.
"
'
, uegaruiess or inese aivergeni views real happiness.
sent out ny
to
V, V
jenerson, ana
provide a trainea organizea yens in some Instances evident tnat tne
(i)
to
California and built
Is one master key that will un- These things she. has always had, She has returned
the leader he chose was an omcer or and balanced force which may be read- - nrmy officer detailed for duty at the ,ftw
unbrken Rnj tho puritan in the there
country home on 6. pruno
lock tho secret of their healing power One of six 'children who lived a Jolly, an attractive
the nrmy Capt. Icwls. The early ex- - Hy expanded and developed into an Institution was persona grata ln tn- - Bcdoum )s satisfied.
near Saratoga. There she and
ranch
and offer a reasonable explanation of carefree existence with a forest for a her novelist husband can write undisploratlon of the Mississippi is a record adequate war component of the army verse ratio to the amount of military
Its cause. It Is the responsiveness of Playground and dogs and horsus, cats turbed. Hut her days are not all Ullad
'
of the army, with Wilkinson and Pike of the United States to meet any major instruction ha required.
Truth.
chickens for playmates.' Kathleen with work. She still'
the human body to the Influence of
as standard bearers. Voting Long en- - emergency requiring the use of troops
delights In her
But as time went on and the results I met her on a sunny day
kitchen and her flowers and is stilt busy
the mind. Dr. Holllngworth, profes- -' home in Mill
tered deep Into the region of the Colo- - in excess of those of the Regular Army of the work of these army Instructors Anne Hathaway! Anne Hathaway!
sneltenvl
mothering children, now' her own son
sor of psychology in Columbia Unl- - rom th wlnd and
rado, Capt. Bonneville devoted five and' the National Guard. (2). The, began to appear many colleges changed Ono brightly shining day ln May,
fos Rt the foot ot and little 'nephews and nieces., Howvears to a life in the midst of the Regular Army and the National Guard their views and frankly stated that the Beneath the fragrant lilac spray
verslty, gave me an Interesting per- - Mount Tamalpals But ner flr.t tasla ever occupied
she may De with' a
sonal illustration of the effects of tho or adversity came early. At IB, when
Indians of the far West and Capt. may be employed separately or to- - military Instruction given was a dls- - Our glances caught ln magic play,
there is always time to swim and
Fremont secured California tn the gether (ln minor and in major emer- - tinct sset to the college and of lncstl- - Our twining fingers made us stay " mental condition on the physical bodyi- - debutante Kathleen was planning , hes romp and frollo with them. That tne
And now I know Anne hath a way!
Recently having contracted a slight party gowns for a first winter in Pan reason Mrs. Norm's perspective has n.
Unitfd States. These army officers gencies, but the Organized Reserves mable value to th? student.
- ,
cold, he felt "out of sorts" ln the Francisco, her mother was stricken with malned true,The R. O. T. C. Is s direct outgrowth
a war forc and will
Edgar Daniel Kramer,
and tho tmall boUku of oloieiB vmti constitute-purel- y
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counters

FIST

IS

ROOM

of solid brass, with heavy leather
upholstery for the seats.
Ueneath the counters there jare
compartments for butter, fruit, etc.
In the center of each side of the

TpSTE!

in Restaurant
Equipment; Every Modem
to
Provided
Appliance
Mae It BesUf Its Kind

net wnrri

With the opening tomorrow
morning of tho new Alvarado restaurant and lunch counter, Albuquerque will boast the finest eatlns
place between Chicago and Kan
Francisco and one which vies with,
any in the United States. The restaurant and lunch counter will
lor breakfast tomorrow
t'lmn
morning.
.Nut only it the r.cw Alvarado
dining pulco biaulilul iu design
but it will otter a service which
There
is unsurpassed anywhere.
Si) people
will bo approximately
employed to care for the l'ood
need of both Albuquerqueans and
traveling public and a special service of supplies has been arranged
to brine i" hoth tho newest and
best the market baa to offer, tiome
o
the food supplies are obtained
by special purchase, and never see
the open market.
Arthur i raU, a reaturateur ol
wido experience, is to be iu charge.
Mr. Kratz was formerly steward at
the Hotel Utica, at Utica, N. V.,
opened the New Uuraiit hotel, at
Flint, Mich., and has been steward
at the Hotel Kelmont, in New ork
City and at other prominent eastern hotels, lie was specially enchargo
gaged to prepare and take came
to
ut the new restaurant and
Albuquerquo early last summer for
that purpose.
With tha opening tomorrow
will be able to avail
themselves of a service which a3
late as two years ugo few even
dimamed of. txpert pantrymen anil
chefs have been imported from
Chicago and Kansas City as have
nearly all of the other employes
The service will be unsurpassed by
either the Drake or Blackstone, in
Chicago, or the Pennsylvania, In
New York City.
Scats 109 I'eople
The new Alvarado restaurant
counter is constructed
lunch
and.
on the Spanish Colonial style. It
has a seating arrangement to caro
for 10'i people.
Tho interior is In tile effect. Ths
flooring is of a special rubber composition in tile, while the walls are
Batchfield tiled to a height of six
feet. Instead of- the customary
doors there are ornate archways
as entrances to the kitchen and ai
these the tiling runs to a height of
eight feet.
The counter tops are of Black
Belgian glass, which resembles
black onyx and was specially Imported from Belgium for the new
restaurant. The Alvarado restau
rant and lunch room is the only
one ill tho United States which can
boast this type of top.
The glass is In slabs, snugly fit
ted together. There are 20 large
slabs about the doublo horseshoe
of tho counter and four smaller
ones. The same shelving is to be
found beneath tho counters, for
placing dishes, etc. The stools ara
-

.

ARMAND

COLD CREAM POWDER,
In

UTtLE PINK & U'H7

flQXES

there

is

a cream

POULTRY S HOW

dis-

penser. In the center of the space
behind the counters there are compartments for fruits, vegetables,
Just behind the
pastry, etc.
kitchen end of the counter there
are more of these compartments
for sea food, fruit, fowls, etc. All
of these compartments,
excepting
those beneath tho counter, are arranged on the show case plan and
there is a profuse display of fruit
In all compartments
throughout.
excepting the ones where thu
baked good are contained, there Is
a special refrigerating system, to
keep food fresh up to the moment
it is served.
The tables and chalra are In
Spanish style and are beautifully
hand carved. The tops of the
tableg are of tho same black Belgian glass used for the tops of the
counters.
The coffee urns have been arranged In rear of an Inset tile
panel, giving an appearance of
drawinu the coffee out of the very
wall itself. This panel is a reof work,
markably artistic pieceurns
are the
manship. The coffee
Instead
known.
latest Invention
of the old style urn, which requires hot water to keep the coffee hot, a special arrangement
drives live steam into a special
and
compartment beside the urn conkeeps the coffee steaming
stantly.
Everything in connection with
the establishment shows that the
very latest appliances have been
This applies even in
obtained.
the Case of the dishes, which are
of the Encanto patent and were
obtained especially for the Alva- rado restaurant ana mncn counter from Syracuse, N. Y,

Large Hcfrlgcrators

In the service pantry there are
large
refrigerators for fruits,
vegetables and other perishables.
All of the vegetables are cleansed
before being placed in the refrigerators and again before being
ustd. In the pantry there is also
a special, electrically
operated,
strainer for serving orange Juice,
an electric milk shaker and other
special electrical appliances.
The short order kitchen has a
large French range for preparation of steaks, chops and other a
la carte dishes. There is a large
refrigerator, with a refrigeration
arrangement instead of ice, close
to the stove. In this, cut meat,
chickens, squab, etc., is kept. In
front of the stove there is a
steam table, with German silver
and aluminum containers.
Beside the steam table there is
a hot water box, with containers
for soups, sauces, etc. There is
also a special gas griddle for hot
cakes and beneath
the griddle
toaster. In front of tho latter Is
arranged a group of automatic
An egg may be
egg boilers.
placed in this container and the
set
for any period
arrangement
for from one to five minutes. At
the end of the period for which
It is set the egg container is automatically raised out of the boiling water.
The entire front of the steam
table, hot water box and gas griddle is given over to containers
for plates, platters, cups, saucer
and other dishes. The shelves of
these containers are of aluminum
while the entire front Is of German silver.
There is an automatic, electricThis is
ally driven dishwasher.
known as the "auto-san- "
and
works in sprays.
One compartment washes the dishes, a second
rinses them, while a third sterilizes them with live steam.
The
dishes are then automatically
carried out to the rack.
Tho entire interior of the new
Alvarado restaurant and lunch
counter, from back kitchen to
front door, is sanitary in the
highest possible degree. The in-

terior

the restaurant Is luxurious.
Special arrangements have
been made in regard to provisioning, such as a special arrangeof

ment for shipping, by baggage,
lobster, oysters and other sea
food three times a week.

FINES GIVEN EVERY
VIOLATOR OF DOUBLE
PARKING ORDINANCE
is

THERE

just one
cream

genii
face)

and that is
Armand Cold
Armand
Cream Powder is perfectly
toft, dry, Binooth and dense,
of cold creams
yet has a base
It spreads - evenly, blends
naturally into the skin and
stays on till you wash it off.
Just try Armand ColJ
Cream Powder once. It ia
in the littlo
f 1, everywhere hat-boIf,
after several trials, you do
rot love it, take it back and
get your money.
Ask your dealer for, or
Bend us 25c for a week-en- d
package containing generpowder made

v

1

.

61

ous samples of Armand
Cold Cream Powdor,

'

Armand Bouquet, Rouge,
Cold Cream, Vanishing;
Cream, Talcum and Soap,
Address

VARMANDr-D- es

In accordance with their previous announcement, the pollco yesterday began enforcing to the letter the traffio ordinance against
double parking. Traffio Officer
Carter and other policemen turned in more than 30 complaints
Police
yesterday and Saturday.
Judge Roddy gave the offenders a
fine of S in nearly every instance,
though some drew $10 if the offense were complicated by lack of
a license. Among those paying
fines yesterday were Joe Garcia,
John- - A. Ewing. Koy Apperson,
Hugh Cooper. T. D. Johnson, V.
H. Clark, E. N. Leach, Mrs. Clara
Russell
Mrs.
Cox,
Snodgrass,
James Murphy, George Wllzel, H.
J. Bamhrook, I A. Porter, Marlon
Byers. J. P. Miller, G. U Doollt-tlB.
N. Wilson, Marceleino
A large number of
Kamlrez.
cases have been set for hearing
today.
o.

SUES FOR. DAMAGES
DONE

Mo!nVJ

When the Children Cough,
Rub Musterole on Throats
and Chests
No telling how soon the symptoms
may develop into croup, or worse. And
Lhen's when you're glad you have a
iar of Musterole at hand to give
prompt relief. It does not blister.
As first aid, Musterole is excellent.
Thousands of mothers know it. You
should keep a jar ready for instant use.
It is the remedy for adults, too. Relieves sore throat, bronchitis, tonsilitis,
jroup, stiff neck, asthma, neuralgia,
headache, conge8tiont pleurisy, rheumatism, lumbago, pains, and aches ol
back or jointg, sprains, sore muscles,
chilblains, frosted feet and colds of the
chest fit may prevent pneumonia)
35c and 65c jars and tubes.
,

Bttltr.than a muttard platter

CAR
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of the finest
hundred
ever seen in Albuquerque
are crowing and cackling; and
preening themselves before the
crowds in attendance at the Bern
alillo County Poultry association's
annual show, which began a three
days' session yesterday morning
at 215 West Central avenue. In
addition to the fowls from the
Bernalillo county pens, there are
chickens and turkeys on display
lrom ii raso and i'lalnview
Texas.
UeeBe,
rabbits, ducks, guinea
fowls ana pigeons of almost every
variety also are on display.
Tho poultry association is great
ly encouraged at the large am
play and the interest shown In
the show both by poultry fanciers
and by the public. Attendance
prizes of a turkey and a puro
bred cockerel are
each
given
night and the competition to- draw
a Christmas turkey is keen. The
association has set Its attendance
goal at 2,0(10 for the three days
and indications last night were
that it would be reached.
The lucky numbers last night
were Turkey, 833; Barred Plymouth Kock Cockerel 1,144.
Following are the award announced last night:
American Class
Single comb Khode Island Reds
C. P. Hay, First, fourth and
fifth cock, first, second and fifth
cockerel, first, third and fourth
pullet, second, fourth and fifth
hen, second, third and fourth
young pen, first and third old
pen.
Mrs. William Bietz Second and
third cock, first and third hen,
second old pen, first young pen,
second and fifth pullet, third
cockerel.
J. F. Summer!) Fourth cockerel.
Rose Comb Rhode Island Reds
A. F. Blank, all awards.
Barred Plymouth Rocks William Bietz, Second and
third
young pen, second hen, first, second and fifth pullet, third cockerel.
J. D. Notgrass First young
pen, first cock, first and third
hen, first cockerel.
Fred Hamm Second cockerel,
fifth young pen. J. A. Daugherty, El Paso, Tex.,
Fourth hen, fourth young pen.
John Roehl Third pullet, fifth
cockerel,
Mrs. R. F. Barbee, Plainview,
Tex.
Third cock.
White Wyandottes J. D. Notgrass, first young pen, first cocK,
first and second hen, first cock-ere- l.

Four

Eliminate Hard Work
and High Costs Caused
by Hard Water

Don't make the
business error that a
few folks have made.

fowls

W. A. Massey Second young
pen, Second cockerel, first pullet.
White Plymouth Rocks James
Arnot First cockerel, third hen,
second pullet.
Henry Camferdam Second and
third cockerel, first pullet, first
second, fourth and fifth hen.
first old pen, first young pen.
Mediterranean Class.
Blue Andaluslans James Arnot
First cockerel, first cock, first
hen.
Single Comb White leghorns
Henry Camferdam
First cockerel,
fifth pullet, second,
third and
fourth cock.
D. Fllckinger
First cook, second and third pullet.
James Arnot First young pen,
second cockerel.
farm First
Gentry's poultry
pullet, third cockerel.
J. R. Wilson First and second
hen, fourth pullet.
Buff Leghorns J. R. Wilson
First and second pullet, second
young pen.
Fred Hamm First young pen.
Single Comb Black Minorcas
O. E. Wyers First cock, first hen.
S.
Strong First pullet,
first
cockerel.
eorob
Brown
Single
leghorns
H. Robinson
First cock, second
cock, first and second pullet.
Partridge Cochins J. Roehl
First cockerel, first pullet.
Silver Lace Wyandottes Mrs. E.
J. Marchant First cockerel.
Single Comb Anconas (3. W.
Dorff First pullet, first cockerel.
Mrs. F. A. Bryant First old pen.
Toulouse geese A. L. Gleason
First young pair.
Floyd Miller First old pair,
first slnsle bird.
White Pekln ducks A. ti. Gleason First young pnir.
English
'ducks Fred
Decoy
Hamm First pair.
Turkeys.
Mammoth Bronze W. G. Dorff
Second and third young Tom.
Mrs. R. F. Barbee, Pialnvlew.
Tex--.
First old Tom, first hen,
first pullftt, first young Tom.
J. H. Benrrup Third old Tom.
Floyd Miller Fourth old Tom.
fl. Blair Fifth old Tom.
Henry Camfordam Second old
Tom.

As the aftermath of a collision
In which he alleged, his automobile was wrecked on the night of
November 0, E. A. Parkins yesterday filed suit against J. C. Cav.
for $1,276.86.. Of this
anaugh
amount $276.86 is alleged as
actual damages and $1,000 exemParkins alleges
plary damages.
that he left his car parked on
West Central avenue and that
Cavanaugh, who be alleges was
under the influenc of liquor, came
along in another car and ran Into
his machine. Cavanaugh recently
was araigned before Justice ' W.
W. McClellan on a charge of driving a car while intoxicated, on
complaint of Parkins. He was
fined and gave notice of appeal to
the district court. J, A. Miller
Parkins in the damage
represent
suit.

--

than par today. Just
think of selling the
8 per cent preferred
stock at fifty cents
on the dollar.
immediately soften hardest of well or hydrant water and make rain
water softer. They give any water greatest of cleansing quality.
Dirt, grime and grease are dissolved and dislodged by the water. You do
not have to do so much rubbing scouring, scrubbing because the action
of the pure soft vater does it for you. You don't use so much soap
because Kain Water Crystals make soap 100fo more effective. You save at least half on
soap cost You save everything cleaned by doing away with the wear caused by rubbing,

one

Chicago,

PeaH

first pair.

Guineas

Floyd

DEATHS

AND

Father P. J. Weeks

FUNERALS

OF EDUCATION IN
JOHNSON William S. Johnson,
NEW MEXICO DEAD aged 40, died at his rooms here
last night. Mr. Johnson came hero
from Creskill, N. J about eight
months ago. He Is survived by a
widow, father and mother in New
Jersey. C. T. French is in charge
of arrangements which will be announced later.

Bantninj.

Rose Comb Black
Robert
Hlckey First and second old pen,
third cockerel, second pullet.
James Arnot First and second
cockerel, first and third pullet.
Rose Comb White Robert Hick-e- y
First cock, first, second and
third hen.
Rose Comb White Leghorns
Robert Hlckey First oung pen
John Seabright First, second
and third hen.
Buff Cochins Robert Hiokey
First Old pen, first old pullet.
RubhltH.
Rabbits George Taylor, winner
of first Junior buck, first Junior
doe and Jitter, Checkered Flying
Giant. First Junlcr doc, first senior doe. Gray Flemish.
Robert Hlckey, winner of first
junior doe, first senior doe, first
senior buck, Rufus Red.
Georgia Burdell, winner of first
Junior buck, Flemish Giant.
Pigeons.
Red Cameaux Henry Gallegos
second
and third young
First,
pair, first and second old pair.
White Homing
pigeons Henry
Gallegos First and se'ond young
first
and
;econd old Pair.
pair,

iu
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IMdy
Hiram Hadley, who died at
enssj ej)u aqj saqes o) aortpaj oi Kansas City
Saturday night, was
eAJesaad
oi jum born in Clinton county, Ohio, in
sjoedxe pus Ud.H
em Sujanp jno ind sejou jsdud 8u
Itavorford
He attended
833.
md
ojjsep s jueuJUJSAoa esauudttf
College, Pennsylvania,
In 1M87
epniniu j3moi
Indiuni.
College,
He
ha cMme to New Mexico.
incorporated I.as Cruees College
was
chosen
its
and
president, lie
in getand his friends Bucerori-esting the Agricultural College
tablished at Las Cruees, and In
1890 this collego 'vas opened, Mr.
Hadley being elected president
and Las Cruees College v.;n disIn J894 he w;is clect- continued.
ed president of the territorial
university at Albuquerque, which
position he held for throe years,
in ivjj nc
when he resigned.
returned to the Agricultural Col-- I
lege as professor of history and
In 1905 he was ap
philosophy.
pointed territorial superintendent
of public instruction. He was the
author of a number of school test
books and was known as the
'grand old man' of education in
New Mexico.
1
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RICKARD John B. Rickard
died at his apartment here yesterday, aged 27. His wife was here
with him and took the body to
their former Home in Meadow,
Texas. Strong Brothers were In
'
charge.

CASTILLO
Ciprlano Castillo,
aged 37. died yesterday afternoon
at a local hospital. He is survived
by n wife who was with him. The
body was taken to Crollott's funeral pnrlors pending funeral arrangements.

Joseph

Olnphan',

evening, aged 49 years. He leaves
his widow four sons and four
daughters, all of whom were hero
with him. Funeral services will
be h'ld at the San Felipe de Nerl
church in Old Town Wednesday
morning. Interment will be in San
Jose cemetery.
Strong Brothei-tire In charge.
f
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CLUB
FORTNIGHTLY
MEETS AT HOME OF
MRS. LOUIS ILFELD
The Fortnightly club held a
regular meeting last night at the
home

of

Mrs.

Louis

Ilfelt.

A

number of tho members attended
and enjoyed the splendid proMrs. D. W. Faw had
gram.
the
charge of the programIn for
a most
and
handled it
evening
She selected
efficient manner.
a group of singers to present the
the operu
of
main singing parts
among whom were
"Shawenis",
Bradford. Mis.
Mrs. Elizabeth
K. Angle, who rend many
parts In a most effectivo way,
Maurice Klein, Mr. Barnes nnd
others who assisted 1n making
tho program a splendid one.
During the business session It
was made known that the Chlck-erin- g
people were sending a piano
here to be psed by Elly Ney, and
that the tickets were going In
The Idea seemed
good, shape.
to predominate that If this concern thought that Miss Ney was
such an artist to send an Instrument that distance she must be
a wonder.
The next meeting of the lub
is to be held at Hunlng Castle and
Will be given by the Juvenile
workers of the organization.

8ANCHKS The funeral of Flor-inddaugh
Snnches,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Diego Snnches
who died Sunday morning at their
residence at Snn Jose, was held
morning at 9 o'clock
yesterday
from the family residence. Burial
was at San Jose cemetery.
GTTIERRKZ
The funeral of
Fermlnia Gutierrez, who died Sunday afternoon at her residence a:
Sandoval, will bo held this afternoon at 2 o'clock from the family
residence to the Catholic church
where .short services will !e held
Burial will be at Sandoval cemetery. Crollot Is in charge.

OLEPHAN'T

HlitA.U

will officiate.
Burial will be in Santa Barbara
cemetery. Crollot is in charge.

o
The body of
RODRIQUEZ
Rodrlquez. who died here on
December 2 from injuries received
in the mine explosion at Madrid,
was shipped this morning to Madrid where Interment will be made.
A brother, Juan Rodrlquez, accompanied the body. Strong Brothers
were in charge.

a resident of Albuquerque for the
past 30 years died at his home, 42:1
North Fourteenth Street yesterday

BERARDINKLLI
The funeral of Mrs. Rosa P. de Berardlnelll,
died
who
Sunday r.iornintr at her
North
Fifteenth
residence, 906
street, will be held this morning it
fl o'clock from the residence
to the
Snn Felipe de Nerl church where
be
said.
will
high requiem .mass

m

'

EDUCATION WEEK IS
OBSERVED BY SCHOOLS
Education Week Is being observed at the public schools. The
program prescribed by th United States commissioner of education l being carried out under
the direction of the individual
teachers. Later in the week some
sperlnl speakers tnny be Invited
to address the students of the
school nnd Junior high school.
The TTniverflty
of New Mexico
nrobably will feature Education
Week nl; lis Friday assembly, but
it was sniil last night by Dean
Tlodgln that plans bad not beer
formulated.
Tho education deis
partment, of the university
featuring education week In Its
regular work.

Don't Experiment with
your Baby's Food
Brand Milk

BORDEN'S Eagle infant food.
hat been used for geneIt
rations. Countless mothers
have found that it builds
strong, robust, healthy children. Physicians recommend
it in stubborn feeding esses
for Eagle Brand is easily digested and supplies complete
nourishment.

"preEagle Brand is not mtik
pared" food at all. It is
combined
milk
pure country
with pure sugar. It can be pur-

chased wherever you are.

THE BORDEN COMPANY
Bonkn Bunding
BWai't
Mmttt

BtrJ'l

New York

Bttmfi

CkMtltlt Mtlltd Milt
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treatment to stop pain.

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

Headache
INDIGESTION

Stomach Trouble
SOLD EVERYWHERE.

LV-- B

GtrttGoOO

PSSS
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I can assure you
that no one person
has procured control
of the stock. What
is more, they are not
going to, if we can
help it.
Some folks go on
the theory they have
done their duty by
the town when they
subscribed and paid
for their stock. Other folks say they
never intended making any money out
of their stock anyway, and would just
as lief get back half
of what they put in,
and figure it a sort
of gift to the com-unit v.

111.

Miller, 'GRAND OLD MAN'

some

person would
control
accumulate
d
an
thereby leave
the small stockholders' stock without
value.

Sierra

Soap baby know there
nothing
mot refreshing for hi tender skin
than Cuticura Talcum. If hi skin
i Irritated or rmshy Cuticura Oint-mis toothing and healing.
mull
tTmWar AMt: "StUtvtUt.
" Said

Sloan Unimentfe& pahj
Want Ads Bring Quick Results

rumors that

Chemical Co.

1

Tbe world m. Son's stop, rata- untie rvinvM na muictiUt (diet. It
ewes schinr bsclci sod burp. Du raids
ptini. Good, tew, lor cold la cbot.

that

action. Cannot
injure daintiest
fabrics.

After a warm bath with Cuticura

Elcnn'Mpplied without nibbing,
penetrates and produce a winning sensation. It stimulates new,
fresh blood to and through the
achinj part This break up the
congestion, and tine congestion
has caused the pain quick,
grateful relief follow.

the amount of stock
this concern was
but the
buying,
the
amount
ntiblic believed thev
were obtaining, that
has tended to create

for cleansing
purposes. No
harsh chemical

For Baby s Skin

tlm--

It wasn't so much

rubbing, rubbing as you must when hard water is used. You save precious time. You save
cleaning cost A nd do your cleaning so much more thoroughly metal.china, glass, wood
work, linoleum fairly glitter. Clothing and linens come from the tub bright and sweet.
Your skin is kept soft
and lovely. Rap Water
Crystals are ideal for
the bath make it as invigorating and bracing
as a "plunge" into the
sea. Order a package
today. Use Rain Water
Crystals in all water

Cuticura Talcum Is Ideal

Millions are now usinr tht

An investment concern has been buying stock in the new
hotel at less than
par. It is worth more

The harder the water you use in the laundry for dish
washing, scrubbing, the more work you have to do, the
longer it takes, the more it costs if you are having it done.

-

MAN
BE DRUNK

The shopmen emoloved by the
Santa F railway here have ceased
to take their meals at the company's dining hall inside the stockade, it became known yesterday.
The policy of feeding the employes
on the grounds, which began with
th strike on July 1. was. discontinued about two week ago, since
there was no longer nnyieed to
keep the men in the grounds. The
workers now or all comfortably
located in their own home.

fl

Bernalillo County Growers'
Birds Show Up as Winners Against Competition
From Texas Fanciers

BY

RAILWAY SHOPMEN NOW
TAKE MEALS IN HOMES

U

...

If Is ilH

portent
that you not sell
your stock in the Al-

buquerque Hotel
Company.
You don't have to
sell it, even if you
need money. Some
d
of the
have
citizens
arranged a plan to finance
any one desiring to
secure money on
their hotel stock,
without selling it.
The plan will also
enable those w h o
have made only partial payment to get
financed if they need
and
the money
without having to
sacrifice the stock or
the pledge.
public-spirite-

An announcement of
this plan will be made
in a day or two. In the
meantime, if you were figuring on selling your stock
because of some of the
wild rumors that have
been created for the pur
pose of getting it out of
your hands, see me and
I will tell you how to get
your stock financed.
SIDNEY M. WEIL,

Wright Building,
Phone 658.

AUOQUERQUEHORWNG
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
KEEPING ABREAST OF THE WORLD'S AFFAIRS
"2

S II...

lowing the Holidays simply because we
Published By
jkeep putting off the buying and mailing
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMl'.VNV
of a gift which we knew a month before
Managing Editor Iwe were going to" make. Give a thought
JOSEPH TAUSEK
to
310 west uom Ave ;to these people when you are giving
6f' """
is
will
be
a
It
that
helpful
gift
"pothers.
to mem ana 10 you ana u win mean a
s
matter at the puMofftee
Entered as
Santa he, ... happier Christmas for everybody.
of Albuquerque. N. M.. and entry In of
.ilartn if.
,r ...4iM under act of Congress
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LECiS SUED FOR BKOCH

Czecho-Slovaki-

31-3-

Xpw York Money
New York. Dec, 4. Call money
Firm. I h,
Per cent; low, 5
per cent: ruling rate, 5 per cent;
closing bid. 5J4 per cent: offered at
6 per cent: last loan, B'3 per cent.
Call loans against acceptances.
4 H
per cent.
Time loans Steady. Mixed collateral, 60 and 906 days, 4?i to 0
months 44 to
per cent; 4 and
5 per cent.
Prime commercial paper,
per
cent.

s.

One is kind of up a stump this year.
things to wish for and only one
wishbone.

BELITTLING THE FATHERS

NCv( BORN BA7 IN
STOMACH OP EACUU- -

-

There's always a fly in the ointment.
Piker bandits are annoying rich bottleg-ger-

U

So many

During the progress of the voting
Europe's difficulty appears to be that
which was to decide .the question of the whenever someone tries
to pour oil on
an
Athens
from
troubled waters he manages to get it on
expulsion of Aristides
illiterate citizens, who did not know the a fire instead.
apappearance of the intended victim, him
asked
and
himself
proached Aristides
DUG OUT BY 10OTT
:1
to mark his shell in the affirmative.
Aris"Why," a?ked the astonished
done you?"
tides, "what wrong has he
one hundred and fifty wives of the former
I don't even
"and
"None," was the reply,
nre looking for husbands. Evidently the
hearknow him, but I am plumb tired of
of the late departed is easily extinguished.
'Aristides the
Q
ing him everywhere called
Prince Alexander gets no sympathy from us.
no
made
Marathon
of
"
The hero
Just.'
banished from Greece is one of the least un-
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The new government in Turkey is
nlavintr rraftv. but reckless diplomacy in
assuming a defiant attitude toward the
Because Europe is upset, the
Allies.
the
Angora administration infers that mili-larv
Allies are afraid to make a show of
The Kcmalists preaggressiveness.
tend to be anxious to fight, asuming that
the Allies will not dare to oppose them.
The Turk is playing with the fire of self
destruction. He misjudges the Allies'
motives. It is not the strength of the

Turks that is formidable, but the unrest
of all of Europe which makes the strong
Allies seem weak. They know that a
spark might set the whole continent
aflame with war. It did so once; it may,
if the Turks drive too hard, do so again.
Central Europe in particular is in a critical condition, as the result of hatred and
The Allies, in the patience
suspicion.
which they are exerting in a trying and
humiliating situation, will earn the gratitude of the world.
The Turks arc taking advantage of
this situation, which is adverse to the
Allies, but favorable to them. By threat
ening trouble on the one hand they are
accentuating determination on the other.
But the Turks can go too far in their de-- j
fiance. War would not only be disastrous
to them but, if they bring it on, they will
be driven out of Europe, as they should
have been many years ago.
A CHRISTMAS DUTY

Anything that will tend to lighten the
burden for others during the Holiday sea-

son is a duty which we all owe.

We

de-

rive a sort of selfish pleasure from the
giving we do as well as affording pleasure
to others, but that pleasure would be
largely enhanced if we gave thought to
those who contribute so much of their
time and labor in helping us during the
gift season. There are the clerks in the
stores who, because we don't give them
the thought to which they are entitled,
are compelled to work long hours so as to
save us from the disappointment that
would be the result entirely of our own
negligence. And then there are the post
men and postal clerks who serve us every
c!ny in the year, whose Christmas is often

A

LITTLE LAUGHTER

V

.

Preparing for Buttle

f

I

J The

preceding a church wedding. There
were present me groom, tne ucai
man, the ushers and the guest list.
"You understand," said the best
man, you meet em wnen iney
S.0,",2".a.Bw rJ5,- "And then what?" asked the
head usher.
"Why, you seat the- friends of
the bride on one sldo of tho church
and the friends of the groom on
the other. It's the custom."
"I can't see the use o' that," said
the head usher. 'They'll take sides
Times
soon enough." Cincinnati
Star.
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Chicago Board of Trade
Chicago, Dec. 4. With world
shipments of wheat the largest
since 1920 and with 8,000.000
bushels increase shown in the
amount of wheat on ocean passage,
values had a downward tendency
today In the wheat market here.
Closing Quotations were unsettled
to He. net decline Mav $1.1 3
to
$t.lD"i and July $1.07Vj. Corn finished half cent off to a shade advance, oats unchanged to 1o down,
and provisions unchanged to a setback of 20 cents.
In addition to birr world shipments and the decidd enlargement
of the aggregate afloat it was
deemed significant that urlmary receipts of wheat In this country were
more than double those of a year
ago.
Besides, weakness in the New
York stock market led to considerable selling of wheat her and so
likewise did aonnrent slowness of
domestic mlllitig inquiry.
Slfght rallies which took place
during the late dealings in wheat
were ascribed mor or less to un- exoected fallinir nff in tho T'niterl
States visible supply total.
Talk was also current ot a move1
in Australia to restrict exports and
ti
a reserve against
provide
About th samo time,
droughts.
too, there was evidence of some
buying here for houses with export
On the other hand.
connections.
notice was taken that France had
ordered 10 per cent admixture of
rice with wheat flour after December 15.
Corn and oats were Influenced
by th0 weakness of wheat. Rural
holders, nevertheless, showed no
general disposition to sell.
Provisions sagged with hogs and
(
losing prices:
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Fortune Strikes J. B. Woods
Chief of
Unexpectedly;
Gets
Police
$1,000 for
Him
Find
to
Helping
Special

Journal.

Tl.

Clovis, N. M., Dec. 4. Opporpeople's
tunity knocks at some
doors now and then, but the, unheralded bonanza virtually broke
its way Into the homo ot J.
of this city several days
toago, and Woods ia a rich man
day, though his yesterdays have
been rather meager.
Several days ago Chief of Poa
received
lice Dug Hammond
optelegram from Oklahoma oil
erators whoso headquarters are at.
Okmulgee, usking him to make
an effort to locate a man by the
name of J. R. Woods, who left
that rcRion ot the Sooner state
some eight or ten years aga and
came to New Mexico. Tho operators indicated they wanted to
know Woods' whereabouts at the
earliest possible moment.
Woods, so they stated In telegraphic communication with Chiefa
Hammond, was part owner of
tract .of land on which oil had
been located; that Immedlato development of tho find was necessary, and until Woods could be located and a lease secured nothing
could bo done. There also were
making it
complications
legalurgent to find Woods.
It was a day of smiles for Dame
Fortune. Chief Hammond located
Woods within a few hours and
advised the oil operators in Oklahoma. Automobiles and fast trains
brought K. II. Moore, a representative of the company, to this
city, and within a few hours after
his arrival a modest little home
in North Clovis had Its first step
toward a bonanza when Woods
was tendered a. draft for $12, COO
for a short Icace on his portion of
land which a few days inter taw
ten acres leased for $100,000.
Woods Indicates that he is satisfied with his first installment, and'
has hied himself toward the
bonanza post haste.
But Dame Fortune had not
smiled enough for one day.
E. II. Moore, representative of
the Oklahoma oil interests, turned
to Chief Hammond when Woods
had been definitely identified as
the owner of the Oklahoma land,
and handed the police chief a
present of $1,000, with thanks for
his quick work in locating Mr.
Woods und gettins: the parti'-- together in record time.
s

NEW ORLEANS A BIG
CENTER
SMUGGLING
FOR LIQUQR-HAYNE- S
Kew Orleans, La., Dec. 4. In- dicating that New Orleans was
one ot the his smuggling centers
for the Importation of liquor into
the United States and that tne
"dry navy" of the prohibition enould be
forcement department
concentrated here and at other
points along the Atlantic coast.
Major Roy Hayncs, United States
commisprohibition enforcement
in
address
an
today
sioner,
vessels
of
charged that "hundreds
were anchored off tho three-mil- e
limit of tho United States and entraffic in
gaged, in a gigantic
liquor.

New York, Dec.
operators, finding the stock mat set
in a weakened technical position
ro- because of the rapidity or
cent advance, started short selling
today and forced a moderate reces
sion in prices being aided by some
profit taking on the oart oc recem
traders. While tho decline spread
over most of the list, n few Issues,
notably Studebaker and California
Petroleum were Bid up ior special
individual reasons.
Omiuous
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'
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1
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than four points
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how do you wunt it to make you fore?" he demanded.
reports of its possible
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9.00; stocker3 and feeders, 3.50frf;
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either
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Steel
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United States
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8.15; light veight,
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far as- efficiency goes, a waste of
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The sand of the desert is sodden red,
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.....100'i
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the child's time. I!y no means
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(ft 4.50; strictly good heifers, $7,00
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27 . generally
Missouri Pacific ,
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NOT FEAR BUT PATIENCE

Ulwrty Honds
New York, Dec. 4. Liberty bonds
closed: SVas( $100.40: first, 414",
$98.58; second 4',4s, $97.4)8: third
4U,s. $98.46; fourth 4Us. $98.36;
(uncalled), $100.26:
Victory
Victory
(called), ?100.02; U.
S. treasury 4 Us $99.74.
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is not far to seek.
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class whose narrowness of view has
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most other human affairs down through;
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a
n
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body born before 1800."
addsj"'
Secretary Hoover says wo have more policemen
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teems to indicate that we
thev werclt'"1" soldiers. This cach
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other m0re than from
forgetting that that shows that
(rom
protect!on
merelv human. If, as is now alleged,!
Washington swore like a trooper, he probkaiser's new wife has assumed control of
out into the The
Pop and ma was going out last
household even quicker than the usual bride.
ably had good cause to break
nlte and ma was till getting dressexpletives', and anyhow that is not much Ask Von Moltke.
ed and pop was wawking up and
of an offset against the patient generalYou can't always blame it on the driver. Our down in the h:tll down stairs with
na- modest flivver was run into twice Sunday by cars his hat on, looking at his watch
ship that established a new and great
with drivers at the wheel, and once by a car that every once in a wile to see how
statesmantion or against the enlightened
mutch later it was than the last
came ambling along hy itself.
time he looked, (saying t'' himself,
ship that shines through almost every
Tee gods wat a sex, the later It is
Address."
"Farewell
of
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paragraph
the longer they taku.
Wich after a wile ma came down
United
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It will be an evil day for
A
stairs in her blue dress, Haying,
Yssrs
TweiHy
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in
to
cease
;i8inp
How do I look, Wlllyum?
States when its citizens
Like a long lost thl mate that
honor and reverence the great men who
the rest of the crew had given up
C. J. Artholeny, Santa Fe freight conductor run- for lost, pop 6rd, and ma sed, Wy.
made independence possible and set it
was was I long? I wunt to know how
between Las Vegas and Albuquerque,
ning
this dress looks, does it make me
up on a secure and permanent footing.
3
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Foreign Excliange
Xew York, Dec. 4.
Foreign
exchanges, irregular. Great Britain
demand, 9 4.53 ; cables. $4.B3i.
Sixty-da- y
bills on banks, J4.
France demand,
cables,
7.02', i. Italy demand, 5.03; cables,
5.03 V4.
6.50;
Belgium demand,
cables. 6.50',6. Germany demand,
for which remains at 4? per cent.
Holland de.OVA: cables .015-1mand, 39.57; cables. 39.76. Norway
demand, 18.58; Sweden demand,
26.99.
Denmark demand, 20.40.
Switzerland demand, 18.97. Spain
Greece demand,
demand, 15.41.
1.35.
demand,
Poland
.00.
a
demand, 8.18. Arde37.37.
Brazil
demand
gentine
mand, 12.00. Montreal, 99
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KINGSBURY'S
A

REAL BARGAIN FOR
QUICK SALE

'

rooms, modern, hot air heat,
clothes
closets,
good
large
porches, walks, shado, tull size
garage with driveway,
lot,
chicken house and yard.
This property Is
good location and Is a good home at a
bargain If taken at once.

Buys a
shingle bungalow,
close In on South Walter. Another:
$750 cash buys
pressed
brick, modern, close in, South
rent.
Ilka
balance
Kditli,
ACKEltSON AM GKIFFIT1I
Realtors
120 S. Fourlli.
I'hono 411.

7

ini

D. T,

Kingsbury,

910

Gold.

V.

Realtor

Phono

Double house, one
apartapartment, one
ment, each with sleeping porch
near
close
In,
location,
good
Central avenue, In Highlands;
easy terms.
$5500
dwelling,
bath,
etc., lot 100x142, fine location
on corner, one block from Central avenue.

$4200

5 room whit
stucco bungalow.
hardwood tfloovs, sleeping
modern,
porch, fireplace, furnace, cellar, gar-ercorner lot, fine location, Fourth
ward.
Some good buys In business property,
Loti and houses r f U parti nf the cltj,

A. FlUEHSCD, Slealier
Fire,
No.

REPORT HOLIDAY

BUSINESS GOOD

dc Ment. Automobile

Inn ur a net,

Burety Hondt, i,oani,
8. lourth Street,
riione 674

lit

HELP WANTED.
Male.
W A N TKD

dairy.

Man

a ml

w fa

Phone

to

w

or It

on

WANTED- - Salesman
t
tell Custom
Mailt Shoes, flea W. A. Cowling:, Savoy

Christmas Crowds in Me
tropolis Are Doing Better
Buying Than This Season
Has Seen in Years

WANTED Boy with bicycle.
One not
going- to school. Apply Woodworth's
Fiiarm'acy.
LABORERS 13.06 to 5.25 oer day
Good woman cook, $30 per month. Em
ployment ARenoy, 110 Bouth Third.
WANTED Young man tor traveling clr
Must be Rood saln- culatlon work.
Circulation
Manager Morning
Besieged by man.

New York, Dec. 4.
Christmas crowds that, aro doing
better buying than this season had
seen In many years, the merchants
of Greater 'New York are today
spending as showsreporting such tVirttilTlPfl flVft lmprovlng throughout this town. Not
prtcoii s?ui
only are tno averaguucounters
rapgoods going over tho
crass
lower
and
middle
to
the
idly
luxurTiricod
hutliieh
.hnnnom
tAd o& Tinvinf fin inini'eccil ?ntca
sale, the shopmen declare, as they
hasten to replenish empty shelves
wltn more anu mora xpoiisivu re
As an index ot the
turn of much more prosperous
conditions among ull the people
Here, tne economists mm mi.
as
g
of
the most encouraging since the
money-spendin-
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liberal, radical and rii follower
to
town
appears
throughout this
thrown out his or her thest
have
A
Intn 1hA Dnfin
with demands for a surrender ot
tho national, state and cuy buv
ernment into tho dictates of antl
conservative doctrines. Mass meet
..QUI

le.HlvAO

M

lnil in TSl

H

11

lltf

d

sona'l canvasses have been used to
tO
t.11
i.nnn iVin ldfT Islfl t
obey what these agitators consider
or tne pons, in inv
the-- mandate
II
.ii,14nnl riimlius. It 12 be
lieved by the veteran politicians
that New yorK uity s ueiuKU""''"
In rational, state and municipal
government will npt utterly lose
their neaus peiore mis buuucu
stampede.
Home Hygiene
Calling upon the chemical leadnva Vina n ciVA thUltl thfl benefit
of the latest laboratory discoveries
to safeguard neaiui. many, ornuui-zatioof women of every section
fc

ftrH-alt- 'f'

ila

nr tariUT Tllfl II 1? tO
devote tholr winter to some seri
ous study or nygieue in tne nome.
Not only In the tenements but In
the brownstone blocks as well,
.much sickness and loss of life can
be prevented by the use of the most
modern weapons for disease prevention, these mothers and
believe, and they A propose
keepers
fl tllld- AvnAHttVA
.
U .llnnl. rranwiu
ily neglect with all the sinews of
defense that BCience can oner.
tVm
,1.1a

Amn

11

11

Tl

A

QinM o imrt nf

chemist's loh is

to work for fcealthmr homes, it Is
that tnese wizards 01 me
hoped
..,., S 4..V.a mnv
nnnHnnn
in
- - function.
, , J v.w
v.
treat- of their
discouraging
in spite ...
.
.
1.
.L
ment at mo nanus uj. me- uduuuai
,1.-,- ,.

.

congress.

RIIII DING LOTS
Thirteenth street.

journal.

Fp in me.

Martin's Specials for This

1750

On Vnrth

Week

In Albright Moor Add., ?550.
ast .Silver, Jt"",
On
Just off Silver a block, $450.
nnlvwsitv Hnlcrhts. J300 til).
Now is the time to buy lots.

i.
20

Mct:iii;t;iiA.,
AV.

iwauioh
PIioiio 4I2-.-

FOR RENT

Houses.

1

FOR SALE.

1C150
007--

N.Y.MERGHMITS

war.

MORNING JOURNAL:

ALBUQUERQUE

Gold.

tibVK.N'ltuOM lurnl.tied house.
On North Eleventh.
garage.
Phone 410.
FOH HK.NT Several desirable furnt.hed
houbes.
McMIIltou ft Wood, 508 Weat
t,

Ciold,

FOH HUNT

for rent.

1

p. m.

burnished four room house
Call after

318 West coal.

i'Olt

UKN'X
New
n
room modern
house In Highland!. Keasomible rate.
Plume 1432-i'OH ItK.NT Klve room brick bungalow.
"12 West TUeraa, Call at S56 Korlh
Third.
l'"OU KENT
Newly furnished five-roohouse, modem.
Call before noon. 411
East Kllver.
FOlt H13.VT Furnished
hnu.e, three
room, large Kleeplng porch. City water, phone 1014-I'OH HKNT Five-ruut- n
house two sleeping purehaa, bath room. Call at Hoi
West Santa Fe.
I'Olt KENT
Plv.i
rui.m
unfurnished
55.
bungalow. o()ud lntatlon.
per
month. Phnns 1 H5-u
btn. l(i.M t
oottugo with
fancy thicken house at.d small bam.
.
1503 West Iron, call
THRRK
AND
FIVK ItOOM Cottaaes.
furnished, rent very reasonable. Room
7.
National Bank building.
Thren-ronRUNT
house furlull
nished. Many desirable features. ltlOO
South Kim.
Key 11:4 South Walter.
FOH HUNT Nice four-roolit
cottage
d
107 West Ilazeldlno.
Pl- Sea
cycie Co., 2?.o H.mth Second, phono 73.
FOH
KKNT Two
modern four-roolurnlshed houees with sleeping porches.
224
HiKmaiiiiH.
Bouth Edith,
Inqnlro
LIST your vacunt houses with 'he City
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
service. El)7 West uold, phone 67.
i'OH RENT Four rooms, buth and
Rlaescd-l- n
sleeping porch, furnished.
Anuits only.
1508 East Gold, phone

WANTED Girl for general housework,
318 Cornell.
WANTED ljfldy janltress, Albuquerque
luis.j.
iiusinepg tjonepe.
WANTED A young Kirl to wash disliesi FOR RENT Five-roohouse with sleep
Houth
liroadwav.
rll
ing porqh and ballr. Modern. Ar.
cola hent.
and chicken yard.
Oarage
WAN"fc;D
Woman lo io 'liuutto l leaning pnone
i,.4"-u- .
tnr a fii.K. n ,lii
I U
irni, T
ii"'
ii..' FOH RENT
Small, modern, furnished
U'i MTIi'll n.A
Rlasad-l- u
with
bungalow
sleeping
Apply 708 West Copper, Mia. I, Wei- - porch.
Inquire 20 South Walter street,
mttti
ly7-j- .
phnne
WANTED Saleslady to sell Custom 1IAVK FURNISHED
house for man and
Made Corseti. Bee Mrs. Cowling, Savoy
wife to board man In exchange for
ri otei.
house rent. No sick need apply. Address
WANTX0D Young lady oC good appearcare Journal.
ance for outdoor work. Inquire 317 FOR HEN'T
Furnished
cottuge, four
went uom.
rooms, classed sleeping porch, hot wa
WA.vj'jbu uiri to Keep Liuks, wait 'ti ter heat, saraye, good location.
413
trade.
Albuquerque Electric Co., 211 North Twelfth.
ttaat central.
UUXOALOWS
Fl'HNISHED
Steam
WANTED GirFfor general housework,
heated and electrlo lighted without
Must be good cook. Phone 2:7S-extra charge. $60 per month. St. John's
114 N. Kdlth.
Sanatorium, phone 4'yl.
WANTED Woman to keep house and FllH RENT Two-roo- m
cottage with
wait on confinement case. Apply bl
sleeping porch, garags, electric light,
North Thirteenth1.
Lot fenced.
107 South
city water.
WANTED Middle aged American worn
High. Inquire 1911 South) High. J15
an to take charg of house,
Reason- - per month.
'able wafces. 510 West Fruit.
FOH KENT
Funlished bungalow, mod
ern. facing University campus. Phone
WANTED A competent girl for general
housework. American preferred. Ap or call 10 to 12 week days, Sunday 3 to
5
E'JO Nortlr Seventh.
Call at 1524
Phone SSl-p. m.
ply morningt.
KtudleH.
fcECUETAUIAU
Hoard, room, East Central.
tultltm may bo earned. Catalog free. FOR iALB OH RENT Frama stucco
residence at 71S West Coal, four rooms
Mackay JJnsitwss College, TiOS Angies,
and bath. Two screened porches, good
ONK American woman to make gThTdTe
features, fireplace.
plumbing, built-i- n
oaken.
Two American women for panlKn3-mornings.
try work. Buss bo; and dishwashers, full phone
Atvarndo Hotel.
WANTED Position"
WANTf;D Woman to act as hounekeep
er and seamstress In private establish- WAN'IKL) Housework by Lie day. iJD.,ni
tmti.
ment In eouniry.
$45.00 per month,
by dozen to tako home. Call
boarj and room. Address C, care Jour WASHING
1703-nal.
LADIES EARN U3 WEEKLY Spare PRACTICAL
NURSE.
T. 13. preferred,
time at home,
Phone 1923-addressing mailing
musiQ circulars; send for music, sejnple WANTED Work ot
night by young
copy. Information. Ansoma Musla Co.
man. Phone I77C-lfi.'.R Broadway. New York City.
WANTED
Bundle
to bring
washing
Maim nml I emu It.
home,
phono 20S2-WANTED Man or woman to canvass CLEANING PAPER Kalsomlnlng. John
city. W. U Chllders, J71S North
Ooftdson. phone fi34-Fourth,
MAN uko 33 years wants work. Consider
ENROLL In the ONLY school In the
ask for Young.
anything, fall SH9-.Southwest which GIVES Individual in
nurse would like position
structton in all Commercial Branches. PRACTICAL
in
Box D..
doctor's
office.
Address
School
Secre
Private
for
The Western
care Journal.
taries, phone P01-.A N TED
W
work in
By elderly lady
WANTED Young men and women to
motherless home or care of elderly
prepare for positions In our DAY or
NIGHT SCHOOL. Thorough courses are
at your disposal, Each student received POSITION'
WASTED
Bookkeeping
thus as
INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION,
clerk, SO years experience in the east.
suring rspid progress. Albuquerque Bus- Address A, 724 East Central.
tnep
nrrftit city nnu
rmlpa
WANTED
Position as talesman or collector or would consider going In busFOR SALEFuVnitufe.
iness.
Address Bog O, E. 0
care
"
CaVled?
QCttH Journal.
L'llMTU 'li"repalreJ.'
aeltverea. Phone 1972-CALL HUTCHINSON for house cleaning
FUHN1TUHB repairing. Awning work.
a.id wall cleaning, floor waxing, paintUrvln ing, kalsomlnlng,
Plion.
Porch curtains.
and chimney sweeping.
company.
una
Bedtllng
Jon wan, phone 2082-.10H SALE New dlnlnK Kt and French YOUNG man desires position as clerk
beveled mirror, walnut frame, 18x40.
in retail establishment,
Cloodvuppear-aneInquire .122 Cornell.
experienced In
altlng on trade
Hard worker,
FOR HALE Ivory bed, gurlngi ami mat and meeting the publlo.
steady habits. Am here for work
tres. Baby bugiry. Cheap. Phono honest,
not health. Am willing to do anything.
1983-413 Kant Silver.
References furnished.
AdAmerican.
I'Oll BALK Dresners, typewriter, rock
dress Box '20. care Journal.
ers, bed, oil cook atovei, heatera, tea
wagon, 110.00; kitchen eaulnete, large
esortment of ued furniture In flret clasa
condition, Murplry i'urnuur. (.ompaiiy,
SIS finuth Tlrst
FASHIONABLE GOWNS and ladles'
21 a South
Walter, phone 16G7-MRS. WINIFRED
Plain or
JONES.
On
MONKS
waichea,
TO LOAN
Boo South Edith.
Fancy
Dressmaking.
luabl- .verythlng
(una anfl
HEMSTITCHINU
and
Phone
Hl
South Tint,
Mr. B. Marcua,
pleating.
ts J J, mom Mellnl building. Myrtle
watchea
"SONET TO LOAN on diamond.,
Ten
Pleven,
cents
.
yard.
rename, con.
and good jewelry; llhe.-olftrtcnitiil. Onttlteh ,lwelry ft.. 1" N. 1ft. HEMSTITCHING. 10 cents per yard, at
Madame Dose
Dressmaking
shop
State hotel, over Braoy'a cafeteria.
LEGAL PiUTtCE
box:
and
side
PLEATINO,
accordion,
NOT1CK OF SLIT
mall ordera. N. Crane. 215 North
In the District Court of Bernalillo Seventh.
Crane Apartments, phone 14
County, Stst9 of New Mexico.
HEMSTITCHING
done promptly In the
.
No. 13632.
best possible manner, price lOo per
vn.
Florence P. Johnston, Plaintiff,
117 Gnld, phnne 787-yard.
Singer
Defend-ants- .

Coal CotiiliiB
and
Sifting down nt last more conmore info the bins of small
Is
that
coal
being
crop
sumers, the
rushed from the mines has Just bepeople here
gun to assure the plain
of heat for at least a part of the
coming winter. Now that the big
users of coal have almost filled up
for the next few months, the deal-a
ers are coming around to slidecelfew ton at a time down theWith
lars of humble householders.
s'
supply, a promise
this
ot more when needed Is being givwho have to heat
those
which
en,
small houses hope will be made
good when the chill days of midwinter come nlong.
Turkey Tldo
Almost a million good, fat turwithin
keys' have been consumed
over the
Greater New York
the
Thanksgiving day wek-enFew families
market men report. meat
this
for
Ore Butler Jleece. et al..
passed up the proper
Evidently
feast, the records show.
To Ora Butler Meece Frankic
New Yorkers have had not only
to Butler Dye and William Edgar Dye
the appetite but the Price the
and
their heirs and all of the untackle the bird that supplants
known heirs of Sarah Ellen Dye,
eagle on this holiday.
deceased, and all unknown claim-- :
of Interests In the premises
ants
DAYTbTlS
HOUSEAT
adverse to plaintiff herein: you and
LOOTED BY ROBBERS each of you will take noticej that
suit has been filed In the District
' 4. The Court
of Bernalillo County, New
Artesla, N. M., Dec.
d
and
Mexico, In the
home of E. S. "Wallace, a resident numbered
cause. In which Florence
of Dayton, N. M a email town P. Johnston Is plaintiff and you are
south of Artesla, was entered last defendants, the general objects of
week, during the absence of the which action Is that plaintiff seeks
occupants, and robbed of many to quiet title to and in her and
The thieves airainst
valuable articles.
any and all adverse claims
gained entrance through ato window
cloth- of you, as defendants, to the fol
themselves
and helped
described
real estate, situ
lowing
ing, bedding, guns, a typewriter, ate lying and being; In Bernalillo
and broke Into a trunk, stealing County, New Mexico, as follows, t:
many things of value, especiallyval-to
the owner. Many relics and
Lot numbered Eighteen (18) In
uable keepsakes were taken.
Block letter "D" of the Park Addi
No trace has been found which tion
of Albuquerque,
This New to the city
would 4ead to a discovery.
Mexico, as shown on tho plat
Is only one of several robberies of eald
addition made bv Pitt Ross,
which have occurred during tho C. K. and
filed In the office of the
past few months and the authori- Probata Clork
and
ties aro making every attempt to
of
Bernalillo County, New
capture the culprits,
Mexico, March 4. 1910:
and that unless you enter your apREIZti AITOS ANU MQIOK
In said cause on or beEl Paso, Tex., Dec. 4. Three pearance
fore the 11th
of January. 1923,
large automobiles eastbound, heav- judgment will day
be rendered In Raid
ily laden with assorted liquor were cause against you by default and
seized and five men arrested by
will have and take the re
mounted customs men 20 miles plaintiff
demanded by said complaint:
from El Paso today. Tho officers lief
and you are further notified that
valued the cars at $10,000 and the the
name and post office address of
liquor at almost as much.
plaintiff s attorney Is: Thomas J.
Mabry, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
PLAYWRIGHT DIES
FRED CnOLl(OTT,
Cambridge, Mass., Dec. 4. Mrs.
Clerk of tho District Court,
Josephine Preston Peabody Marks,
HARRY F, I. KB.
By
port and playwright, died ut lir
Deputy.
home hero 'today. She had been
ill for several months,
. Journal .Want Ada, bring results,

"dressmaking;"

money"toloan:

d,

above-entitle-

er

Setvlne

Mi

phlne

fNtmnnny

FOR SALE

Ranches.

FOH SALE OR TRADE 320 ucres improved land In Union county, drilling
for oil on both aides, for Albuquerque
city property. R. C. Huffman, 306 West
Roma.
FOR SALE Five miles north of city.
acres good orchard, grapes and
chicken proposition, S0O feet on Highland
road and 670 feet on Osuna road. Corner property. Terms If duslrtd.
Apply
n, n. Behher. 100 R nth Third

LOSTANDFOUND.
Pocketbook between Art shop
and across street from Penney's, containing two large bills and small change.
Phone 137S-Reward.
LOST

WANTEDHousesr
VrANTKD

to ten room house
Oildersleevo 7K7-WANTED Furnished three or four-roocottage or apartment: :ntiet be clow
!n and reasonable.
C. L. Woodworth,
222 west Central.
WANTED TO BUY From owner, bet
bargain In five or alx room- modern
houae. Pome caah, balance monthly.
A1drs Itox ?S, euro .Journal.
WJ3 want a home of five or nx room a
In cootl location.
Give lowest coat
tn-prk-fj- ,
Nn a ecu' a.
atreat number.
Seven

FOR SALE

PoWtryE'ggs.

FAT tuvkcys and

fresh

e.oi--

j 1.
FOR SALE

eggs.

Phone

Twenty Rhode Island Reds.
reasonable, for quick sale. Phone 881-- J.
FOR SALE Pullets tl, Layers 85c, Fst
liena 800. Black Minorca rooster.
Phone 1381-'
CHEAP If taken at once, .'45 young
liens. Room 4. upstairs. 41S South
seconu. Mrs. Shaw.

TYPEWRITERS7
T VPEWRi'lERij

All makes overhauled
and repaired. Ribbons for every ma
chine.
Albuquerque
Typewrl'T Ex.
client;., phone tiii-3- .
Hi iioutU fourtli,

adobe
New
modern
house, stucco finish, hardwood
floors
throughout, for only
$2,800; $500 down, monthly
payments.
modern pressed brick,
hardwood
furnished,
floors,
close In, Fourth ward, for only
$4,750.
Duplex house, 3 rooms and
glassed in sleeping porch on
each eldo, furnished; a 20 per
cent Investment at $4,500.
modern house, 3 sleep.
Ins porches hardwood floors,
completely furnished; owner Is
living In house and Betting $140
per month from rent of rooms.
The price is right,
A, L. Martin Co,, Realtors
Phono 156,
223 W, Gold.

"Home and Business
Combined"
Due to ill
is offered

health this property
for sale, prominently locnted, close In, and

will show good income on Investment.
Phone 657
Money to loan

Franklin & Company
l

221

West Gold Avenue
Lonns, Insurance, Investments

.Rooms.

FOH RENT Itoom.
ISO
inn
FOH KENT Light housekeeping rooms.
3L0 West Iron.
FOR KENT Front bedroom, olose In.
41
Went Marquette.
FOB 1;km Furnished' rooms, SJ8 tioutli
Walter, Phone 1HIT-FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms.
SOT
North Third.
FOR JiENT Oneroc.m and use 'of 'kit
chen. 76 South Kdlth.
WELL-furnisheroom," very reasonable.
No sick.
Phone Illl-J- ,
218 u' West Gold
(jnAYSTONE rooms.
pnone siu-Mrs. II. Guldl,
FOR RENT One tarnished room, gen- i.MH iireierrea. 417 west Fruit.
FURNISHED rooms, riot water, heat; no
lck' "o children. 414 West Silver.
TWO ur three rooms f'urnlsiied"for"hou?
keeping. No si,.k.
417 West Silver.
nut. ttl. r Furnished
i.ns;
"'"-ennoren. J10 South sie.jpmg
Oak
I'Oll PENT Two large sunny
separale
rooms, unfurnished.
124 Houth Edith.
UK
KENT Room
with connecting
hath. 1320 East Silver, phone
125-- 1
FOR RENT Porch roum with breakfast

iiJJ!.1i?!?i2iiyi:2
JtBNT Nice, clean

Ll1 Arn"- aioo"phnga7i"d
rooms.
jKitisekoeplng
121'j North Third.
FOH KENT Kitchen, and
sleeping porch,
Furnished. 1 M0. 730 Kust
Santa Fo
FOH RENT Bedroom with three
windows facing south, close In. large
807
West Gold.
!
0 " KJ3NT One large slrlctlj oToan
On
block from new hotel.
J00"?.

FOR

'

ncm copier.
I'Olt RENT One or two nice furnished
rooms with sleeping porch. 711 East
Haaeldlne.
FOH RENT Neatly furnished
sleeping
room, steam heated, close In.
8,11
North Fourth.
iOR RENT Two pleasant connecting
rooms: furnace heated; close lni 110
ick.
Phone 1815-FOR RENT bue sleeping' and one liglTt
housekeeping room. Lights and
414 West Gold.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, I'd
and US per month, lights furnished.
613 West Marquette.
FOH RENT Front bedroom. Gentleman
emnloed preferred. No sick. Phone
Inl5-H- .
617 West Gold.
FOH
RENT Furnished
light housekeeping room for lady only. 110.00 a
month. 40S South Edith.
FOH RENT Two large furnished rouitis
and sleeping porch, modern. 011
South Arno. Phone 1470-hOH RENT Large roum and kitchenette furnished fof light housekeeping.
No sick.
CDS North. Fourth.
DESIRABLE room adjoining bath for
Private fan ily. Outside
gentleman.
entrance. 210 North Walter.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
ratea by 6aj or we,k. Over Pastime
Theater. 21 14 West Central.
iOH RENT One room and kitchen, furnished for housekeeping, eteam heat.
1724
West Central, phone 25 8.
ELGIN
HOTEI- - Sleeping roome
and
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
weekjir month. 602' West Central.
FOR RENT One sitting
with
room
sleeping porch; one bedroom, nicely
fnrnlBhed.
Heat, bath, private entrance.
401 South High.
FOR RENV Furnlthed room adjoining
bath, furnace heat and private entrance.
Something above tho ordinary.
719 West Lead.
FOR RENT Two rooms, also one light
housekeeping room. Steam heat. Cell
between 12 a. m. and 1 p. m. or after
5 p. m.
828 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Two clean, desirable rooms
for desirable men or women employed.
Quiet and comfortable
Can accommodate four. 818 South Edith.
ALL furnished for light housekeeping,
two rooms and sleeping porcli.
One
room and kitchenette, and one large
room with closet. 710 Wfit Lend.
FOR RENT Four room unfurnished
house on West Coal Ave., Just west of
Ninth. $26.70 per month, including
water. Phone Mr. Bennet, 145 or Mr.
Strong 76.
FOR RENT With private family, In
positively best residential district In
city, elegantly furnished room with west
and north exposure
Steam heat, connecting bath; anfl privileges of house.
Phnne
Employed gentleman preferred,
1)70.

For

Rent-Room-

with Board

s

TABLE BOA KD
North Tenth.
ROOM

AND

Home euoklng.

BOARD,

12

110.00 per week,

one block off Central, 523 West Cop-pephone
AND HOARD tf'O.OO per month,
meals 89.00 per week. 7(13 West New
York on street car line.
SOUTH
SLEEPING" PORCH, bedroom
board for lady. In new house, hot
water neat. 1818 B. Central.
ROOM AND BOARD
Good meals with
tray service and nurse care. Apply
207 North High, phone 1748-.FOH RENT Nicely furnished
room
suitable for one or two with board.
M8 West Fruit, phone 1472-FIRST-CLAS- S
d
meals, 85o.
61
Room and board. 110 per week,
South Broadway, phone 19T1-GOOD Board and room; Shopmen preferred, who will share room, rates
only 11.00 a day. 903 W. Iron.
ROOMS In cottages or main building,
$63 to $120 per month. Excellent meals.
St. John's Sanatorium, phono 491.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished, steam
table
heated rooms with first-cla110 South Army
board. Phone" 1327-JAMESON'S RANCH The place to get
well; two miles from town; free transportation to and from town! good tooraf
cooking. Phone S288-FOR RENT Two lovely sunny porches,
meala. Very reagood home-cooke- d
sonable. No objection to bed patienta.
S
South Walter, phene 2303-TABLE BOARD Can aooommodate two
or three persons for rueals by the
Mrs.
week: rooms across the street.
Fleming. 105 South Cedar, phone 1678-MRS. BI5RGLUNIVS
sanatorium,
private
per
14U Bouth Edith, Annex, $6-month.
Private ro.nn, hot and cold
water. Meant beat. Main building, east
room, glassed, $56. Good meals, tray
service free.
ROOM

miramWtks-on-tiik-mes-

a

KOI a sanitarium or boarding house,
but a real HOME for healthseekers,
combined with best nursing care. Glassed
Call
rooms.
In porches, comfortable
S400-Jand we will show you the place.
4IRS. MARSHALL'S private home for
tubercular patient, sleeping porch,
rooms, furnace heat, large lobby with
fireplace, tray service or table board;
nurse attendance,
Ratea t50.00 and up.
Call 1107 North Twelfth, phone 1161-.MATTRESSRENOVATf 1NG
MATTRESSES remade! tS.60 and up.
l'Urnlture repairing.
Awning work.
Ervla JSed-din- g
Bus cleaning. Phone I3S-cumpanr,

Bargain"

tnodorn housa In
Fourth ward, new, hardwood
n
built-ifloors,
features, lots of
closet space, furnace heat, and
beautiful grounds, and best of
all, the price Is only M.200,
riiona us this morning.
Five-roo- m

J,

D.

Keleher, Realtor

2U W Goltl.

5-

WHY PAY RENT?
2
room new frama house,
corner
lot.
Fourth
porches,
ward, easy torin. $3,200.
frame stucco, eoo1 condition, good location. Second
ward, eas;y terms. $1,800.
- room frame modern, In Hleh-land$3.H0.
ja.000 to loan.
-

C
ILnosateir

a,

Co,

n

Shelley-Brau-

Phono 22S.

Phone 410.

'As Long Ag

(Of

OPPORTUNITIES

three-roopeat,
house, furnished, or unfurnished, Uu7
Vnrth Third.
Foil SALE Five-roomodern bungalow nt 824 North
hlrd. See owner,
'"IS South Kdlth.
I'OH
four-rooSALE New
modern
pressed brick house, fine looatlcn, close
K'l North F.lni.
l ull SALE Three roome modern,
and 1.122 Ford, all (or ?3,500.
" erms.
Phnne Ir,a!-I'OH SALE Three-roostucco bouse,
100x112, t,n corner; bargain for quick
?J
"00 South Walter.
FOR SALE By owner. Furnl.'hed
house,
five rooms and
sleeplnr porch, gr- ac. :,D foot lot. 611
West Coal.
l'Oi; SALC Almost
new
furnished Income property completely
In
lands, j. Onlub, D2S South nigh. High'it SALE A real bargain; 170 a month
Income property. It Is furnished.
Very
.

tl

VAN

& JOHNSON

adobe
We have a, new
stucco which we can icll. Four
hundred dollars cash and fifty
per month to Include interest.
stuccoed
Also a new
house which wo ccn arrange good
terms on,
five-roo-

$15.00.

about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land

Lumber Co.
New Mexico.

Albuquerque,

2111-,1-

New,

Better Grade

A

d,

SALE

It Laat3

$10.00 Per Load

220 W. Gold

Two rooms and aleeplng porch,
Fourth ward, on car line, $1,250,
terms.
FOR SALE Houses.
National Investment Co. caay
Five-roohouse on West Silver,
Realtors
furnished, sleeping porch, baseFolt SALE bj ewnm X most deslr-- f
Insurance All Kinds,
1 3,300,
ment, furnace, garage,
'"' 0n Ea8t ellver" TelePbope
20 W
terms.
Real Estate
Five-rooUs.
With
Tour
Mt
FOR s.M.Esix lotf
houfe.
Second
Property
ward,
bl0I.k No. Bi
35 convenient to shops, partly
Sunshine
Phono
addition; good. Investment. SOfl'i W. Gold.
Phone
new gas engine and pump.

For

FOR RENT

Realtors

'Sure Enough

4-

$2,850. terms.
New, four rooms, Fourth ward,
4 BLOCKS OF rOSTOFIlCE
bath, breakfast noolt, built-i- n
features oalt floor.', sleeping porch, In desirable residence section,
residence, built-i- n
features,
fcraraso, $3,noo; $1,000 down, easy hardwood
floors, furnace heat,
terms on balance.
larpe lot, front and back porch.
51'MILMON & WOOD, Realtors. Owner
leaving, town. Will sacriInsurance, Loans
fice.
Busy terms.
200 West Gold Avenue.
PHONE J. I'. GILL, 770.

four-roo-

Phone

3

to.

FOR SALE

21

W, C,

West Gold

FOR SALE Hare eoal heater, large elite.
1676-JPhone 314.
modern bungs.'
Acorn range. N11S
first clsss repair. FOR SALE
West Gold.
strictly modern. For sale by owner.
Telephone
FOR SA I, E Select genuine Navajo rugs.
FOH SALE
405 West Copper.
New five-rooadobe modern house, north lowlands. Will con- TRY liOPDV 8
MILKl BEST IN TOWN".'
sider light ear as part of first payment.
Phone 241.1-RPhone 143S-A baigaln.
FOR
SALE
Mauogany case
FOR SALE
By owner, suburban
phone 10.
planoJlOG.dO;
four rooms and aleeplng porch,home,
olty
SALE Six horsepower strain boll- water, fruit t oes,
arbor. Post- - FOR
er. Apply Pexeniek's dairy.
otflee box 213, city. grape
FOR small Investment, one of best buys FOR SALE A girl's bicycle, good conIn lowlands, yield about S59i net. bedition, cheap. Phone lasi-M- .
ing sacrificed as owner must leave city. FOR SALE Winter sugar pears
North Fourth, phnne 1595-Apply 713 West Iad.
Three-rooFOR
SALE
house with FOR BALE Fox Radiant base burner
chicken house for two hundred chicstove. 6sa North Thirteenth.
kens, garage, lights and water.
1205 FOR SALE Stark DolTclous and JonaWest Iron, phone 490-than mples. Phone 2404-.TFOR SALE Five-rooCalifornia bunSILVER luw pitcli Conn saxophone,
galow, modern except heat, 1 14 blockB
bailie as new, SS5, Phone 801-Jfrom Robinson park. Lawn, trees, flow-er- s.
ROOFING
Tarma.
Phone 171.1-EXPERT
guaranteed work. Phone 11S4-i'OH SALE 510 North Eleventh, fimf
woolen
room house, bath, full lot, fruit and TWO lady's
sweaters, never
worn.
30(1 West
Iron. Reasonable.
shado trees, large chicken yard, paved
n
street. A bargain. Shown after 10 a, m. FOB SALE
mntor-oycl- e
I'hono 2231 W.
in first-clas- s
condition, 10J North
First.
VOH
SA LE
Beautiful
piessed brick
bungalow, five rooms, aleeplng porch FOR SALE A few purebred pit bull-do- g
and double pressed brick garage; Ideal
Phone 2417-RG.
puppies.
home near shops.
For particulars In- Uurks.
quire 706 South TWrd.
FOR SALE One range, one cookstovo
FOR SALE New six room home In
and a heater, In good condition. 1220
heights. Oak floors, built In features. South Elm.
Furnished
2,li00. Elglv. hundred down FOP. SALE Five
ten-rodry goods
balance like rent. Will take In small
counters.
Kahn'a Store, lot
Apply
oar,
& Wood,
200 West Gold. North First.
FOR SALE
One four room frame house. TYPEWRITERS, all
mattes, $16 and up;
one three room frame and one two room
$3 per month. Albuquorque Typewriter
frame. All furnished and renting for Exchange, 121 South
Fourth.
IS5.00. Close In. Good location. 3760.00
tnk s them ull. Sea. owner at 826 North FOR SALE Apples, all varieties, for
cooking and eating, ot lowest prices.
Third.
P. Clarke, phone B405.R4.
FOR SALE One of t" e best houses In FOlt
SALE One Iron wheel wagon and
New, flve-ronUniversity llalrhfs.
discharness.
harrow, single
Call
California type adobe stucco. Sleeping
afternoon. Matthew Dairy.
Brltt,
porch, sun parlor, cement basement, garFOR
"lt-in
SALE
horse-powOno'aud
one-haage, bsrdwood floors, b
features.
Fairbanks-Mors- e
2"9 Princeton, phone 1876-J- .
gasolins en- FOR SALE
brick, by owner; glnojind pump, cheap. 305 Harrison,
llns-O- .
FOR
423
s,
SALE
blue
Ladles'
slllc
South Sevpnth. corner lot,
boilvla coat with 'opossum fur collar
garage, chicken house, basement,
hot water heat, bath room, large clneete. and cuffs, call evenings 411 East Iron.
large front back and sleeping porches.
HICKS' DAIR1
Phone filS. or any real estate dealer In CLEAN MILK, with a heavy cream line;
town.
pints, Ho; quarts. He. Phnne 738,
FOR SALE
modern pressed FOlt SALE Used tractors,
a
and
U-!brick home. Registers In each room.
with gang plows. Hardware
Finished In mahogany and Ivory. Large
Korber A Cnmnany.
J
Would
make
basement, also garage.
terms. Located Ninth and Gold. Large FOR SALE Boxed Delicious upples aiBo
At former
niier vorieiiee.
Dewlrt
corner lot. Address P. O. Box 436, olty,
rrneh, North Fourth, phone 2410 JS,
or C. W care Journal.
InstrumenTsT
SAXOPHONES
and
all
band
FOH SALE Now adobe white stucco,
new or used; private or class Instruo-lion- s
five large rooms, bath, largo closets,
on sbuve. Fred K. Ellis. Ph. SOa-fireplace, basement. Areola- - heat, two WOOD
WOOD
Call 8401-RThis Is
TIJerni
lovely porches, pergola, etc.
CailVOn.
foe VOTie mnnl.
Pnmni
an ideal home nnd commands a wonCedru Canyon Wood company
Good livery.
derful view.
Priced to sell.
terms. Owner, 1021 West New York, FOH SAI.K Wlnflmtll ar.A 1,!, .11 , ....7
phone 1444-R- .
plete. Cheap for quick tale. GasoIN ORDER to raise some cash at once, line engine for $10.00. Call 102? South
will sell my new brick bungalow. Has Arno.
five beautiful rooms, also fine bath and GET A XMAS box of four pairs ladles'
Polished floors,
or five pairs men's Real silk Guarbig breakfast room.
steam heat. Two porches. Will make anteed Hosiery, $s.00. Phones 2233-you a bargain for $4900 with J.'.OO In S53-.cash and balance monthly. Address Box FOR SALE
0
Winchester rifle In
11. care Journal,
new condition for 30 or will take 410
or 20 guage shot gun In part payment.
See rifle at 407 West Copper.
FOR'ENTi ApartmentsT State Hotel' SOFT SPOTS
Heet. and arch
cushions
Fourth and Central.
prevent fallen Instips; cures all fool
FOR RENT
Desirable apartment, two troubles, tl. Planter Arch Supports. Thus.
F. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central.
rooms.
1104 North Second.
FOR RENT Small
apartment, 116.00. STOP Those windows from rattling!
loep out sand, dusv and cold air bj
l"2' Soutn Hlstr. phone 17SK-Metal Weather
Installing
fun RENT One
apartment; Phone 174S-- faceR. P. Thomas, 1008Strips.
Forsteam heated. Imperial Hotel.
rester,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished apartment, GENUINE Mexican Chill
con
deCame
steam heat. Phone 1181-Call at
livered to your home, 400 a quart;
819 East Central.
55o a pint.
Order before 10:30 a, m.
FOR RENT Three room modern, nicely and 4:S0 p. m. T. A. Anderson, Old
furnished apartment,
to well adults,
phone 17H-water and telephone paid. 625 South' Albuquerque,
FOR BALE Pianos, player pianos, elecArno.
trlo orchestra plsnns, with slot atFOR RENT Three rooms and sleeping tachments, phonographs; pre-wvalues;
porch furnished. Modern. 703 South for quick action, phone 108 or write
High. Inquire 714 East Hazeldlne, phone George P. Lear card Piano Co., 214 South
B258-Walter.
FO ' RENT Three
fur- USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and SEAT
apartments,
nished or unfurnished.
Stesm heat,
dresslag, Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r.
!)ot and cold water,
rarkvlew court,
Valspar Enamel on automohllea
903 East Silver.
Homestead
Plymouth
Cottage Paint.
Floor
Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Sat
FOR RENT Small handsomely
and three-roounfurnished, isfaction assured. Thus. F. Keleher Leath
stesm-beate- d
1115 West er Co. 08 West Central, phone 1057-apartments.
Roma, apply Apartment ft.
BUSINESS CHANCES.
FOP RENT Two roome and sleeping
porch, furnished; modern, t30.00. 1801 FOR SALE .lute) doing good business.
Esst Central. Three rooms vartly fur- Gall 117
North First.
nlshed. 410 Ncfth Sixth. Phone 1142-FOR SALE Small rooming house; very
Unfurnished
RENT
FOR
Cheep.
reasonable.
114H West Gold.
Modern except heat.
apartments.
Three rooms and bath, $15.00) four Fi)R SALE Hotel, t.enty rooms, pool
hal
and
ban gand lease. 313 South
On car line.
rooma and bath, $20.00.
Phone 190, McKInley Land and Uiin-b- First.
FOR RENT OR SALE Five-roohouse
,
company.
and email grocery, close In. Call at
Sl
South Seventh.
brick building.
V6ll RENT Off Ic's space. "oreiii 'rooiiT FOR SALE Tivo-stor- y
213 South First; location guod for any
207 TVest Onld.
kind
of
business.
-FOR RENT Office and desk space.
FOR RENT Store room at vol South
317 West Gold.
Third, good condition, one block from
FOR RENT Office roome Korber build- - Santa
Fe shops;, also small stock of
Korber A Co.. auto dept.
lng
Call at tOl South
groceries for sale.
FOR RENT Store room or office at Thhd, phone 2014-.116 South Third.
402
West
at
Apply
FARMING and dairy experts look for a
f entrnl.
loan: $10,000.00 to develop their four
Sectrlties: Improvesection property.
FOR SAL1TOR TRADE
of seven mining
ments and
FOR SALE OH TRADE Two skee bill claims for which were offered $160,000.
O.
Montlcello.
Box
C.
New Mexico.
180,
C.
P.
an
JusHake
me
ffer.
alleys.
til.. 223 'j South Seem.
FOR
FOlt SALE OR TRADE Modern,
SAXEDywtock."
house.
Excellent opportunity for
110
ItSA LEiiab bi taand U uicTie"
first-clas- s
West Lead.
dining room In a location
where one la needed. Inquire Room 15, FOlt SALE
cow and a female
Jersey
First National Bank bldg.
calf. t,r North Second.
FOR SALE Bred doe., frying rabrlia.
1208 North Sixth.
Phone 1H38-LIVE salesman.
Investigate " uiiitei
Home Builders of ..metlca. 13 V4j Wast FOR SALE Rabbits and hutches. Cheap.
Also
dressed
rabbits for fryyoung
Gold.
610 West Coal!
ing.
SELL something original!
Something FOR SALE Big young
pair work mules,
every merchant wanta "Zlm'a Peer.
pair young mares. Two milk cow-sless" the Collection System of exclusive
SID North BroadYard,
Grande
Wagon
collecting features. Has collected for i
coat. Sells $7.60, Creditors' Association, way.
cows.
McKnlght
Bldg..
Minneapolis, FOR SALE Young fresh Jersey
Minn. ,
The best of Jersey milk, 85 cents per
three-fourtmile
Paved
road,
gallon.
FOR RENT Storerooms.
from Barelas bridge. W. G, Bletcher.
TORr
WELL-CONTRACWILL arrange to suit tenant a Soxloo
foot brick building: good condition;
reasonable WELLS UHU.Li.l-- . unv.u and repsir.d,
opposite Santa Fe shops:
terms, t Bee ur write U Beyraun, 189
pumps, tanks, tuners, j. F. Wolklug.
423 Vfeet Marble, phone J45!-North First, Albnqusmui. H. At

All Kinds of Insurance.
REAL KSTATB.
113 Bomb Third street.
Phone .
14

Real Estate

Insurance
Miscellaneous.

BERNARD A, SLEYSTER

PFEIFFER

.....

Loans

317 W. Gold.

I'hono

21

clobejiiJ60JJMSJEHhhone
FOR
SALE Seven-roolow, North Eleventh,

FORRENTOfftcRoMws".

ALBUQUERQUE
PROPERTY:

SNAP

A
A

hoiue with
sleeping porch, partly furninheil,
modern end located in Fourth ward.
Address X, care of Morning Journal.
good

Klassed-l-

BUSINESS,
IirSIDEXCE,
INVESTMENT

five-roo-

n

Eoinanilo Townslte Lots
Towner

Addltian

LUXURY OR COMFORT?

Lots

Italian

mission type
comprising all tip.
features that lend com.
fort, or even luxury; Fourth
ward, at $5,750; on liberal
terms. Photo In office.
bungalow,

AUTOMOBILES.
"AD1ATOR REPAIRING. 6.
aBJF
JJhe2JJotarkiJ17N. Third
FOR

SALE

Ug'-- i

5

BuTck,600-I'r-

touring
lis West Gold
Auto top dressing Is the best.
West Copper,
ga"1
"jrall'na1""?
7
nom
'
Flr,t Na"nal Bank
bldg
FOR to ALE Mitchell "chummy
roadster,
CUk' C"y AU'
C
FOR SALE Maxwell touring car or will
Cuke
n. Atlfis e.tock, or fr"b"ty.
r.tin v
SAVE to t 76 per cent on used
parts,
ior over twenty-fiv- e
different cars. Mcintosh
Co.. HI) West Cop- WHIZ

JsejSaddleryJll

''Wo7ih

City Realty Co,, Realtors
807 W. Gold.
7.
Il,ono

Phtn..T"

maintain
stock of used
cars at all times.large
Our prices are the
We will make a reasonable
for any oar you wish to
in regardless of condition and willtrade
arrange terms to meet the customer.
Auto Comuanv,
5
West
T
Copper, phone r.2.

On Improvod City
Property,
Best lot buy In town; 60 ft.
corner,
east front.
Fourth
ward, fine diatrict, only 900.

owest.

J.

MOTOR

D,

an w.

Are an Investment, not a
speculation.
They will pay dividends of service and
Pleasure. We have lust completed rebuilding a few for your Inspection. A
demonstration will leave you satisfied
C
prices are not historic.
HOBF18

TO LOAN

$2,500

Keleher,

Realtor

GoM.

I'hono 410.

PHONE

1520

Odorless Cleaning

'

and

CO.

Pressing
West Central
Phone 434
Alterations of Any Kind
FOR SALE
VSilU CARS
Dodge Brothers touring
MEYER & MEYER
,
1,300
Dodge Urothers touring
13;,',
1H West CYutrut,
Dodge Hrothere to- - rl.ig
,...$:(50
Dodge Brothers touring
$750
Dodge Brothers commercial car ,,.,1550
Dodge Brothers commercial car ....lioo
Dodge Brothere sedan
fii.io
Dodge Brothers roadster
$550
Ford light truck
,
uTo'to'"Los" Angeiefc
$150 PAlTfY'uiei'
Ford ton truck ,
AJdress Hox 7. care Journal.
$300
Also a Cadillac
U IIS. IKED CILMAV
stock:
CO.
J. KORBER
hats and hats made millinery,
to order. RePodge Brothers Dealers
modeling a specialty.
Poora J, Supe-rl- nr
Phone 783
J
North Second
lintel, over Woolworth's.
5

WANTEDMiwelliititlous
K"s r7rrfr.""-.-

nn

CaVoW,

BA.mt:Tttri.'ir.clas1 barber

wz&r- -

-

nr.'W;:',

Iron, McDonald.
TIIAN8FEK and seavengcr work done,
reasonable ratea. B. a. Griffith, 722

'nt0 ronl coupe at 8m East Central

voul.
prices.

bm9
n.

or

A.

-.t
will call'Bpec!a,

,anltaHum.
Witter, phone

8104--

South F.illth.
tor to give me.lUal care to all tube.
WANTED To rent a small dairy. Have cular patients. Willing to give room
and,
had experience.
Address e. O. Boa good board and reasonable pay, or would
803, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
lease to good responsible doctor. Address
Anmmiernne.
WANTED Furniture, fourlo five rooms, P"1" off!" ""' OD- PROFESSIONAL
CARDS.
aider smaller amount. Call 407.
"
" Vri
"" "Jl" "
WANTED A fast trotter.
'iHN r V.
Will ex- change stylish saddle pony which WILSON AND WIISON
works single or double, and give cash.
Attorneys,
P. O. Box m.
Rooms IS, 17 and is rri!mwelluliain,
MAX BARGAIN
Phone 11B3-STORK, at 315 South
1
First, will pay the highest prlcea for wv-uit,,.-i,-i;i..is.ti.your second-hanclothing, ahoea and
" '
Pit. S. I.. IIIIRTON,
furniture. Phune BH.
Diseases of fhe 8tomncq
WANTED Money to loan on first mon- Suite
Barnett Building
gagea The security of the principal
our first consideration.
J. D. Keleher, UR. MANiiAKKT CAKTWKKillT,
811 West Ciold, phone 410.
Residence USS Eaet Central
Phone 877.
P.UO CLEANING
DR. 8. MABI II KKEEI.S,
9xlS RUG8 CLEANED J5.09
afattresses renovated, $3.50 up. irurnlture
Osteoputliio Physician
r, paired, packed. Awning work. Porch Cltliens Bank Bldg. Ph. 8S1-or U!!-"
curtains. Ph. 80-Ervln Bedding Co. DH 8. C. ( I.AKKE
Eye.' Par, N'om and Threat
A DAT
KODAK FINISHING $
Baroett Building.
eatleraatloo
Remember,
Phone
guaranteed.
Send your flnlj ne t a reliable eatab- Office Hour
t to it a. m. and to 8 p. m.
llshsd firm. Return
postage pal on
mall orders.
Hanna
Hanna, Ina,
ii
Vni V.ws
W. M. SnCnlDAN, M. Us
r,.mmercei Ph,..n,r.Ph.rt

VrtlMJL

U'-'

"

It.

rT"

"""CARPENTERING:
"n"""

"

w

w"rk'

-"

PmctJc
Umlted
.

fo

GRNITO
nilNARY DISEASE1?
DISEASES OF THE SKIN
Wsssermaa Lahnrntnry In Connection.
Olttirne Hank Bid. I'hone 896.
A--

or put on new, reason- able. George Waters, phone Z060-F. U. BAKESt jrj, D.
PAINTINO. paporhauging and ci.U'lmln- Free estimate. I'hone io;:-n- .
ing.
Dlese of the Eye. Glauea Fitted
NEW WORK or repair
Hoofs, floor- Office removed to 114 N
195M1"1 Via6''- - Kaa,onabl8- - Vbnae ond at. Ground floor. Phone t48.
oan lMs-j- .
DR. W. T. MURPHEY
1FT0.uhn.e,"1.a
or too email. Let
Practice Limited to Tubercnlosis.
us give you estimate.
Barnett Bulldlng-Ph- one
8S6.
pTiNi'Fll.' paieTlianglng and kalsomm:
II to
p.m.
ing. All work guaranteed. George C Hntirot in to 12 am.:
NorU' E'""''
t""
2M39o-'CH
ROOKS repaired

r

80

CARPENTERINO. all classes. Free estl- - E.
matea and guaranteed work. Ask my
B. E. Johnson, SIS John.
customers.
'
phone 175B-1 WANT
you to Investigate my low prices
on any kind of a building proposition
A. H Palmer. Bunga- you have In view.
lie$-lo- - Builder, Box 41, city, ,hou

"WANTEDSilSnTen.

3MR.

V.

jgOPRApTORST
CARHS?Wm'

Boom

Chlropmetle
Arinljo
'

19 N. T

BId.

yitr,

3tJ'5K;Vsltl
aaj""

HEALTHSEEKER

a

nice little home) consisting of a living room, bed
room, kitchen with bullt-l- n
breakfast room, hall, bath, front,
back and Bleeping porch, and Areola heat. This can be bought
for $3,000; $200 cash, balance $50 per month. This place ia
located In the Highlands 200 feet above the city. Why pay
jut your money lor rent when you can be buying you a home?
We have

&
Thone

110.

City Office.

'

yVm. J. Levere.tt'
,

University

KEALTOH.

313

IXelghta Development

West Gold
Company.

.ij

FOR A TASTEFUL SPREAD FOR SANDWICHfca
OR CRACKERS
We would suggest that you try three
of a good salad dressing mixed thorougha
package of
ly with
table-spoonfu-

Sunbeam, Monarch, Premier Salad dressings are
on
good. But today we have a special low price
31c.
8
bottles
ounce
only
Sunbeam,
Sealshipt oysters. Climax Butter.

Phone 28
STORE
Orders Delivered for 10c

D ft
i flli

Theater

fffl 1

1

PALMIST

WERE QUEEN"

Also Fox News, Topics of the Day and Harold
Lloyd in a comedy.
Tomorrow Tom Mix in "Do and Dare

.

COOPER'S HAWK IS
j

CAUGHT KILLING A
QUAIL; ON EXHIBITION

ill

Mrs. A. P. Jones Is seriously
with pneumonia at the home of
her daughter. Mrs. H. T.On Johnson,
account
70S West Silver avenue.
of her illness., her son. Clay Jones
and familv. ariived yesterday from
Chicago, 111., and her daughter,
Jllss Bertha Jones arrived from
lier home in Kansas City Mo.
A Kitchen Snower, tor the First
Methodist church, will be held in
room on Thursday
tho primary
afternoon, beginning at 3 o'clock,
Mrs.
McGuire, Mrs. Uiehl and
with
EveryMrs. Nelson as hostesses.
is needed
thing a kitchen requires
here, from a paring knife to a ten
gallon kettle, and everyone U
asked to bring something.
(i. W. Kimball, supervisor of
the Tusayana national forest, Is
here from his headquarters at
Ariz.. In consultation
Williams,
with officials of the district forester's office.
' II. K. Henderson, a member of
tho United States forest service's
party, has
grazing recognizance
left the service temporarily because of the illness of his mother.
'

Positive evidence that the Cooper's hawk is a slayer of qua"
obtained Sunday by members of
the Game Protective association.
n
who caught ono with a
quail In his possession. ThewillnawK
be
was killed and the body
of the
placed on exhibition at one
so
that
stores
goods
sporting
sportsmen mnv be able to recognize
Cooper's hawks and help exter
minate them. Cooper's iihwks are
rather rare specimens, according to
the (lame Protective association.
The Cooper's hawk and the sharp
shinned bnwks are practical!'- the
m
onlv hawks to do much damage Yet
quail or chickens. It is stated.devote
hunters and farmers usually
most of their attention to t'.ie effort
to kill off the chicken hawk, which
is said to do little damage. The
Cooper's hawk killed Sunday maybe mounted and kept as a permanent exhibit.
half-eate-

NEW OFFICERS ARE
INSTALLED
CHOSEN.
BY KNIGHTS TEMPLAR;

Dr. Murray, Osteopath. Violet ray
treatments. Armijo Bldg. Ph. 741

At the stated conclave of PilKnights;
Factory wood, tuil truck load, grim Commnnderv No. .", the
-.
folfive dollars. Hahn Coal company, Templar, held last night,
l'hone 91 Adv.
lowing officers were elected and
duly installed:
Van B. Oleson, eminent comANNOUNCEMENTS
mander: Lawrence B. Mnckey, generalissimo; Bernard U Wiles,treas- Mrs.!Blessing's school of Dancgeneral: Peter Cameron,
recorder.
ing opens Tuesday evening. 7;H0 urer; Harry Braunofficers
were ap- The following
o'clock, Dec. 5, at Woman's club.
H.
Lembke, senio'
nnlnteil! Charles
Adv.
warden: P.alnh U Chapman, Junior
warden: Arthur C. Culver, prelate:
ANNOUNCEMENTS
. Maccabees
meet this afternoon, John A. Doversike. standard bearer; John A. Riehl. sword bearer;
5:80. Election of officers. Adv.
Alexander Jordan. Jr.. warder:
E. Franklin, sentinel; Harry
i Albuquerque
Camp No. 1, W. O. John
'., will hold annual election of a. Shelton, captain I'ersian guard.
Grand Commander A. i
8
rust
officers tonight at K. P. Hall at
o'clock. All members are urged to Malov, assisted by Emll Otto as
marshal, installed the officers.
attend. Adv.
cap-tai-

W. C. O. F. meets tonight.
promptly at 7:30 in St. Mary's
Hall. Adv.

RADIO

;

Boys, see the new Radio Knife,

K. W. Tonnent, Public Sten- lias pliers, screw drivers and wire
& Co.'s. Adv.
ographer. 313 W. (iold; l'hone 110, cutters, at J. Korber

Adv.

ROOMS

HOUSE

MORE SNOW IN THE
MOUNTAINS THAN FELL
IN ALL LAST WINTER

JIB ',4

More snow has fallen In the
mountains east of Albuquerque
this fall than had fallen all duraccording the winter of 1921-2ing to reports reaching the city.
Know has
been falling almost
constantly in tho Manzanos for
several days and In some places
is three feet deep.

Holiday G.fts. V. S. S. Sunshine
Slachlne-shelle- d
Pinion
Product.
Nuts. Tlie Dainty Nnt In Oalntv
S.
Fannie
Spitz, 323
Packages.
North Tenth St. Tel. Htti. All
carry my Ilcglstcrcd
packages
Trade Mark. Adv.

Ml.

IBANK

K.

8outli First.

Phone 221 V

II. CONNER, M I). . O.
Osteopathic Specialist. 323-Stern Hide. Tel. JOl-C.

J.

STOCKMEN,

ATTENTION!

MflcCIIACKFN,
of Santa Fe
Take advantago
IS.
DAISY
Mac HACKJT:N.
1)15.
emeritency rates on alfalfa and
Osteopathic Phjxlolnns.
buy now as reduced rates expire
&0U W. Central. VU. Office 89-December 31. Wire for delivered
ltcsldence su-- J
Adv;
price Santa Ke stations, N. SI. It.
10. Levers & Co., Koswoll, K. M.
NOTICE
Adv. '
I will not be responsible for any
debts contracted by any other than
myself after this date
THOMAS ESTOS1TO.
Adv.
To replace that broken window
I.-- t us Dye for you. Our work
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
and prices are the best. Sunshine
Phone 421. 42:1 North First.
Cleaners. A d v.
2.

Let Us Send a Man

Cloverbloom Butter, pound
DeLuxe Eggs dozen
Fancy Storage Eggs dozen
Oranges medium size, dozen
New Walnuts, pound
New Almonds, pound
New Pecans, pound
New Filberts, pound
New Brazil Nuts, pound
Mixed Nuts, pound

Large, Cranberries,

2

.'
."

quarts

1

70c
49c
35c
34c
36c
34c
25c
22c
30c
35c

WILLY-NILL- Y
205 South Firtt Street.

Albuquerque-Sant- a

DVFHS AND HATTERS
Hl'O CIJCANING
Phone 4511. for. Hth and Gold

Junta

THEATER

BOILER POWER

mini

r.ifLEs

1

j
i

A Western romance that's got 'em all stopped for
real laughs and thrills. Two famous stars and a splendid
supporting cast. Actually filmed in the great Western

;

canyons.
,

:

1

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

Current Events

Pafhc Heview

'

REGULAR PRICES

;

i

WORK

FOR PARKIN

FIVE DAYS, STARTING TODAY

have a vacant lot Oil
Central avenue which can
be entered from the rear
and which I am willing
to let for parking priviSee S. Kahn at
leges.
109 North First Street.

it

J

i

j&r

Sol

IfAClCSllOO

Lesser

n

A

LET'S GO!
3

RENT A CAR

Drive It Yourself New Fords
and Dodges, Coupes and Sedan
ALIH'Qt EltQl'E
DRIVERI.ESS CAK CO.
Cars Delivered.

TO THE TIDY IIOl'SKKKEPEll

No Soot

No Smoke

Have You

BURN ANTHRACITE
AND YOU AHE NOT BOTHERED

lit

ifu--

L

AhiiBiT'liiiMiiiiiii

i

WITH SOOT

HAHN COAL CO.

Phone 91

Second uud Gold

Central

I VHNACE

Soot In the Furnace ltcsnlts In Loss of Fuel.
Ever Considered Tills?

Wiseman the Jeweler

Shades made to order.
(Victor Luxor Hand-Mad- s
Cloths)
Kirsh Curtain Rod9
415 North Sixth
Phone llllll-.l- .

BOON

A

No Dust

Brlc--brao- s,

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop

TIIH

IX

BURN ANTHRACITE

South Second

V.

f

ER

T0KI6H

Diamond rings, Cnmeo pins. GentV
watches. Wrist watches, Ivory sets.
Mantle clocks. Silver sets,
Sandwich trays, Ltl Tnsca
pearls, and numerous articles suitable for a
CHRISTMAS GIFT

421

THE LADY"

'

WITH

'

,

j

Speedsters. t:oupes. Tourings
With Winter Tops.
No Extra Charge for
Conveniences.
121 N. Third
I'linno fNO.

Phone OH2.W.

ARD-

Corner North l''lrst Street and
Marble Avenue.

New Management

COLOIIB

201

'"THE COWBOY

furnished adobe bungaWill
low, four rooms.
all
or
$300
sell
part.
cash, balance on monthly
like rent.
installments
North
109
Inquire at
First street.

I

GUY'S TRANSFE1C
322 S. Second

the okk;i.al.

Miri Miles M inter and. Tom Moors
hike paramount picture 'The Cowboy and the Lady'

PRIVILEGE

Gallup Lump Coal

ox.

j

.

A parcel of land, 83x140
feet, at North Eighth and
McKinley avenue; nicely

1

CARS FOR RENT

7

FOR SALE

P. O. Sorenson Co.

J.

AT

"

AND

Face Brick
Fire Brick
Common Brick Fire Clay
Metal Lath
Fireplace Tile
Flue Lining
Mortar Colors
Floor Tile
Sewer Pipe
Wall Board
Carey Roofing
Beds
Murphy
Lime
Plaster
Cement
Tel. 1263--

Rough dry 7',i cents per lb.
and one cent per piece
Wet wash minimum reduced to
fifty cents
See our prices on bundle work.
218 N. I'otirlh.
l'lioiie !!'.!

When in the market for new or
used steam boilers, stationary or
riortable. ask us.
NEW .MEXICO STEEfi CO., Illc
Hahn. Mgr.
II.
Pes. 1947-Phone 2023--Iujs

Wp
.vjj"

MMi

BB1CK

Economy Electric
Laundry

IWd h ?rrU

7f

Phone 682
822 South Walter.

Phone 279

To purchase complete fixtures
meat market
of an
Splendid location.
Everything
ready to begin business. Apply
Chas. Conroy, 516 W. Central,
or 1. J. Mize, 503 So.tith Arno.

PRICES-BETT-

Store. I'limie tiOO
llnnk Confectionery,
-- 2.
rhone

Robert Jones

OPPORTUNITY

CHEAPER

I

OffU--

.

Gallup Egg;
Cedar Wood
Pinon Wood
Prompt Delivery

BUSINESS

I'ndcr

T

10:"0 n. 111.
5:00 p. in.
11:00 a, ni.
7 :00 p. m.
KAt'll WAV
Offlro lllnicllmc Bros.

reservation; come in and
look them over.
Over a thousand dollars
worth to select from.
Some big beauties; a
Xmas present , that will
last a lifetime.

Liberty Coal Yard
Gallup Lump

House Parties. Private Dances
a Specialty
(103 North Broad way

ing and pressing for men and
women. We call.
2IH S. Second
Phono 127.
.1. S. TUC.IIM.O

Phone 371.

AKKIVK

;v

Just received direct from

EC. 6, 1922

Brown's Colored
Orchestra

SUITS MADE TO ORDER
All kinds of repairing; clean-

S

7:Jt0a. m.
0 p. in.
8:00 a. 111.
4 :0l) p. in.

Navajo Blankets
Beautiful Designs

CRYSTAL

Same as new one, finer roll top
desk and chair, and baby carriage.
Inquire at
805 West Silver Avenue

Your Tailor Shop

Is

STAIt STAGE
IJ

- f
ypsJt

THING

FOR SALE

Plumbing and Heating.
P.epalr Work My Long Suit.
Phono 201.

Clgur

:

li

anta Fe
Santa Fo
Mhuqucniue
Atuwiurrciiie

New saxophones, $G5 up. New
cornets and trombones, J20 up.
Get that girl or boy a real
Christmas gift in anything musical. Phone 302-.- I.
FRED lv. F.rXlS

Pat, the Plumber

NOW

!buiuerque
Santa Fo
Santa F

FOR CHRISTMAS

A

r

Fe

--

&g8""

"

CRYSTAL OPERA HOUSE
8:30

Original
New York- -

3:30

TONIGHT

Chicago

M Beauty ocf

Company

9eason

Y

BOOVaid

City Fish Market
Phono 883-Fresh Fish Daily and
Fresh Baltimore Oysters
Fresh Cooked Shrimp end

308 S. Second.

Lobsters
Smoked Kippered Salmon
and Bloaters
Fish
White

DELIVER TO ALL PARTS
OF TOWN.

"WILL

B

JOHNSTONE
AXSVC

tr

I

Ji

B! BV

KwY:

'

k

va

eCODUCCD

UNDte

ft!

7 A
M.
JUS
a ircr

r

"r

mm

t

wmm

IS

'
i

a iauh and then a tear! :
That's how Jackie makes
"Trouble' his finest.

y
VtO.

j.

JBEm'.
frjS&gfeil

fflJ

'I f J

MlPliiMI

:

ffli IMjJ'U'

1

.

IliJll
ill"...!

WffT

Beauties
yrom

oiaaiiaii

PRICES:
$2.50, $2.00, $1.00 Plus Tax.
Seats now selling at Matson's Book Store.

(for your furnace)

Split Red Cedar

'

A smile and then a sob;

Bewitching

A.
1

i

COAL

OMERA EGG

f

!

AJ"

53o

SKINNER'S
Phone 60.

MS OFFICE
West Gold.

DION

21

AlbuquiTqim
J'AUK

Mr.

BITTNER

1K.

r

Armijo's Taxi Phone 601.

LOCAL ITEMS

doctor's baR and medicine
Reward if left at
case.

TWICE 1)H,V.
l,L U
lbuiueriuo

'

DAYS STARTING TODAY

A

for housework
North Fourth

"!lrl
4'M

3

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

WANTED

man-iaf,'er- ."

From the story "The Three Cornered Kingdom"

ll St

LOST

t

Aladam Petite tells past, present,
and future; reads strictly from
science and guarantees satisfaction. Now at her new home. 1107
North Eleventh street and 1103
North Twelfth. Saw mill car.

Friday afternoon, askiriu that he
come to the office of ir. D. 10. Wil- son In the fJrnnt building. When
the boy, Conrndo HalleKos. reached
the stairway he was met by the
younff man who irnvo him a check
(and a note addressed tOthe United
States Cigar company asking that a
packnttc of cigarettes be sent to
Dr. Wilson. The cJiecTC was made
payable to Dr. Wilson and was cn-- j
dorsed with a 'orrery of his name,
and siinied bv "11. TO. Hanger,
Jt was for $12.50. When the
bov returned with the change and
the clKnrettes the young man was
i?one, and the boy delivered them
ilson. The check was
to Dr.
turned down by the First National
The police are'
bank ,Vesterdav.
searching for the strange youiiK
man. who, they believe, became
frightened and ran awav.

IN

I

1100

Jewelers

A young man whosfl Identity has
not been established telephoned the
Western 1'nlon for a messenger boy

ETHEL CLAYTON

"IF

Fuel Co.

Ford and Blackburn
X. First,
l'hone 388--

THEN HE DISAPPEARS

LAST TIME TODAY

theater;

GALLUP COAL

KENT

Wureliouse on Track
Address Box 200, Jourun Office

BAD CHECK BY A BOY

M
w"'

1 BIVBEL

roil

K

Y0UNG"MAiTsENDS
Albuquerque's
Finest

ATTENTION!

One, of tile truKsdii'S of Christmas Sh tlio manv letters addressed
to Kan ta Claim that get into tlie
mails and never reach the good old
saint to whom they were addressed.
Santa Chilis' address, however,
'has been established as the. 101 Us
club, where he lias a fine suite of
'steam heated rooms and a corps of
.secretaries at work 10every day
ready for the Iks' municipal
Christmas tree. Il exoects to leave
his niaillnc address today Willi
i'ostmaster Berthold Spitz, and will
'get all the Santa CMus letters. He
will see tlint the children of the
poor who write to him ai'e not for-- i
gotten.
By the way, have you done your
little share to heln Santa?
Mail vour check or vouf coin to
the Klks .Municipal Christmas Tree
Fund, care c the Morninc Journal.
Or bring it into the Journal office,
It will reach Santa in time to help
him do his Christmas shopping.

either chile pimento or plain.

WARD'S CASH
508 West Central.

iiW!,?yji'yV"l''iW

SANTA CLAUS
WILL GET HIS
XMAS LETTERS

ls

BLUH1LL CHEES

December 5, 1922

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

'li

'age Ten

SUGARITE

SWASTIKA

GALLUP

Here's

"Trouhlo"

'to

Ij

'

"

'

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

AZTEC FUEL CO.

Phone 251
1102 North First Street
L. J. MILLER, Pre.

Steam Coal
Mine Hun

Domestic Coal
Fancy Lump
Fancy Eirg
Fancy Nut
Fancy Chestnut

Chestnut
Nut Pen

&

Slack

Straight Slack
SIGN OF CO0O COAI.

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
B5.
Wo Gintrnntoc

Sport Review and "Felix All At Sea"

Sntlstartlon.

l'hone

MATINEE :
NIGHT (6

.'.
to- -

11)

; .

...

.

PRICES:
ADULTS, 25c ;
: ADULTS, 35c;

CHILDREN
CHILDREN.

..II.

.........15
......
..

10;

n

f

I

